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(i)

The papers presented at thiB Seminar on Nuclear Power have

bees incorporated in these proceedings with as few alterations as

poesible. Some of the papers submitted were in the form of speeches.

These were changed into the farm normally adopted in scientific

literature. Attempts have been made to bring about some uniformity

in the format of the papers, tables and figures.

The discussions *ere taken down verbatim with the help of a

tape recorder. Efforts hnve been made to retain not only the views

of tht speakers, but also as far as possible, their languŝ ge and

style. Cnly the minimum editing needed to change the conversational

language to written language was done. The lists of participants

incorporated in the proceedings have beec prepared on the baa is of

the registration forms received at the seminar.

I wish to express my gratitude to the authors and to the

partioipasts who have helped to m*ke the seminar a success. I am

particularly indebted to Dr. Vikrara A. Sarabhai, Shri H.N. Sethna,

Dr. n. Ramanna and Shri V.N.Meckoni for their invaluable guidance at

all stages during the organisation of this seminar. Thanka are also

due to various person?) who have helped to make these proceedings come

out in a short time, in particular, the stenographers, the typists,

and the draftsmen. Finally, I wish to thank the members of the staff

of Bhabha Atomic Research Centre,. Power Projects Engineering Divisioa

and Department of Atomic Energy who helped in the organization of the

seminar and in editing these proceedings at various stages.

E.P. Rastogi
March 7, 1970. Scientific Secretary
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OPENING REMARKS

Vikram A. Sarabhal,
Chairman, Atomic Energy Commission, India

Dis t inguished gues t s , Ladies and Gentlemen i

I t gives me grea t p leasure , on behalf of Atomic Energy

Commission, to weloorae you to th i s Seminar on Nuclear Power. We

have come a long way from the early 40 's when I r eca l l Dr. Horai

Bhabha came back from Cambridge because of the wax and es tab l i shed

a small r e sea rch un i t a t the Indian I n s t i t u t e of Science, Bangalore,

for the p u r s u i t of cosmic rays and other aspects of t h e o r e t i c a l

physics and fundamental r e sea rch . The Tata I n s t i t u t e , which was

formed l a t e in the 4 0 ' s , l a t e r on led to the establishment of Bhabha

Atomic Research Centre in the 50*3. Early i n the 60's our programme

came to a s t age tha t one could see the p o s s i b i l i t y of applying the

p r a c t i c a l benef i ts of peaceful uses of Atomic Energy to the rea l

problems of t h i s country. Dr. Bhabha was able to perauade the

Government to take the major forward looking s t ep . At t h a t time most

countr ies of the world were s t i l l not sure of the development of

Nuclear Power and tha t the developing count r ies should a lso think

of the same problem and come out with p o s i t i v e programme was to my

mind the s t r i k i n g demonstration of the forward looking measures which

were guided not only by Dr, Bhabha but a lso by the Government of India

under the d i r ec t i on of Shr i Jawahar Lai Nehru. I think i t i s r ea l ly

a grea t good fortune t h a t we had, as the f i r s t leader i n India a f te r

independence, the person of the vis ion of Nehruji . But for what he

did for Indian science generally, and particularly in the atomic

energy f ie ld , the foundations of a body of scientists and engineers

who oould undertake a variety of challenging tasks, the optimism of

the future of India would have been diluted.

Atomic Energy Commissions have a tendency of joining to them

a wide variety of inter disciplinary groups and our commission here

is no exception. We are bringing together people in the fundamental

sciences whether they are in solid s t a te , communication theory,



biology or medicine and the applied scientists who undertake

industrial projects. Because of this coming together of all these

people we find that the establishments which are undertaking and

supporting this programme are indeed getting interested and are

able to contribute to many facts which are strictly not a part of

Atomic Energy.

/

We have now reached a stage when Tarapur Power Plant has been

commissioned. It will be formally dedicated by the Prime Minister

on Monday, January 19, 1970. I regard it a great privilege that

specialists in the field of Atomic Energy and power, not only from

this country, but also from some of the outstanding leaders in this

field abroad, have responded to our invitation to come here and share

their experiences with us. The list of speakers and the topics that

we have to cover during the next day and a half is before you and

you will notice that what we are hoping to do ia to take stock of

the position regarding energy in this country. Let us share the

experience of other countries who are faced with the problem of deve-

loping the energy resources, the options in terras of size and types

of units, technologies and methods of deploying the new power

stations. We will also consider the very challenging forward looking

concepts such as desalting of water and agro-industrial complexes

in this Seminar.

The Atomic Energy Commission started, about two and a half

years ago, studies related to the possibility of establishing agro-

industrial complexes in this country and in these we have had a

great deal of support and help from various Indian Organisations,

Ministries and Departments as well as the scientists particularly of

the Oak Ridge National Laboratory of the U.S.A. where this project

and concept has been developed considerably. I would, therefore,

start by giving my paper on this question of agro-industrial complexes

which is the work of a large number of scientists and engineers.



AN AGHG-INDIETRIAL COfTPIEX IN THE GANGETIC PLAIN

3y

Vikram A. Sarabhai, K.T. Thomas, M.P.S. Ramani,
M.o. Kumra, CM. Shah, R.K. Verma and V.B. Godse.

Abstract

The p o s s i b i l i t y of acal ing nuclear reactors to large s i zes r e su l t -
ing in lowering of power c o s t , in tegrat ing with i t various power consuming
indus t r i e s of importance to agr icu l tu re such as Nitrogenous and Phoephatio
f e r t i l i s e r i ndus t r i e s and a scheme for energising tubewalls to supply
water to agr icu l tu re and t o boost food production resul t ing in a Nuclear-
Powered Agro-Industr ial Complex promises much in terras of economic advance-
ment and finding a solut ion to the food problem of the country. Such a
scheme has been considered in the three d iv is ions of Agra, Meerut and
Rohilkhandin Ut tar Pradesh. The analysis shows tha t a project involving
about Rs.1200 crores in the region would give a re turn on investment of the
order of more then 65$ per annum. The logiBt ics and storage requirement
resu l t ing from the launching of the scheme have a l s o been studied in some
d e t a i l . F ina l ly i t has been pointed out that the implementation of the
project would involve reorganisat ion of the scheme for the exploi ta t ion of
underground water in the region. This i s because a high u t i l i s a t i o n factor
of 60 to 7bf° for the tubewells i s envisaged under the scheme against 15 to
35% as at p resen t . This would c a l l for rad ica l pol icies with respect to
onwership and operation of the tubewells .

I . INTRODUCTION

In teims of a per capi ta power consumption of 66.17 Kwli/annum

India occupies the 115th posi t ion in the world. However,, because of her

sheer oize India today i s in a unique position to u t i l i s e the benefi ts of

atomic power. With an ins ta l l ed power generating capacity of 9700 MWe in

1966 i t had the 14th l a rges t power system in the world. Moreover, among

the developing coun t r i e s , aB can be seen from Table 1, India has the

l a r g e s t power system. Since ine doubling time i s about seven years , and

any decision concerning new generating plant taken now should be in r e l a -

Chairman, Indian Atomic Energy Commission, and Secretary, department
of Atomic Energy.



tion to i t s size by 1975» we have to consider a national figure of about

25000 MW made up of four regional grids of about 6000 MW each. Because

of t h i s , India has options in regard to the size of i t s power stations

and technologies adopted, which art not generally available to develop-

ing countries ̂

2« The coat of power generation in India, except in large hydro

instal la t ions, generally exceeds 5 paise pur CTH. In many areae indeed

i t i s 25 to 50 per cent higher. While atomic power, as for example, at

Tarapur, is less expensive than energy produced from coal fired stations

more than 500 ndles from pithead, currently, the only inexpensive sources

of electric power are the large hydro electric generating units t These

are , however, most economical for peaking purposes and are tied to very

specific locations in the country and their benefits do not reach other

parts of the country.

3 . 7/e should compare the level a t which power is currently produced

in India with conditions existir^ in industrially advanced countries.

There the cost of jiroduction of electr ic i ty is approximately lialf of that

in our most advanced fossil fuel power stations. The implications to our

national economy, of a state of affairs , in which primary energy costs

about twice as much as the cost at which advanced nations can generate

e lec t r i c i ty , can be truly staggering. They do not arise merely from a

consideration of the proportionate cost of energy in the total cost of a

product. The effect i s not only cummulative, but can have a major impact

on the whole pattern of growth and development involving alternative

technologies for producing the same product. It i s well known, for ex-

ample, that nitrogenous fer t i l isers can be made fran ammonia derived

either from Naphtha, natural gas, low grade coal or from the electrolysis

of water. While the f i r s t three are available in certain areas and impose

economic penalties when transported over long distances, factories for

nitrogenous fer t i l i sers using electrolytic hydrogen produced with inex-

pensive electr ici ty from large atomic power plants can be located in any

area* Imports of sulphur can be avoided if the phosphorus for fe r t i l i se rs

iB produced by electrothermal reduction using low cost energy.

t

4. Perhaps the moBt important factor for the difference in costs for

generating electricity in developing nations and in industrially advanced



nat ions a r i s e s from economies resul t ing from the scale of operat ions .

Due to the dramatloal ly low cost of power generation that r e s u l t s from

the i n s t a l l a t i o n of large aij-e nuclear power s t a t i o n s , i t is very relevant

t o examine whether there iB any way by which cne can es tab l i sh single unite

of large s ize and provide inexpensive energy which could r e a l l y revolu-

t i on i s e the economic development of many areas in the country. We can

plan for an in tegrated complex which involves both Generating capacity ae

well as a mjor consuming centre right along side the generating un i t . The

energy consuming centre could provide the r equ i s i t e base load a t a minimum

of transmission coa t . The gr id could be fed only with the surplus which

can then be sold a t a much cheaper nate than would otherwise be t i e cose.

• j . The preliminary find in , s of our study as to how low coBt nuclear

energy can be used for the production of nitrogenous and phoepliatic f e r t i -

l i s e r s , for the production of aluminium, for providing water for i r r i ga t ion

e i t h e r by desa l ina t ion or by energising tubewellB and u l t imately for c u l t i -

vat ing food crops were presented l a s t year . In view of the major impact

which can be made on a well populated, but economically depreascci nrea of

the country, we have now made a detai led examination of the exis t ing condi-

t i ons in thrttf divisionH of "'estern Ilttar Pradesh, and the specif ic i n i t i a -

t i v e s that could be tak-en from auongBt al terra t ive choices. We have been

fortunate in receiving close cooperation from of f ic ia l s of the Uttar Pradesh

Sta te Government and concerned cen t ra l Minis t r ies as well as spec ia l i s t s

of the U.S. AEC. In the micro-Btudy which we descr ibe , we examined factors

which we be31eve to be of v i t a l importance to the success of the project

such as l o g i s t i c s of storage and movement of lerge quant i t ies of materials

in and out of the complex, and the problems of management which were not

covered in our preliminary r epo r t .

I I . POTTER COSTS AND AGRIOHIffimM ECWOMICS IN WESTEHH P.P.

6 . The project proposed fo r Western U.P. i s based on nuclear power to

produce f e r t i l i s e r s and supply energy for tubewells for i r r i g a t i o n . ?/ater

from tubewells , though cheaper than desalted water, is more expensive than

surface water . I t s cost ranges from 10 Paise t o 25 False per 1000 gallona

* AEC Monograph 1, 1969, "ITuctear Power in Developing Countr ies" .



for power cost from 5 Paise per KWh to 30 Paiso per KWh respectively.

At 15 Paise per KWh paid by the farmer for power, energy would represent

approximately 50$ of the total cost of water. In recent years, using

high yielding varieties of seeds, the capacity of the fanner to pay for

power has increased. On the other hand when power can be produced at a

lower cost than before, the benefit of Buch lowering of cost should go

f i rs t to those consumers who need i t most, and whose economy ia c r i t i c -

ally dependent on power cost, such ae the power consuming industrial units.

In order to determine a differential tariff system i t is necessary to know

the power cost tolerance of agriculture. Moreover, whereas the construction

and commissioning of a nuclear power station may take about five yearB, *

agricultural schenes could be implemented much faster if we -jould provide j

an interim source of power. Such power may not be inexpersive and hence v|

i t is necessary to know the maximum permissible tariff for power which •;.]

could s t i l l benefit the agriculturist. 1

?. The influence of the cost of power on the economics of cultivation |
I

of various crops and crop rotations has been studied. Figure 1 giveB the I

estimated cost of production of various agricultural products using bullock «

power and raechanical appliances. In Figure 2 the net profit for various '}

crops has been plotted. The figures are valid in the case of mooiTgand I

wheat when they are cultivated as part of a three crop rotation vie. I
Ibajra-wheat-moonft Sugarcane is of course an annual crop. The cost of f

production should be significantly below the market priue to give an attrac-1

tive return to the farmer and to induce him to make the necessary invest- |

ment. It can be seen that the returns from the farm are quite attractive 1
I

at a power cost of 15 Paise/KWh (aosumed. power tariff for agriculture in j

the project) or even at 25 Paise/KWh which is the maximum anticipated cost I

of power from an interim source such ae a gas turbine. |

III. ESTIMATE OF GROUND WATER POTENTIAL OF WESTERN U.P. /
\

8, The total annual pumpage of underground water in Western U.P. |

at present is only approximately 5-2 million acre feet. The total area i

1
proposed to be covered under the Agro-Indus t r ia l Complex is 1.5 million I

hectares (3.75 million acres). In order to have a 300$ intensity of J

cropping (three crop rotations) over this area, annual water requirement j
for irrigation will be 13,22 million acre feet (Appendix i ) . As Btated |



e a r l i e r the main basis for identifying Western U.P. for the project 1B the

a v a i l a b i l i t y of underground water in s u f f i c ^ n t quanti ty for intensive

c u l t i v a t i o n with two and three crop r o t a t i o n s . There are grounds to

a s s e r t that th i s assumption i s reasonable. However} for a precise and

quan t i t a t ive est imate of the underground water and in order t o ancertain

the ra te of recharging of the aqu i fe r s , a s e r i e s of experiments have been

planned j o i n t l y by the Bhabha Atomic Research Centre, the Tata Ins t i tu te

of Fundamental Research and the U.P. State Government.

9 . The determination of aquifer conditions e .g . thickness, depth,

inter-connectionB and water content in the aquifer (porosi ty) , will be raadf

using exis t ing s t r a t a charts and spring leve ls and from data collected by

d r i l l i n g bore wells and preparing geological c o n f l a t i o n l o g s . Electr ical

logging of these wells may confirm the nature of the aquifer horizons and

f i n a l l y pumping t e s t s should determine the aquifer cha rac te r i s t i c s*

10. Study would be conducted of the seasonal changes affectITV the

movement of ground water and of recharging of the aquifers f i r s t , due to

r a i n , second due to charge and discharge through streams, canals and

r i v e r s , and th i rd from new projects for storage of water. This will be

accomplished by inject ing radioact ive t r i t i um as a tracer in to the soil

and studying i t s movement due to percolation of ra in water, and elfo by

noting the r a t e and d i rec t ion of movement of underground water by inject-

ing t racers in the observation w e l l s .

11 . The radioact ive t racer s tudies for the determination of rnin water

percolat ion EUid d i rec t ion of movement of water would be undertaken by BARC

and TIFR while the f ie ld observati me end d r i l l i n g of bore wells and field

t e s t s are expected to be carr ied out by the U.P. State Government. The

e n t i r e data thus collected would be assessed to confirm the estimated

a v a i l a b i l i t y of underground water for requirements of the proposed Afro-

I n d u s t r i a l Complex.

IV. DESCRIPTION OF FULL CO'̂ PLEX

12. Figure 3 ehcr-vs one area covered under the complex. I t consists of

the three v,'estern Divisions of Agra, Heerut and Rohilkhand in U.?. Based

on an i r r i g a t i o n potent ial estimated above, the project d e t a i l s are dee-



I

cribed in Figure 4. The complex involves a power station with two nuclear |

reactors each of 600 MWe capacity. Fertiliser plants of total capacity •$

of 1.2 million tonnee per annum and an aluminium plant of 50,000 tonnes |

per annum are also envisaged. The agricultural part of the scheme consiete 'j.

of 12,950 shallow tubewellB of 0.5 cueec capacity each and 12,850 deep tube-I

wells of 1.5 cusec each. Approximately, 300 MWe will be needed to energise I

the tubeweHs, A summary of the salient features of the agricultural part 3

of the project is given in Table 2. Approximately 1,500,000 hectares are I

proposed to be irrigated. The incremental agricultural production will be I

?<.82 million bonnes made up of 7.3 million tonnea of cereals, 1.7 million ]

tonnes of pulses,0.35 million tonnes of oil seeds,and 13 millon tonnes of |

cash crops (sugarcane, potato and cotton). Table 3 gives the bfdance sheet f
i

of a typical farm. The net income from the farm works out to Ra.4810 per J
hectare with mechanised farming. With bullock farming, the income would I

1
be Rs.4271 per h e c t a r e . |

!

13. 140 million man days of labour are involved in mechanised farming

and 470 million with bullock farrair^. This is equivalent to an a l l the

year round employment at the rate of 330 days per year of about 0.5 million

persons for mechanised farming and about 1.4 million persons for bullock

farming. At the present time, since the intensity of farming is less than

150 per cent in the area, the gainful employment a t best is at about half Iof these figures and is merely a t a subsistence level to a large fraction

of the population. The average annual income of each worker so employed 1

would be about Rs.2100 and the net profit which has been computed is after I

providing for a l l wages. i

i

H . The total investment on the Industrial Complex is about Rs.425 §

crores (US $ 567 million). Table 4 shows that the return on this invest- |

ment should be about 14.39 per cent. In arriving at this evaluation f

differential tariff rates of 2.8 Raise per KWh for fer t i l i sers , 2.0 Baise |

per KWh for aluminium and 15 Paise per KWh for tubewells involving a re- |

allsation of 8.5 Ifcise per KWh for the nuclear power station have been |

assumed. Though the power cost for tubewells is higher than for industry,

the suggested rate i s comparable to the existing tariff in the region and,

as was shown in Table 3f i t wil provides a. profit of about Ra.4,800 per

hectare to the agriculturist.



15. Another al tematlvw avai lable to ue with regard to f e r t i l i s e r

production depends on ammonia, obtained via e lec t ro ly t i c hydrogen, being

oxidised t o n i t r i c aoid which in turn 1B used to acidulate phosphate rook

to give n i t r i c phosphate. As Bhown in Table 5 , capi ta l investment required

for such a scheme is Rs.410 croree . The operating coBts and profi ts of

the scheme are given in Table 6 . The return on investment in th ie case i s

17.27 per cent , which i s more than that far the Bcheme involving ammonium

n i t r a t e and diammonium phosphate. There i s , however, uncertainty about

tha accep tab i l i ty of n i t r i c phosphate for use as a f e r t i l i s e r on a large

soale and consequently t h i s a l ternat ive may be d i f f i cu l t to adopt a t pre-

sent without extensive t r i a l s and promotional a c t i v i t y .

16. Apart from the return on the individual units of the complex, i t

i s of in t e re s t to examine the economics of the scheme on an overall basis

as given in Table 7 . The t o t a l investments with mechanised farming will

be Rs. 1,232.4 croreB and with bullock farming Rs. 1,167.8 c rores . Table 8

gives the overall operating expenses. The cumulative annual expenses

amount to R&42O.2 crores , with mechanised farming and Rs.527.5 crores with

bullock fanning. As shown in Table 9, we estimate an overall return of

68.1 per cent on incremental invested capi ta l in the project with mecha-

nised farming and 62.2 per cent with bullock farming. There i s no doubt

that these are high enough to make the new investment an a t t rac t ive pro-

posit ion and one which should be undertaken with urgency.

V. DESCRIPTION OF A "LIMITED" COMPLEX UTILISING IOTEDIATEIY AVAILABLE
TECHNOLOGIES.

17. The f u l l complex envisaged in the e a r l i e r section makes several

assumptions. The most important of these a r e :

a) The feasibility of constructing in India, with largely

Indian manufactured hardware and utilising natural uranium

as fuel, a reactor of unit size of 600 MWe at a capital cost

of about R&2000 per KW.

b) The feasibility of developing electrolytic cells which will

enable production of ammonia at a coat of about Rs.380/- per

tonne with a cost of power of ?.8 Paise per KT/h.
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18. There can be optimistic and pessimistic views in relation to both

these assumptions and, fe&rlng that a debata concerning them might delay

what i s otherwise a most exciting project, we have estimated the implica-

tions of a Complex of "Limited" scope u t i l i s ing immediately available

technologies. 200 Wf power stations with CANDU type reactors are now

being bui l t in India with an 80 per cent indigenous content. Hioephoruu

furnace technology has been well developed by ttie Tennessee Valley Autho-

r i t y in USA* In consequence, our "Limited" complex assumes to s tar t with

a power station with two CANDU type reactors of 250 We each, and a phos-

phorio acid plant using an electric furnace to supply the phosphatic fer -

t i l i s e r s required for the region. Electr ici ty is used for energising the

tubewe11s. The nitrogenous fe r t i l i s e r plant based on electrolysis has been

omitted from the scheme and i t i s assumed that the required amount of f e r t i -

l i se rs wil l be obtained from elsewhere at the pool price« Aluminium plant

has been omitted as i t is not essential for the Agro-Ind us t r i a l Soheme.

The capi tal requiremerib for such a scheme is about R&1000 crores (Table 10).

The operating costs of the project are outlined in Table 11. The annual

expenditure amounts to about Rs431.6 crores . Table 12 shows that the net

return on incremental Investment of the project will be 81.7 per cent. The

higher return on investment compared to the scheme for t>ie full complex

i s due to the increased share of agricultural ac t iv i ty in the project aet.

a whole•

19 o We should note t h a t the investment figure indicated in the proposal

includes about Rs.114 crores far augmenting the t r anspor t a t ion system in the

area through bui lding roads , laying new railway t racks and acquis i t ion of

r o l l i n g stock; Rs.220 c ro res on rura l e l e c t r i f i c a t i o n and tubewells; Rs.240

crores on agr icu l tu ra l implements; Rs.100 c-rores for warehouses and Ks.1^3

crores on credi t t o farmers and intermediary agencies . Thus, almost half 1

of the investment i s on what might be termed the in f ra -e t ruo ture of the f

a r e a . In a rea l enumeration of the new works to be undertaken, one should |

take c r e d i t far what e x i s t s . And in reckoning the a d d i t i a i a l resources I
I

required during the Fourth Plan to implement this project, one should r e - 1
1

duce the amount to the extent that State or Central schemes have already

been earmarked for part of the projects included in the "Limited" complex.

In the follov/ir^ sections, the contribution to the infra-structure i s d ie -
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cussed in more detai l .

71. LOSISTICS

20. A scheme of the magnitude described here presents many problems

of log is t ics . For the smooth end uninterrupted operation of the complex

reliable sources of .supply for raw materials have to be established and

provision made for the supply, storage and distribution of the products.

21* During construction phase, the major problems are associated with

the transportation of special Industrial equipments, having off-standard

s ize , weight and dimensions by rai l or road. The heaviest equipment for

a large nuclear power project may weigh as much as 500 tons and the

biggest one may be 25 feet long x 20 feet wide x 10 feet high. For this

a suitable road, rai l or road-cum-rail route wil l have to be selected and

then the whole route length ?/ill have to be surveyed for strengthening

weak sections, bridges, culverts e tc . nnd for widening road turnings.

22. During the operational phase, adequate transportation fac i l i t i e s for

•oving raw-materials regularly into the complex and products out of the

complex have to be provided. For the "full" complex, the load on various

modes of transportation is shown in Figure 5. The total incoming railway

traffic on account of raw materials and agricultural inputs i s expected

to be 1.8 million tonnes per year. Of this , rock phosphate, bauxite,

potaBsic fert i l i sers and Potato seeds together account for approximately

95$. The total outgoing railway traffic from the complex cannot be assessed

at this stage as the farms within the complex chosen for intensive cultiva-

tion have not been identified. However, it, is expected that this traffic

will be mainly due to the movement of foodgrains and potato towards

Eastern U.P. and t o a much less extent on account of ferti l isers going

beyond 150 Kins from the fer t i l i s er factory of the complex but within the

three divisions of the complex. The traffic on account of aluminium i s

very l i t t l e being equal to 50,000 tonnes per year, compared to 0.6 million

tonnes per year of fert i l i sers and 7.2 million tonnes per year cf food-

grains ani potato. It i s difficult to assess the financial involvement

far improving a l l thB railway sections involired, at this stage. Never-

theless on a rough basis we estimate that the direct expenses involved

* Assuming a l l the surplus of food grainB and potato in the thr«s
divisions of the complex is due to the complex i t se l f .
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for loading unloading anl yard facilit ies and some of tha line-capacity-

works in the three divisions of the complex, may be of the order of

Rs.25.0 crores. Alsot the rolling s tock to take care of the transporta-

tion requirements of the complex may cost about Rs.65 ororee.

23. The road traffic on account of raw material moving into the complex
6

should be about 0*28 x 10 tonnes per year, which i s mainly due to trans-

portation of silica for the phosphorus furnace from the river beds. The

total movements of agricultural and industrial products within the three
6

divisions itself work out to about 23*23 x 10 tonnes per year* Sugarcane
alone accounts for more than 50 per cent of this traffic. Foodgrains and

potato account for most of the remaining road traffic* In other words,

most of the above total road traffic is due to the movement of agricultural

products. Evidently the village roads will have to bear a lot of additional

load. These roadB at present are in a very poor state and most of them

are •katcha1. The estimate of upgrading these roads to accommodate the

additional traffic cannot be assessed with precision. A detailed study will

have to be undertaken by the appropriate authorities* Roughly we estimate

that about 16,000 Bos of road will be involved and the cost will be about

Rs.16 crores*

VII. STORAGE REQUIREMENTS

2 4 * Storage facilities f.or agricultural inputs like seeds, and pestioi-

des and for materials like ferti l isers and some of the agricultural pro-

ducts will have to be provided at various points of distribution* The

total storage requirement providing for peak load is estimated to be
6

4,00 x 10 tonnes. This may cost about Rs,100 croree including cold-

storage for potato but excluding that for BUgarcane and cotton storage in

the factories.

VIII. OWNERSHIP. MANAGEMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION FACTORS

25* However a t t r a c t i v e i t may appear on 1he bas i s of t echn ica l and

economic feasibility studies, efficient management is.no less important

than any other factor for the success of the project. Quick decisions,

imaginative scheduling of construction and production schemes, execution
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of the project in the shortest possible time, maintenance of high plant

anfl load factors , avoidance of wastage of men and material, obtaining

good quality raw materials on competitive terms, preventive maintenance

to avoid frequent shut down or under-production, quality control of the

products, good sales organisation and marketing channels are aaonf the

many aspects which make a l l the difference between success and failure

of any enterprise, and the Agro-Industrial Complex is no exception to

thlB. We diBouee some factors relevant to t h i s .

The Industrial Block

26. The economic evaluation of the agro-industrial complex io baBed

on the assumption of a high load factor of B5-9Oper cent. Thia presupposes

good co-ordination between the different unite for properly programmed

production and also planned shut down of the power plant and the diffei-ent

Industrial units for periodic maintenance. A common management orp.anisa^

tion for the entire complex may faci l i ta te thiB to a large extent. Alter-

natively, effective l iaison between the different units would be required.

Nevertheless i t is desirable to limit the number of management unite to

three or four within the complex.

The Agricultural Farm

27. The irr igation proposal for Western U.P, is different from the

existing si tuation not only in quantitative terms btlt J.n qualitative

terms a l so . There are two types of tubewells in U.P. viz#, the shallow

tubewells and the deep tubewells. Invariably a l l deep tubewells &re owned

by the State and a l l shallow wells are privately owned. The reason for

this is that deep tubewells involve a high capi tal inveetment (about

Rs,1,00,000) and also they have a large command area i . e . , 10O-150 hectares.

The shallow tubewills cost about Rs.15,000/- and are within reach of at

least the prosperous farmers. On an average they are irr igating only about

8-10 hectares a t present. Water from the deep tubewell is sold by the

State Irr igat ion Department to the farmers within the command area. On

the other hand a shallow well if installed with the pole intention of

irrigating one's own land. Ae ttte land holdings are small the uti l isation

factor of the shallow tubewells is very low. Not, infrequently shallow
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wells are instal led in the command area of the deep wall for supple-

mentary i r r igat ion as the State Government generally follows a policy

of extensive rather than intensive i r r igat ion. The result i s that where-

as the shallow tubewells operate for less than 1200 hours in a year the

average operation of a deep tubewell is far more than 3000 hours in a

year. There are also many deep tubewells, for instance in the Meerut

Dis t r ic t , which log upto 6500 hours. This Btate of affairs accounts for

the disproportionately large number (about 90,000) of shallow tubewells

compared to only 618 deep tubewells proposed under the fourth five year

plan in the three divisions.

28. Table 13 compares the proposal for tubewell irrigation under the

Agro-Indue t r i a l Complex with the existing si tuat ion and with the scheme

proposed under the State's fourth five year plan. Under the proposed

Agro-Industrial Scheme the command areas of the deep and shallow tubewells

wil l be about 92 hectares and 25 hectares respectively. The ut i l i sa t ion

factors envisaged for the tubewells are also high, i . e . 75$ (6,600 hours)

for the deep tubewell and 61.5$ (5,400 hours) for the Bhallow tubewell.

Large number of tubewells with low ut i l isat ion factor increase the idle

capital not only as investment in tubewells but also as increased installed

capacity of the power plant. Further, tubewells too close to each other

results in mutual interference in operation. As can be seen from the

table the capital investment on irrigation and power plant under the agro-

industrial scheme is Rs.10,96 per 100 cubic metre per annum against

Rs.28.74 as at present and Rs.35.37 proposed under the Fourth Five year |

Plan. 1

I
29. The reduced capital investment in" a way also indicates the impro- $$

ved load factor of the power system. Achieving high u t i l i sa t ion factor for If

tubewells i s a challenge which has to be met. This may cal l for radical | |

policies with regard to ownership and management of the tubewells.

30. As the land holdings are generally very small there wil l be a

large number of fanners within the command area of each tubewell, whether

deep or Bhallow. Water,will have to be distributed among them on an equ-

itable basis . In the case of proprietary ownership water could be sold
Wby the tubewell owner to the farmers. This is already being practised by jj|

I
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8one farmers ir. D.P. But the experience is that full utilisation of the

tubewe11 capacity ie s t i l l not achieved nnd not unusually i t resulte in

exploitation of the poorer farmer by the tubewell owner. The State

offictale are of the opinion ttet cooperative ownership may have to fc» •

in i t i a l ly rated out as their experience with cooperatives in rural aivoe

is not very encouraging. The record of State tubewells is generally good

as far as utilisation factor is concerned. PosBibly the tube wells , both,

deep and shallow, in the Agro-Industrial Complex may have at least i n i t i -

al ly to be State owned. Subsequent transfer of the ownership to coopera-

tives on a hire purchase basis can perhaps be considered.

IX. COrCIUSIQN

31. Our analysis i l lustrates how energy can contribute to the economic

development of Vhe country. In many areas nuclear energy provides the

only economic solution. With imaginative planning and implementation i t

can bring rich dividends by way of increased food production and lend the

country to self-sufficiency, The gains by way of increased utilisation

factors are great and this can be achieved by the integrated development

of the producing and consuming units and choosing the right type of orga-

nisation to run the complex. But the penalty for delay, inaction or in-

decision can also be large.

32. There is much work to be done before a project of this type can

commence. This should involve not only the preparation of detailed project

reports for each segment of ihe complex, but also &.n appreciation of the

time frame in which i t could be implemented in relation to the commitment

of financial and other resources, as well as the profits that could be

generated while the pro^ c t , as a whole, is be ing completed. There is no

reason why the agricultural part of the project cannot commence with the

instal lat ion of small "seed" power generating units up to 10 MW in capa-

c i ty , where the capital investment is not tied to one location &nd the

equipment can be transported without much loss after operating i t for

three to five years. Gas turbines or even conventional diesel sets invol-

ving a capital coat of between '.s. 1,200 and 1,5'X) per KTT would be adequate

as "seed" generating units . In hastening the fTooess of rural e l ec t r i -

fication they could perform a very valuable role while we build our
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power stations and the major transmission eye terns « I t is clear that the |

main difficulty in a project of this magnitude i s not l ikely to arise from |

lack of financial or technical resources, but from the demands for manage- |

r i a l sk i l l s and organisation structures catering to the needs ttf" development,!

I
33« The present study has prepared the base for pol i t ical decision |

making at the highest level to ensure that the policy of Government i s f

supportive to the concepts which are involved in realising an Agro- f

Industrial Complex. The sooner we commit ourselves t o projects cf th i s |

type the greater will be the assurance with which we can look to a bet ter |

future• I

I
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Appendix-1

•"E13TEHN U.P. REGION
ANNUAL IRHIO/VTION HEqUIHETO'T FOR AGRO-ITT''K>TRIAL COMPLEX

* Crop r o t a t i o n

r.fai;.e-Toria-TVheat

T-Tn i ze -Potato-Vfaeat

Ba j ra-Tneat-Moong

Tfolze-Wheat-JToong

Rice-'Vheat-Moong

Oroundnut-'Theat-

Rice-Gram-Maize

Ric e-Gram-Mo ong

J owa r-'Vlie a t -Moong

Cotton-Toria-"'heat

Cotton-Toria-Oram

Groundnut-Wheat-
Mo ong

Sugarcane

Tur-'Vheat-Moong

Art? a
(heactre)

76950

76950

306750

76950

123450

49350

123450

123450

822000

15900

15900

49200

307920

71550

Irrigation re-

quirement
(supplemental)

Total w^ter
required

for Crop rotation r + /,„,.,,,
(inches)

39.1

56.0

32.0

37.5

45-0

40.5

40,5

39.0

30.6

41,5

37.1

39 .0

40.0

33.0

O.f-VX-

o..-.%?

2.CCCK'

O.S93O

1.1434

0.411.',

1 . - - i

O.6L-31

0 .135M

0.V14

O.394T

: .53M

O.4B59

Total : 15,00,000 ir.fr 11
Distribution losses ,.,r*

- 13.IT7" "1-1
acre f t .

Average i r r i g a t i o n water requirement = }•>•" >- x u . .'• -

1.5 x 2 . 4 7 x 1 0 }

42.03" App. 43"-

* For i r r i g a t i o n requirements of Kharif c rops , effect ive r a i n f a l l has
been deducted from the t o t a l v/ater requirementB of the c r o p s .
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Table 1. Installed Power Capacity in Developing Cpuntries (as in 1966)

COUNTRY INSTALLED CAPACITY
MWe

1 . IHDIA

2 . BRAZIL

3 . MEXICO

4 . PORTUGAL

5 . COLOMBIA

6 . TURKEY

7 . U . A . R .

8 . CHILE

9 . PERU

1 0 . PHILIPPINES

1 1 . PAKISTAN

1 2 . THAILAND

1 3 . ALGERIA

9,745
7,411
5,245
2,144
1,546
1,516
1,469
1,454
1,148
1,085
1,074

559
500

Source: United Nations Stutistlcal Year Book, 1967

Table 2 . Agro-Induateial Complex --Western Uttar Pradesh
Agricultural Economics of the Project

Area proposed to be irrigated : 1.5 million hectares

Ho. of Tubewells : 25,800

a) Shallow : 12,950

bj Deep : 12,R5O

Annual Agricultural Production i 22*82 million tonnes
__ (additional)

Net annual returns from agriculture:
Mechanized farming i 721.5 crore rupees
Bullockjf arming i 640«6_crore_rupees_

Annual Fertiliser requirements : 643,902 Te

Investment on Agricult ure:
Mechanized farming : 726.79 crore rupees

__Bullock farming .Ljffi: *g9 crare rupees^^
Net annual returns;

Mechanized farming : 4,810 rupees/hectare
Bullock farming i 4,271 rupees/hectare
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Table 3* Ae.ro- Indue t r i a l Com pit-it - <»<" t-rTi Mtar Pradesh
Farm Balnnce iiht^t

Area : 100 hec t a r e s

Income

Rs.

8,27,520 1.

2 .

3.

4 .

5.
6 .

7.

8 .

9.

10.

1 1 .

12 .

Ttem

Seeds

Fertilizers

Insecticides

Operation &
Maintenance

Power

Labour

Depreciation

Transport

Storage

Interest

Rent

TaxeB

Expenses
Mechanized farming

Rs.

34,010

70,070

12,370

33,730

15,260

49,340

31,270

10,980

1,300

31,678,

50,000

6,470

3ullock fanning

Rs.

54,010

70,070

12,370

7,870

1^,?fiO

1,3a,433

?7y100

10,080

1,300

re,480

b0,000

6, .70

Total 3,46,478 4,00,343

Net profit!

1. Mechanized fanning i fis.8,27,520 - 3,46,478 « 4,81,04?

« ks.4,810/hectare

2. Bullock farming i Rs.8,27,520 - 4,00,343 - 4,?7,177
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Table 4. Agro-Industrial Complex - Vestern Uttar Pradesh
Operatic Costs & Profits

Plant

1,

2 .

3 .

Power Plant

Fertilizer Plants

Aluminium PI art

23.896

63.694

21.799

32

85

27

.621

.639

.000

Operating Revenue from Profit /feetum on
costs sales crores of investment

crores of crores of Rupees
Rupees Rupees

8.725 9.68

21.945 22.39

5.201 15.23

4 . Total far industrial 109,389- 145.260 35.871
complex

* AnhydrouB Ammonia, Anmonium Nitrate & Dlamraoniim Phoaphat*

14.39

Plant

1, Power Plant

2 . Fertiliser
Plants*

3* Aluminium
Plant

4« Total for
industrial
c oraplex

Anhydrous ammonia
Nitric phosphate

Investment Costs

Oapacity

1,100 JOTe

1.46 z 10 Te/annum

5 x 10 Te/annum

5
- 0,54 x 10 Te/annum
- 1.41 x 10 Te/annum

Costs

Foreign Ex-
change

crores of
Rupees

44.792

34.207

20.830

99.629

Total
crores of

Rupees

223.962

131.561

54.560

410.083
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Table 6. Agro-Industrial Complex - Western Utter Pradesh
Operating Costa & Profits

Plant Operating coats Revenue from Profit ^Return on
crores of sales croree of Investntnt

Rupees crores of Rupees
Rupees

1 .

2 .

3 .

4 .

Power Plant

Fertiliser
Plants*
Aluminium
Plant

Total for indu-
strial complex

22.478

55,318

21.799

99.595

31.322

87.661

27.000

145.983

8.844

32.343

5.201

46.388

9

30

15

17

.95

.585

.23

.27

Anhydrous ammonia & Nitric Phosphate

Table 7. Agrc—Industrial Complex - Western Uttar Pradesh
Overall Capital Outlay

(Covering 17 Districts of U.P. Total Geographical
area 77,200 eq.km)

Item
Capital Cost

Bullock farming Mechanized farming
Crores of million Crores of million

rupees U.SJtollars rupees U.S .Dollars

1 .

2 .

3 .

4 .

Power plant

Fertil iser plcnts

Aluminium plant

Rural electrification

237.1

133.9

54.6

220.3

316.1

178.5

72.8

293-7

237.1

133.9
54.6

220.3

316.1

178.5

72.8

293.7
grid & tubewells

5. Transport faci l i ty
im proveiae nt s * *
(Roads and tracks &
rolling stock)

6. Credits: Rural and for
Interne diaries

7. Agricultural implements
& wareh >uses

Total

113

158

250

.7

.2

.0

151

210

333

.6

.9

.3

115

133

339

.7

.3

.5

151.6

177.7

452.7

1167.H 1556.9 1232.4 1643.1

* Includes working capital
*• Includes Rs.9O crores for irn,) roving railway track and for rolling

stock and Tte.7.7 crores for read transport vehicles.
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Item

Table 8. Agro-Induetrial Complex - tfeetern Utter Pradesh |
Overall Operating Expensee for tte Complex

ExpenseB

Bullock Farming Mechanized Farming
Crore Million - Crore s Million

Rupees U.S.Dollars Rupees U.S.Dollars
&

1. Power plant 9.7 12.9 9*7 12.9

2. Fertiliser plants 40.7 54.3 40.7 54,3 I
I

3. Aluminium plant 17.0 22.7 17.0 22.7 |
4. Agriculture* 460.1 613.5 352.8 470.4 \

Total 527.5 703.4 420.2 560.3

* Indbdes tran ortation costs.

Table 9. Agro-Industrial Complex - Western Uttar Pradesh
Return on Investment from the Complex

Bullock Farming Mechanised Farming

Crore Million Crore JTillion
HupeeB U.S. Dollars Rupees (7.S. Dollars

Gross Revenue from sales 1,193-3 1,591.0 1,193-3 1,591.0

Expensee 527.6 703.4 420.2 560.3

Ket returns 665.7 887.6 773.1 1,030.7

Total capital investment 1,070.0 1,426.7 1,135.0

Return on investment 62.2$ . 68,1$

* Excluding road transport vehicles, improvements in tracks and
rolling stock*
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Table 10» Agro— Indus t r ia l Complex - Western Uttar Pradesh
Overall Capital Outlay
(Alternative Scheme )

(Covering 17 Distr icts of U.P. Total Geographical area 77,?OO aq.kra)

Item

1. Power plant

2. Fertiliser plants+

3. Rural electrification crid and tubswells
4. Transport faci l i ty improvements**

(Road, track and rolline stock)

5. Creditsi Rural and intermediaries

6. Agricultural implements and wax-ehouBes

Capital Cost*
Crores of million

rupees H.fi.

113.7

133.3

339.5

150

40

220

.0

. 0

.3

200

53

.0

.3

.7

151.6

177.7

4W.7

Total 996.8 15.?r,.0

• Includes working capital
Re.90 crores for improving railway track wi<1 rolling

iitoek fac i l i t ies

+ Triple Super Phosphate
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Table 11. Agro-Industrial Complex - Western Uttar Pradesh
Overall Operating Expenses for the Complex

(Alternative Schema)

Item

1. Power plant
2 . Fertiliser plants

#*
3. Agriculture

Mechanized farming
Expenses

Crore Million
Rupees U.S. Dollars

5.0 6.6
18.4 24.5

408.2 544.3

Total 431.6 575.4

* Triple Super Phosphate

** Includes transportation

Table 12. Agro-Ini us trial Complex - Western Uttar Pradesh
Return on Investment from the Complex

(Alternative Scheme)

Gross Revenue from sales

Expenses
Net returns

*
Total capital investments

Return on investment

Mechanized Farming

Crore Rupees Million U,S. Dollan

1,16C3

431.6

• 734.7

899.1

1

1

,555.0

575.4

979.6

,198.8

81.7$

* Excluding road transport vehicles, improvements in tracks
and rolling stock.



Table 13c Tabewell Irrigation in Tfestern J t tar Pradesh

At present Proposed under fourth Proposed under the
Shallow Deep five year plan Agro-Indastrlal Scheme
well well Shallow well Deep well Shallow well Deep well

Number of wells

Ope ra t i on shrs/yr •

""ater pumped:
cmre/yr per pump

54,025 4,915

1,200 3,000

61.097 453,231

87,000 \
618

1,200 - A 6,60-1

61,097 1,008,109.

12,950 12,850

5,400 6,600

274,939 1,008,109

Capital Investments^-
ro

Tubewells

Power plant
TubeweIt + Power
Plant*

T9

16

wer
35

.64

.23

.37

17

6

26

.43

.66

.09

19

16

, 35

.64

.23

.87

7

3

11

.94

.93

.87

Average on tubewell
+Pcv.er plant 28.74 35.37

4.36

8.27

7.94

3.93

11.87

10.96

* Rupees per 100 cubic metres per annum
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THE CHALLENGE CP EROVIDDTG ADEQUATE FRESH WATER

By

O.M. Wong *

Abstract

Water ie one of the basic necessities of l i f e . To make it abund-
antly available to mankind and industry is one of the challenging pro-
blems. In this paper the various methods of desalting the sea water and
their economics are discussed.

The problem of ensuring a good water supply to mankind and indu-

stry i s an age old problem. To-day it assumes the added importance in

view of the expanding population of the world. Even in the olden time

efforts were made to find a reasonable solution to this problem. As an

examplef Sir Edwin Chadwick, who worked vigorously to improve sanitary

conditions in England, in hie report t i t l ed , "The Sanitary Conditions of

the Labouring Population," which was published in 1842, wrote the follow-

ing!

"The most important measures within the province of public

administration are drainage, the removal of al l refuse . . .

and the improvement of the supplies of water".

2, How fitt ing that statement s t i l l remains today. But while each

new generation rediscovers the problems of the past, they find that the

size of the problem is ever greater and hence more difficult to solve.

3, This was never more true than today, when all our problems are

wUipounded by the population explosion. As we move into the decade of

the 197Ofef the world population i s estimated to be 3.5 billionl

4, It took from the beginning of time to about the year 1800 for the

world's population to reach 1 billion, but Just 130 years more to reach

* Director, Office of Saline Water, Department of the Interior, U.S.A.
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2 bil l ion and only 30 years — until I960 to reach 3 bill ion. In leas

than 15 years there wil l be 4 billion people, and each person will be

oompeting for the arailable air, land, water, food, fibre, minerals and

metals *

5. Why has ths population increased so rapidly? The principal

.reason for the current growth rate is that through aan's Intellect,

science and technology hare achieved a low death rate for children and a

longer l i f e span for adults.

6. At a recent meeting of the American Association for the Advance-

ment of Science the question me aekedt Is there an optimum population

leve l , a level at which man can be most affluent and content? The general

consensus of these scientists was that the optimum population limit has

been passed alreadyl

7* Even with strong anti-growth trends, the population inevitably

will double by about the turn of the century* Some e xpertB have warned

that at this point the eco-system can no longer cleanse itself . The air ,

water and earth — and then man himself must start to die*

8. One cannot agree with those .who believe that the expanding popula-

tion will cauBe the earth to die, for i t 1B certain that fae same inte-

l l e c t that has triggered the population e xploeion can also solve the

problems i t has created*

9. An example of one of the outstanding developments of man's inte-

l l e c t i s the subject of this seminar — the development cff nuclear power*

Certainly, if man had to depend only on the foss i l fuels available on

this planet, he would deplete the available supply in ttie predictable

future* But with the advent of this almost unlimited new source of energy

we are rapidly moving towards a solution to provide a l l the power that

we wi l l require now and In the future* When this century began, electric

power did aot exist* Already i t has become an essential commodity upon

which modern economy i s dependent, and the harnessed power of the atom —

a tribute to the intel lect of man — i s providing an ever greater portion

of the world's power demands*



10. Par older than the need for power has been man'a need for water.

In a world of many choices we hare no choice about water. We must hare

i t , Water ia a necessity of the hour arri of the ages. It is among

the supreme gi f ts of the Creator and He has provided no substitute for
i t .

11. Vital to e l l living things and immense in i t s power, water con-

ditions the course of nations and influences the l ires of each one of us.

It i s the artery of civilisation and a constant challenge to man's re-

sourcefulness*

^2. Man's epic struggle to Burrî e on this planet could be written

in terms of his constant concern ard need for water. Through the ages,

natural supplies of water, fluctuating in an unpredictable and erratic

manner have governed the rise and fal l of civilizations. Some of the

most creative and cooperative ventures in the annals of human advancement

were applied to the development of water resources. Never before has the

pursuit of water engaged the to l l and talent of so many people, in so

many places. The explosive population increases give new urgency to this

age-old problem.

13* As part of his quest for water, man has been trying for a long

time to brew a drink of fresh water from the sea, probably a lot longer

than most people realize. Far centuries, people generally have known how

to turn the trick: just d i s t i l l i t . The basic concept of the science is

probably as old as the teakettle. But what the world now must have is

the answer to the qaeetiont How do you do this on a large scale at a

cost oheap enough to substitute for or augment water obtained from con-

ventional sources that rapidly are becoming inadequate?

H . Back in 1952, the Congress of the United States, being deeply

conoenred about the water supply problems in ihe arid areas of our

Nation, and elsewhere throughout the world, authorized the Secretary of

the Department of the Interior to conduct a research programme for the

development of new or improved proceBBes for the low-coat desalination

of sea or brackish waters.

15. To carry out the directive of the Congress, the Secretary of the
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Interior established the Office of Saline later. Although the programme |

hae not been of the magnitude as we think of research and development i

today, substantial accomplishmentB can be noted* To develop economically |

feasible desalting processes, the Office of Saline later hae invested about 1

$200 million. During the current fisoal year alone, the US will spend I

|25 million to carry on the research azd development activities. I
' '••'>?

16* When the U.S. desalting programme began, there were only a few I

very small land based plants scattered throughout the world In remote

arid areas. The cost of water produced by these plants was high, ranging

upward from *4 per 1000 gallons.

17* Today, there are approximately 700 desalting plants producing

about 300 million gallons of fresh water per day. It is anticipated,

by 1975» world-wide desalting capacity will exceed 1-billion gallons

per day. This rapid application of desalting technology as a method of

water supply can be attributed to three principal reasons:

a. The growing population and its demand for more and
more water.

b. Progress that has been achieved to Bake desalting an
economical source of water supply.

c. The growing requirements of industry and municipalities
for high quality water which is available through the

of desalting plants.

18* It is not the purpose of this paper to enter into a lengthy dis-
cussion of the various desalting processes that are under development,

but we would like to mention the processes that are now being utilized

in commercial applications.

19* Distillation iff the work horse of the sea water disti l lation

business. Most of the plants now being constructed utilize the multi-

stage flash dist i l lat ion process, and one large commercial desalting

plant (1-million gpd) i s utilizing the vertical tube evaporator process.

A number of the smaller plants use a vapour compression cycle. The next

generation of desaiiing plants will probably use a combination of multi-

stage flash and vertical tube evaporators, and for some uses perhaps a
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combination of a l l three, with the vapour compression supplied by jet
turbines*

20. Distil lation plants, of course, require beat energy. We belie Ye

that the multi-million gallons per day desalting plants expected to be

constructed during this decade will be one part of a dual-purpose faci-

l i t y designed to produce both electricity and fresh water with the energy

supplied by nuclear reactors. It is our opinion that the demand for heat

energy supplied by nuclear reactors for desalting plants will be second

only to the demand for energy to generate electric power*

21. We also are working on the development of two principal types of

membrane processes. ElectrodialysiB and reverse osmosiB. Electro-

dialysis uses a combination of an ion and cation membranes and an electric,

current to remove the dissolved salts from water* Reverse osmosis uses

a cellulose acetate base membrane and hydraulic pressure to desalt saline
waters.

22. At the present time these processes have their greatest potential

for producing fresh water from brackish water supplies, that i s , from

inland saline waters that contain far less dissolved salts than sea water.

23. It may also be mentioned that we have developed designs for

small solar dist i l lation plants, and the vacuum freezing process has been

advanced to the point where one commercial plant of 100,000 gpd capacity

has been installed.

24. Of greatest importance is the cost of producing fresh water by

desalting. As mentioned earlier, the cost of producing 1000 gallons of

fresh water from sea water in 1952 ranged upward from $4.00. With the

escalation and inflation 1faat has occurred since that tine, we could

expect that the cost of desalted water would be much higher today, but

that discounts man's intellect and progress toward lower cost desalting

processes that has been attained.

25. We are pleased to report to you that the desalting plants of

1-»illion gallons per day capacity are now producing freshwater from

sea water for about $1 per 1000 gallonB. Plants of 2.5 million gpd are



producing 1000 gallons of freshwater for about 85/£ and the product

water from a recently completed 7*5 million gpd plant In Mexico i s ex-

pected to cost about 65/ per 1000 gallons. A new 1 million gpd eleo-

trodialjalft process plant at Siesta Key, Florida, i s desalting brackish

waters at a reported cost of 354 per 1000 gallons*

26. It can be readily understood from 1he cost figures why desalting

is finding an erer greater role in providing a reliable and economical

source of water supply. Even if there is no further advance in desalting

technology — which certainly will not be the caee, for we are confident

that continued progress will be achieved—but even without further deve-

lopments, we know the cost of desalted water will cone down whenever

larger desalting plants are constructed. The cost will simply have to

come down because of the economics of scale* Add to that the improve-

ments in technology that will be developed, and it Is obvious that fresh

water from the sea will be available at a price man can afford to pay—

and in the quantities he requires, regardless of the size of the popu-

lat ion.

27* Again, i t can be emphasized that the intellect of man can solve

the problems the man wi l l create. The task of providing adequate water

will not be easy. But with the desalting technology that is being deve-

loped coupled with the power of the atom we can meet the challenge.



REVERSE OSMOSIS PROCESS AS A V/ATEE SUPPLY SYSTEM

K.j Channabasappa *

Abstract

In this paper a thoughtP an idea, and a programme for action
Is presented. This programme is concerned with the utilization of
the reverse osmosis process to meet the fresh water needs of an ex-
pending population and industrial growth in water shortage areaB of
India. The attractiveness of the process, particularly from India's
point of view, is its simplicity, that is, simplicity of both equip-
ment construction and operation. The process requires very few com-
ponents and they can be readily manufactured! with local materials
and manpower. Very little, if any, foreign imports are needed.

I. WATER SUPPLY RELATED PROBLEMS

Many regions of India suffer from acute water shortage. Typical

examples include the coastal area of Gujarat and the inland areas of

Rajasthan, Bihar, Orissa, Ifysore and Punjab. Some cf these areas are

very rich in natural resources. For example, large deposits c? gypsum,

natural gas and petroleum are available in the Kutch and Kathiewar

Peninsulas, and lead and zinc deposits occur in Raj as than. Though the

importance of these mineral resources to the industrial growth of India

has been recognized, their development has been hindered largely by the

unavailability of fresh water supplies. The village water supplies in

these areas are also inadequatec During summer, in many localities, the

villagers haul water for several miles. Livestock are often moved to

water sources that are located several kilometres from the village. Since

the development of mineral resources, and the welfare and public safety

of the villages are very vital to the stability and economic growth of

* Office of Saline Water, Department of Interior, U.S.A.
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India, there i s a need to immediately establish a nationwide program to

provide adequate municipal and industrial water supplies*

I I . POIABIE WATER SUPPLY SYSTEMS

2* The needed water supplies can be made avai lable by many methods.

These include construction of large surface reservoi rs and underground

storage f a c i l i t i e s , long distance transportat ion by pipel ine, construct-

ion of nuclear powered desal inat ion plants , use of fo s s i l fuel baeed

single or dual purpose d i s t i l l a t i o n plants , and use of membrane and ion

exchange desal inat ion processes, Some of these methods require a large

c a p i t a l investment over a number of years ( e .g . construction of reservoira,

underground s torage , long distance t ranspor ta t ion , e tc . )« Some a r e uneco-

nomical in small s ize p la i t s ( d i s t i l l a t i o n ) . The economic advantages of

combining a nulcear reactor with desalination plants to provide low cost

power and water are well known but t h i s economy can be realized only in

plants of over 150 ragd capacity. In the meantime, there is an urgent need

to meet the fresh water supply demands cf an expanding population and indu-

s t r i a l growth. I t i s believed that th i s need can be pa r t i a l ly met by the

u t i l i z a t i o n of the reverse osmosis process t o convert local ly available

brackish water supplies to fresh water. In several water shortage areas ,

suff icient quan t i t i e s of brackish water are ava i lab le a t reasonable depths.

III. ADVANTAGES CF REVERSE 05M0SIS PROCESS

3 . As mentioned previously the most important advantage of reverse

\ osmosis process i s i t e s implic i ty . Other advantages includet

i

i a. Unlike distillation, it is an ambient temperature process, and

separation of sui t from saline solution is achieved without a phase change.

b. Low energy consumption-only 8-10 KWh/1000 gallons are required to

desalt brackish waters with salinities up to 5000 ppm.

c . The processP In addition to desalting, removes bacteria and

viruses from feed water, whan present* >

d* I-.rge metallic components, such as copper heat exchangers are not

needed.
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e. Capital coat of the equipment is about 50 percent that of

dis t i l la t ion.

f. Bquipnent can be built and operated with local materials and
manpower. ,

g# Low maintenance Costa except for the high pressure pump. There

are no other mechanical or e lec t r ica l dtyiceo that require frequent

maintenance•

h . No scale or corrosion problems.

i . No elaborate shop fabr icat ion f a c i l i t i e a are needed to manufacture

reverse osmosis equipment.

j . E lec t r i c i ty io not needed.

k. Mot sensit ive to changes in brackish water s a l i n i t y .

1 / . DESCRIPTION OF REVERSE OSMOSE rftOCESS

4. When pure water and a Bait solution are on opposite sides ctf a

semi permeable membrane, the pure water diffuses through the membrane and

d i l u t e s the sa l t so lu t ion . This phenomenon i s known as osmoBis. Because

of the difference in s a l t concentration, pure water flove through the mem-

brane as though a pressure were being applied to i t . The effective driving

force causing the flow i s called osmotic pressure. The magnitude of the

osmotic pressure depends on the concentration of the s a l t solution and the

temperature of the water . By exerting pressure on the s a l t solution, the

osmosiE process can be reversed. When the pressure an the salt solution

i s g rea te r than the osmotic pressure, fresh water diffuses through the

membrane in the opposite direct ion to normal osmotic flow.

5, The principle of reverse osmosis i s i l lus t ra ted in Pi^ucre 1.

Figure 1 i s a schematic diagram of the reverse osmosis process operating

on a brackish or sa l ine water. The s a l t water i s f i rn t pumped through a

f i l t e r where suspended solids that would damage the membranes are removed.

The s a l t water is then raised to the operating pressure by a high pressure

pump and introduced in to the desalination un i t . Fresh water permeates

through the membranes and i s collected at the bottom of the uni t . The

brine i s diecterged a t the top of the u n i t . When des i red , some of the
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brine may be mixed with incoming saline water and recirculated*

6. I t can be readily seen in Figure 2 that the moat Important com-

ponent of the reverse osmosis process Is the membrane* However, i t is

also obvious that the membrane alone cannot serve as an operational desal-

ination unit* The membrane is very thin (4 to 6 mils) and has to be support-

ed on a material that is capable of withstanding the high hydraulic pre-

ssures required for reverse osmosis. These pressures vary from 600 paig

for brackish water operation to 1500 pslg for seawater operation. To date,

4 different corfigurations of membrane-support systems have been developed*

These include plate-and-frame, tubular, spiral and hollow fine f ibre.

Plate-and-Prame

7* This design is similar to that of a conventional f i l t e r press.

The membranes are mounted on both sides of solid, reinforced epoxy plates

into which product water channels have been cut. A large number of these

plates are alternated with brine feeding frames and the entire array is

houtitid in a pressure vessel• Pressurized feed water enters a t the top of

the pressure vessel; the product and concentrated brine are collected

separately as shown in- Figure %

Spiral Wound

6, A schematic drawing of the spiral wound reverse osmosis module is

shown in Figure 4* The module essentially consists of a nutrber of membrane

envelopes, each having two layers of membrane separated by a porous, in-

compressible backing material. These envelopes together with brine side

spacer screens are wound around a water collection tube. The modules are

housed in carbon steel pipes lined with corrosion resistant coatings. The

pressurized brine flows axially along the side spacer screen; pure water

flows through the membrane into the porous backing material and then to

the central product collection tube.

Tubular

9. The tubular design combines two functions in one in that i t uses

the surface of the tube as a support for the membrane and i t uses the tube
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wall an a preasure vessel. Normally, the membrane la placed on the inner

wall of the tube, and the Bait water, under pressure, flows inside the tube,

Product water passes throijgh the membrane to the tube wall, where arrange-

ments are made to transfer the product water, now at low pressure, to the

outside of the tube. This may be done by uBing a tube whioh is porous over

i te full length, thereby permitting direct flow of the product water to the

outside of the tube. When a solid tube is employed, small holes are drilled

at intervals along the tube, and a porous fabric material is placed between

the membrane and the pressure tube to provide a path for the product water

to the outlet ports. Figure 5 illustrates the operation of a tubular

design reverse osmosis system.,

Hollow Fibre

10. Modern technology has made possible the preparation of reverse

oemoeiE membranes In the form of fibres. The fibres are hollow and range

in diameter from 50 to 200 microns (approximately 0.002 to 0.01 inch).

Since they can withstand very high pressure, the fibres function both ae

desalination barriers and as pressure containers. In an operating hollow-

fibre reverse osmosis unit, the fibres are placed in a pressure vessel with

one end Bealed and the other end open to a product water manifold. The

sal t water, under pressure, flows on the outside of the fibres, and the

product water flows inside the fibres to the open end where i t i s collected

outside the vessel as shown in Figure 6.

11. At the present time, plants of a l l of the above described designs

httve been built and tested on a number of natural brackish water desalina-

tion, i t is finding increasing application in many non-desalination areas.

These ir.clude:

(a) Pruit Juice concentration.

(b) Beer concentration,

(c ) '"/hey concentration.

(d) Silver reclamation from used photographic solutions.

(e ) Enzyme concentration f rom pharmaceutical wastes.

(t) Byproduct recovery from paper mill waotee.

(g) Preah water reclamation from polluted sources.
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13* For India, the reverse osmosis process af fordo Immediate potential

for adaptation as a reliable water supply system. As stated previously,

the process equipment la simple to construct and only a limited number of 2

components are needed to construct an operational unit . The major components

required for reverse osmosiB equipment construction arei ,

(a) Membranes. 1

(b) Membrane supports.

(c) A High pressure pump. ]

(d) Standard f i l ters and plumbing materials* >

14. Per membrane preparation, only three chemioals are required - \

cellulose diacetate, acetone, and formamide. The last two chemicals are

available in most Asian countries and cellulose diacetate can either be i

imported or manufactured locally with very l i t t l e capital investment. J

15. Any materials that can withstand hydraulic pressures of 600 to 800

psi can be employed as membrane supports. As an example, 0.5 inch diameter,

1/8" thick plastic tubes of sufficient mechanical strength or 0.5 inch dia-

meter porous fibre glass tubes or copper tubing can be used as membrane

supports. Since the plastic industry is very well developed in many Asian

nations, the manufacture of plastic tubes suitable for reverse osmosiB *

operations is not considered difficult . )
t

16. Low to medium pressure pumps are presently being manufactured in i

I n d i a , Pakistan, Korea, Singapore and other developing nations and with *

the import of some machinery from abroad, the present manufacturing \

f a c i l i t i e s can be tooled to produce higher pressure purapB, ^

17» The f i l t e r s and the plumbing mater ia ls required for reverse osmosis

equipment construct ion are s imi lar t o those present ly used in water

t rea tment plants* /

V. WATEH DEMAND

18. There e x i s t s a great v a r i a t i o n i n the per c a p i t a water demand in f

I n d i a . In v i l lages , i t ranges from 10 t o 25 gal lons per day depending upon

the a v a i l a b i l i t y af supplementary water sources fo r watering l i v e s t o c k ,

washing c lo thes , r e c r e a t i o n , e t c . ; number and type of small scale i ndus t r i e s
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located near the v i l l a g e s ; and loca l customs. In c i t i e s , tlie demand may

reach as high as 75 gal lons per day. In g e n e r a l , i t averages about 20

gal lons per day .

VI. REVERSE OSMOSIS PROCESS ECONOMICS

19. The c a p i t a l , operating and product water costs in U.S. currency

f o r 0 . 1 , 0.5 and 1.0 mgd p lan t s are given in Table 2 . Product water costs

fo r 10 gal lons in the local currencies of some countr ies are a leo l i s t ed

in Table 2 . Assuming an average per capi ta requirement of 15-20 gallons

per day, a 100,000 gpd reverse osmosle plant i s suff ic ient to provide a l l

the water supply needs of a v i l l a g e with a population of 5,000 and some

email i n d u s t r i a l i n s t a l l a t i o n s such as a saw mi l l or a l e a t h e r fac to ry .

The 1 mil l ion gal lon per day plant wi l l supply the water needs of 40,000

to 50,000 people and wi l l BIBO support a number of email to medium sized

i n d u s t r i e s . The product water cos t s in large plants of 1 to 50 mgd capa-

c i t y are shown in Figure 7 .

VI I . AGRICULTURAL USES

20 . As reverse osmosis technology advances, and ae membrane materials

are discovered tha t provide longer service l i f e of 5-10 years and fluxes of

50 to 100 gfd , the cost of desa l t ing by reverse osmosis process may decrease

t o l eve l s of about two Rupees (including diBtribufcion cos t s ) per 1000 U.S.

g a l l o n s . At thit? p r i ce , desal ted water may prove to be economical for

a g r i c u l t u r a l u se s , p a r t i c u l a r l y when a c rop- ro ta t ion approach such as hybrid

maize-potato-groundnut production iB adopted,

2 1 . Even a t present day coBts , the use of desal ted water aB a supple-

mentary source may prove to bs economical for increasing the production of

high.value c rops . In a r e a s such as Punjab where there i s a progressive

increase in the s a l t content of the grcund water due to s o i l leaching, the

use of desa l t ed v/ater to d i l u t e the highly sa l ine ground water wi l l permit

use of a smal le r volume of water per acre of i r r iga ted l and . The water

savings thus rea l ized may be used to lie rease the acreage under cu l t i va t ion .

V I I I . POTENTIAL LOCATIONS FOR REVERSE OSMOSIS PL/NTS

22 . Acute water shortages ex is t in Gujarat , Hajaethan, Kerala, Mysore,

Bihar and Orissa Btatee (Figure 8 ) . The a r id aonea along the coast of
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Kathlawar and Kutch peninuslas in Gujarat f and the inland regions of

Raj as than | contain some of the most valuable mineral resources of India*

These areas are very sparsely populated and offer a potent ia l for future

settlement of India 's rapidly expanding population.

23 . Large quant i t ies of saline waters are available in much of the

coas ta l regions of Gujarat and some brackish waters are available in the

inland erees of Rajasthan. Fresh water supplies needed for the economic

development of these areas can be provided by reverse osmosis conversion

of the available sal ine waters.

Kerala State

24. The islands adjacent to Eroakul&m outlet suffer from acute water

shortage. At present, fresh water supplies are brought in by boat and sold

t o the population a t r e l a t i ve ly high cos t . These is lands could support an

ag r i cu l tu ra l economy, and conditions for tourism are favourable in view of

the is lands h is tor ica l and cultural importance. Lack of fresh water has

hindered the economic development of these i s lands . Ample brackish water

supplies of 2000 ppm are available on these i s land B , and these can be pro-

cessed by reverse osmosis to yield fresh water supplies a t a fract ion of

the cost tha t the is landers are presently paying for the water brought in

by boat .

Baa galore

25 . Bangloare is a typical example of many water shortage c i t i e s in

India . In the past decade, the c i t y population has near ly t r ipled and

the number of industr ies located In and around the c i t y has increased t en -

fo ld .

IX. CONCLUSIONS

26. Since the dawn of c iv i l i z a t i on , man has needed cer ta in basic

commodities for his surv iva l , not the l e a s t of which has been water, —

water to drink, water for his l ives tock , and water to prepare and grow

food. Many wars have been fought to gain control of water . His tor ica l ly ,

the or ig in and growth of many c i v i l i z a t i o n s in India have taken place
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along the banks of large r ivers and other fresh water bodies. When these

water resources became dry or inadequate t o meet the demand, c ivi l izat ion

perished. No nation or empire in history tha t did not provide adequate

water suppl ies to her c i t i z e n s has survived in the paet , and none will

survive in the future. I t i s in thie context that the need to develop new

water supply sources appears c r i t i c a l and important to the future s t ab i l i -

ty and economic growth of India, Failure to meet th is urgent and basic

need might lead to the abandonment of v i l l a g e s , overcrowding of c i t i e s and,

most important, lose of agricultural production.

27. The problem of providing reliable and adequate municipal and

indus t r i a l water supplies throughout the year is d i f f icu l t and requires a

lcng-range nationwide program for i t s complete solution. The rain-fal l le

seasonal and adequate c a p i t a l resources are not available to undertake

extensive construction of surface end underground storage f a c i l l ' i e s to

store ra in water for use in the dry season. The water in the existing

reservoirs i s generally of poor quality and is often contaminated with

bacter ia and viruses . Ut i l iza t ion of such waters for drinking has been

the major cause of epidemic diseases .

23« In most of the water—shortage a reas , there are ample supplies of

ground brackish waters. By the use of the reverse osmosis desalination

process, these brackish waters can be readily converted to fresh water

supplies of potable qua l i ty . The procees i s reasonably economical and'

produces water free of bacter ia and v i ruses . The process equipment can be

bu i l t and operated with local materials and manpower. The per capita vater

requirement in v i l lages range from 10 to 25 U.S.gallons per day. Based on

t h i s demand, reverse osmosis plants of loss than 100,000 gpd capacity would

be adequate t o meet the water needs of most v i l l age s . The capital an3

operating costs of these small sL ze plants are small and the coet of fresh

water from these plants ±n believed to be within the economic reach of the

villagers.

29. Large size reverse osmosis plants of 5 to 50 mgd capacity might

be considered for augmenting the existing water eupplieB of lar^e c i t i es .

The economics of cons true ting large reverse osmosis plants should be com-

pared with other available alternate methoda such as the construction of
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new reservoirs and long distance transportation by pipelines The economic6

of using desalinated water for high value crop production should be investi-

gated where favourable soil and temperature conditions exist*
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Table 1. Brackish Water Conversion to Potable Waters by Reverse Osmosis
Proceoe

ConBtltuent

pH

Total Die so lved Sol ids

Total Hardness as CaCO,

Ca+2

Mg+?

Na+

K+

HCOj"

SO "2
4

Cl"

' \
BO,"

SiO2

Tota l Iron

Total Manganese

Total Phosphate

Total Alkalinity

Operating Pressure

Product Recovery

Chemical Analysis

Brackish
"feter
Peed

6.7

5170

1880

360

240

900

26

340

630

2020

0.5

0.3

34

6.5

3.8

10.0

280

600 peig

75;'

in Parts

Potable
Water

5.3

320

20

7.6

0.5

110

3.8

12

0

170

0.26

0.22

76

0.12

0

0.18

10

Per Million

Waste

6.8

20,000

7350

1400

940

3400

91

1150

2580

7850

3.3

0.53

120

24

16

40

940
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Table 2* Cost of Brackish flater Conversion by Reverse Osmosis Process

(BASIS t 3000 PPM BRACKISH WATER REDUCED TO 5 0 0 PPM WATER;

AMORTIZATION RATB — 5.255* PER YEARf O.OT MIL/KWH

FLAFT SIZE, CAPACITY IN MOD

PLANT CAPITAL COST

ANNUAL OPERATING OOST

(FTCT.UDES CAPITAL)

COST AMORTIZATION OVER

3 0 YEARS)

PRODUCT WATER COST/10

GALLONS

UNITED STATES, CENTS

THAILAND, SATANGS

S . VIET NAM, CENTS

S . KOREA, WOT

IHDIA, NAYAPAISA

INDONESIA, HUPIAH

JORDAN, PILS

ISRAEL,. AGOROT

. 0.1 0.5 1.0

US $108,400 US !335f4OO US 14*' ,0PO

US $ 28,380 US $ 99,330 US 1141,900

0.86

18

101

2.5

6.5

2.8

3.1

0.25

0.60

13

71

1.8

4.5

2.0

2.:.'

0,17

0.43

9

51

1.3

3.2

1.4

1.5

0.12

%ter distribution costs are not included
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FIGURE! PRINCIPLE OF REVERSE OSMOSiS
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DISCUSSION - I

D.C. Garni (India) i- In India there is a need for recovery of waste

effluents from fertil izer plants and other chemical industries and,

therefore, plants to treat 3-5 mgd effluents and produce fresh water.

Ia this possible using the Reverse Osmosis process? What will be the

cost? Ir.ductry would be very happy to adopt this as i t would save

both the capital and operation costs for effluent treatment and

would simultaneously give fresh water.

Ko Channabasappa (U.S.A,) i - Yes, you can employ Reverse Osmosis

process to reclaim fresh water from fertilizer waste. However, the

present cellulose acetate membranes do not remove urea and phenol.

The capital cost of the basic plant of 5 mgd is about 3-4 million U.S.

dollars. This does not include building, plant site preparation, eto.

CM. Wong (U.S.A.)>~ We are precisely looking into this waste manage-

ment by Reverse Osmosis technique. We have also looked into dist i l la-

tion techniques such as crystallization or other techniques like a

nuclear waste being handled by some special methods. We are working

on these processes but we have not yet come to very eoonomical solu-

tions. I t can be done but will be costly. So I am not trying to give

you a rosy picture now.

V. Sastry (India) i- In the paper read by Dr. Wong a mention was made

of an electro dialysis plant producing pure water at a cost of 35 cents

per 1000 gallons. In this plant what was the total dissolved solid of

input and product water ?

C,M.Wong(U.S.A.)i- That water is produced in Florida by a Company

rolled the Ionics Corporation and they are doing i t at a rate of

about 1.2 mgd. The plant ia Florida waa dedicated only about a month

and a half ago. These figures that I quote to you are uptodate

figures. The water that they have treated is 1200 pi<n which is not

quite baaed on the U.S. public-health standards.



V. oagtry (India) i- Was the Reverse Osmosis process tried on sea ||
"""""" l;-
water? |

K. Channabasappa (U. S.A)»- We can process the sea water in two stages. |

To process sea water to 500 ppm potable water we require a membrane §

that has the capability of 99«9̂ » We are developing such membranea and |

such membranes are in field test. We do not have any actual operating |

plait* |:

I
A.K. Ganguly (India)»- I have a quotation for Dr. Channabasappa. If |

the Reverse Osmosis could be utilized for industrial effluent treatment, |

could you indicate the maximum concentration of dissolved solid you |

can obtain in the brine rejects from the reverse osmosis plant? 'What |

is the maximum reduction in volume Reverse Osmosis can accomplish start- I

ing from a concentration of 3000 ppm of dissolved aolid in the input |

to the plant? III
K. Channabasappa (U.5.A)»- The maximum concentration to which an Indus- |

t r i a l waste can be concentrated is dependent upon the type of wegi.e and §
i t s composition. In general, the waste could be concentrated to as high i
as 6 to Effo dissolved solids.

The reduction in waste volume by Reverse Osmosis could be ae
high aa 80̂ o to 95%.

P.R. Kamath (India):- What are the fouling compounds? HaB the

Reverse OsmosiB process been used for field units of water purification?

K. Channabasappa (U.S.A.)t- The fouling components are mostly organic

in nature. Some inorganic salts such as calcium carbonate and caloium

sulphate will deposit as scale when these s i t s are present in super-

saturated condition* As to your second question my answer is yes.

Presently about 100-150 plants ranging in capacity from 1000 to 100,000

gallons per day are producing drinking water from brackiah water con-

taining salts upto 5000 ppm.

R.K. Thappar (India)»- I would like to know the relative durability

and economics of polymer cement mixtures and mild steel as materials
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of construction for the desalting plants.

CM. Wong (U.S.A.) i- Epoxy fi l led concrete has been tried by the Bureau

of Reclamation, U.S.A. and has been proved three times cheaper than steel.

B.B. Deshmukh (inola)t- In the paper read by Dr. Sarabhai two reactors

of 600 MW(e) each were suggested for the Agrc^Industrial Scheme. I

would like to know whether there is p> provision of a standby plant or

do you depend on some other good net work? How does the economics work

out when the capacity of the stand-by plant is of the same order?

Vikram A. Sarabhai (India) i- The power outages of an Agro-Industrial

Complex would be taken cart of without, a stand-by plant. I t may be

noted that in our scheme a substantial amount of the power is taken by

tb** tube wells, and the annual maintenance of the plants could be done

during the monsoon months when these are not drawing water. This is

how i t has been planned. The other thing is that the phosphorus furnace

which is to be used to balance the load is of a type th&t will not

deteriorate or give bad performance even when i t operates as a ballast

to keep the load at a certain level. This is one aspect of the Agro-

Industrial Complex which makes i t very at tract ive.

I would like to makw a comment on Reverse Osmosis process,

Ify own feeling i s that high pressure technology is not simple. I t re-

quires good maintenance. I would like to hear from other speakers

whether thie high preesure technology could be operated very simply in

villages.



PLANKING FOR NUCLEAR POWR EEVFLOPMFNT

By

K.L. Vij

Abstract

This papeT reviews th« present pos i t ion and fu ture requirement*
of energy and e l e c t r i c i t y in India v is -a-v is the advanced countr ies .
I t points out that in order t o a t t a in a reasonable minimum standard of
energy u t i l i s a t i o n on which the prosperity of a nation depends, a
large scale programme of nuclear powr Jevelopment would be necessary
on long term basis in view of the limited solid and petroleum fuelB In
the country. For evolving a large Bcale nudear power development in
J'uture, deta i led studies of the ro l e of nuclear power in future and
technological approach for economic development of nuclear power and
optimum u t i l i s a t i o n of the nuofear fuel resources should be undertaken
by the agencies concerned with power development in the country. I't
brings out that subs tan t i a l economics in nuclear power generation can
be derived by adopting la rger unit s izes but thiB would require closer
in tegra t ion of regional power systems and necessary f a c i l i t i e s for the
same should be bui l t up. Peaking capacity through conventional, hydro
and pumped storage schemes should be bui l t up for complementary opera-
t ion with nuclear power s t a t i o n s .

I . EMERGING ROIE OF KUCBSAR POV'ER IN VQRLD AND PIE IAN ENEPOY

The importance of energy ava i l ab i l i t y anfl supply to develop a

modern economy in developing countries needs ny emphasis. Energy supply

in commercial forms i . e . coal and coal products, petroleum products,

natural gae and e l e c t r i c i t y , i s essent ia l both for indust r ia l ex pane ion

and increased agr icu l tura l production. If we analyse the world energy

s i t u a t i o n , cer ta in imbalances both in consumption of commercial forma

of energy and ava i lab i l i ty of conventional energy resources corns to

• Chairman, Power Economy Committee, Government of India,
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l ight . At thB preset tine, out of the world total oonmrolal energy
consumption of 5611 million tonnes coal equivalent, 85% i s being consu-
med by IBBS than 30$ of the population. This would be evident from
Table 1, which presents the consumption of various primary f onus of
commercial energy In the world and in ooyntries,' where built of the
energy is being consumed.

2. The bulk of the energy consumption In the world is in more
advanced countries• Their annual par oaplta consumption of energy in
commercial form* averages about 4750 Kg coal equivalent as against the
world average of 1647 Kg coal equivalent. On the other hand, in the
less advanced and developing countries, the per capita consumption of
commercial farms of energy is only 350 Kg coal equivalent.

3* It is also of interest to observe that the trend in final
consumption of energy has been towards greater use of more convenient
formB of energy like petroleum products, gas and electricity. This la
particularly evident in developed countries as can be seen from Table 2,
which presents trends in total final consumption of the main forms of
energy in some of the European countries.

4. It is significant to point out that the total consumption of
electricity al l the world over has been rising more rapidly than the
total consumption of energy In a l l other forma. In 1967, over 25$ of
the total oosmeroial energy used in the world was consumed in the fora
of electricity as against 20$ in 1960. Electricity plays a more
Important roXe in advanced countries. At the present tics i t accounts
for almost a third of the energy consumption In North America and
Europe excluding U.S.S.R, The Imbalance in consumption of eleotrloity
in developed and developing countries is more striking as can be seen
from Table 3*

5. It would be seen that 30$ of the world population accounts for

90$ of the total electricity consumption in the world,

6. Table 4 presents the known resources of conventional forma of
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energy In developed and developing countries. It would be e«en there-
from that bulk of the resources is concentrated in tf.S.A. anJ U.S.S.R.,
where large quantum of energy Is being consumed and In a few other
countries which are sparsely populated. If we analyse the conventional
energy resource situation against the trends in energy consumption
certain questions arise in our minds i

7* How do we meet the rapidly growing demands for more convenient
and upgraded forms of energy in aos'« parts of the world?

8. How do ve modernise the energy economy of theee developing
countries, which have very l i t t l e conventional energy resource*?

9. How do we Buatain in most of the developing countries energy
consumption at levels comparable to that in advanced countries?

10. TTiih such uneven distribution of resources how do we transport
energy from their sources to the points of consumption particularly in
the context of increasing magnitudes of demand?

11. Then there are other factors like atmospheric pollution in the
context of increasing pressure of population. Consideration of these
questions lead us to the inescapable conclusion that we oust look to
other sources of energy which would provide solution to many of these
problems* It is indeed a blessing that at this juncture, mankind should
have successfully harnessed the vast energy contained in the atomic
nucleus to Berve its growing needs, In this context we may recall the
forethought of our great scientist late Dr. H.J. Hhabha, who In his
presidential address to the Piret U.N. Conference on peaceful use of
atomic energy held in 1955 emphasised the importanoe of development of
nuclear energy to meet the growing demands for energy particularly in
the developing countries of the world. Many of the countries of the
world have already realised the importance of nuclear energy to their
energy supply and have taken up nuclear power development on a large
scale. At th» present tins the total capacity of nuclear pawr plants
in operation and in various stages of construction exceeds 100 million
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\2. While the energy situation in the world i s of interest we are

direct ly concerned with the problems of energy supply in India* The

Energy Survey of India Committee in their report dated 1965 brought

out the fact that in India the bulk of the energy consumption i s in non-

commercial forms i . e . firewood and animal and agricultural waste. It

was also brought out that because of the quicker pace of industrial ex-

pflni-ion and trends in BUbBtitution of non-commercial forms by commercial

forme of energy, the growth rate of consumption of commercial forms of

energy was greater in India than in developed countries. This trend i s

continuing. During the past decade the consumption of commercial forme

of energy in India registered an average growth rate of about 6$ per

annum as against the average of 4.2$ in the world and 4.7/£ in the more

advanced countries. It i s also interesting to observe that there i s

a preference in India towards more convenient forms of energy (liquid

and gas fuelB and e lectr ic i ty) similar to the trends a l l over the

world. This would be evident from the fedt that while the consumption

of coal registered an annual growth rate of only 3.6$ in the past decade,

the consumption of o i l and e l ec tr i c i ty increased at 10.5$ and 12.8$ per

annum* The higher rate of growth of e lectr ic i ty consumption is parti-

cularly signif icant.

13. In Table 5 the annual per capita consumption of commercial forme

of energy in India and the more advanced countries of the world have

been compared.

14. It would be seen that the energy consumption in India at 175

Kgce i s indeed very low compared even to the average ind eveloping

countries. If we have to reach a reasonable stag* of development of

our economy, the energy consumption should at least increase to 1000 Kg

coal equivalent per capita, the achievement of which would, no doubt,

require stupendous efforts and considerable investment both in the

energy producing and consuming sectors* The question arises whether

our conventional energy resources can sustain energy consumption com-

parable to that in the advanced countries. Table 6 presents conventional

resources In India in original units and in terms of c oal equivalent.



15. I t would be seen t h a t the bulk of our resource* la In the fora

of ee&lo Our known reserves of o i l and natural get are extremely

Uni t ed and unless our e xploratlena reveal any large reserves, use of

o i l and gas has to be restricted to sectors , which cannot use any other

subst i tu te . Bulk of our ooal resources Is of poor quality and pre-

sents considerable problems in mining and use* Assuming that 50$ of

our ooal resources can be recovered economically, our conventional

energy resources can sustain an annaal energy consumption of 1000 Kg

coal equivalent per capita for about 75 years. This presents a gloomy

picture of the future unless we can think In terms of harnessing new

forms of erergy. Thus, nuclear energy has an important role in our

future energy economy. Fortunately, we have adequate reserves of ura-

nium to sustain a modest nuclear power programme immediately and abund-

ant reserves a£ thorium. Again, thanks to the vision of Dr. H.J. Bhabha

and the enthusiastic support he and his colleagues received from our

former Prims Minster, Jawahar Lai Nehru, we launched on a nuclear power

programme well in advance* Our progress in this f ie ld thus far has bean

laudable.

I I . PROBLEMS OP NUCLEAR PÔ ER IEVEL0PI1ENT

16. While everyone i s c lear about "the need for increasing relianoe

on nuclear energy to meet our future demands, very few are aware of the

compfe x problems - s c i e n t i f i c , technological and economic- associated

with nuclear power development. The nuclear power technology i s at i t s

infant stage and though i t i s economically competitive in oertaln parts

of the world today on the basis of technology already developed, i t i s

• t i l l far from the s c i e n t i s t s ' end engineers' vision of optimum use

of f i s s i o n energy.

17. UnlikB development of thermal power based on coal resources,

a long tern programme (15 years) i s essential for development of atomic

energy. This need stems from the nuclear fuel cyc le . The present day

nuclear reactors do not consume a l l the fuel loaded into i t . Purther,

they also produce additional f i s s i l e material for future use. For a

sustained programme consistent with economy, we have to be sure of
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right choice of technology and plans for future development. At the
present time, many different types ™f reactors are under development
in the world aid both the technological and economic picture have not
become very clear. While the efforts a l l over the world are towards
the development af breeder type reactors, the technology adopted by dif-
ferent countries towards thlB ultimata goal are very different. This
divergence in the context of fast developing teohnoxogy and competition
among advanced nations for achieving supremacy In the field for commer-
cial purposes 1B understandable* However, i t makes the choice of a pro-
gramme by developing nations like ours extremely difficult*

18. From the point of view of the power supply industry, while the
long term prospect of nuclear power playing the Increasingly dominart
role i s important and undeniable, of equal importance i s to draw up the
path of progress to the Nuclear Era, for this has to be done with our
feet firmly on the ground and any haste or miscalculation may distort
the future prospect i tes l f . There are two ways of looking at the pro-
blem of determining the starting base and path of nuclear power develop-
ment. One is to start from an assumption af uncontested future require-
ments and work back to the present position via the nujlear fuel cycle.
The other is to proceed with the nuclear programme purely on economic
considerations. In the present Indian context, with nuclear power deve-
lopment requiring larger capital outlays and not being in a position yet
to compete with other sources in many parts of the country the former
approach may result in not only higher power coots but in a smaller
power programs with our limited capital resources. Further, the pre-
sent uncertainties In the nuclear technology itself , make planning on
the basis of future needs difficult. Cto the other hand, the latter
approach may lead us to a state of unpreparedneee to sustain nuclear
programme of adequate magnitude in the future* Thus, the choice of the
nuclear programme requires oareful consideration of factors, part of
which are concerned with the nuclear industry and part with power supply
Industry. From the point of view of power supply industry the most Import-
ant aspects to be taken into account are the requirements of capital and
gestation periods in the context of meeting the demands for power ade-



quately. In this connection, i t may be pointed out that the gestation

periods of schemes involving large capital outlays are eeriouBly pro-

longed in view of the scarcity of capital and thie vitally affecte the

power supply position. This hae to be kept in mind while considering

alternatives for power development0

19. In our country coordination of nuclear power development with

the overall power programme aleo presents several problems. For econo-

mic reasons, the nuclear powrr stations have to be of relatively large

capacity. Further for technical arid economic reasons, they have to be

operated as base load stations. In power systems, in their early stages

of development, fitting in BtationB of large capacity and operating them

as the base load stations becomes difficult. Again safety and security

requires that nulcear stations, specifically the reaotor portion, are

built and operated by a specialised group under the control of the central

authority in charge of atomic energy. This again poses problems of coor-

dination with ut i l i t ies dealing with commercial aspects of power develop-

ment. Thus, there are both technical and administrative problems which

require attention.

I I I . THEMDS IK NUCLEAR :Q'ER DKVKLOPMKTTT IK ADVANCE!) COUHTRIES

20. Table 7 prenents the nuclear power capacity ex is t ing and nnder

cons t ruc t ion a t the beginning of th is year in the variouB countries

of the world arid i t s break down by major types of r e a c t o r s . I t may be

observed tha t countries l i ke USA end UK have gone in for a massive

nuclear power pro^ramtiB fo r cominercial purposes. USA's programme ia

based mainly on boil ing water (B'"R) and pressurised water (P*R) reactor

technology using l i g h t water as coolant and requiring enriched uranium

ae f u e l . E l e c t r i c i t y based on th i s technology has bean found to be com-

p e t i t i v e with thermal power based on coal in many parts of USA and hence

th i e t r e n d . USA haa abundant uranium reserves and they have also exten-

sive f a c i l i t i e s for enrichment of uranium. So the fuel does not present

a problem. U.K. s ta r ted with building gas cooled reac to r s based on

natura l uranium but ewitched over to an advanced type reactors fuelled

with s l i g h t l y enriched umr.ium recently for reasdie of e conotny. They



a lso have adequate enriching f a c i l i t i e s to meet t he i r immediate need*.

USSR's programme seems cautious and includes a l l types of reactors t o

develop the technology and perhaps to study the i r r e l a t ive performance.

Canada has been concentrating on developing heavy water reactors fuel led

with natural uranium. Trends in other countries a re jus t emerging.

Many nations in Europe and Japan are basing the i r present programme

mainly on PWR and FVR technology f o r economic reasons though they do

not have f a c i l i t i e s for uranium enrichment and would have to depend on

other countries (mainly USA) for f u e l . They seem t o be keenly interested

in the B'VR development but do not seem to be convinced of i t s r e l a t i v e

economics. Developing nations l ike India, Pakistan and Argentina are

basing the i r programme on HWB technology mainly to avoid dependence on

other countries for fue l . Extensive research i s going on in many coun-

t r i e s to develop advanced converter and fast breeder technologies. There

i s a feeling among the European nations that even i f FBR programmes are

introduced, thermal reactors will have a role and they are thinking In

terms of set t ing up uranium enriching f a c i l i t i e s to avoid dependence on

others having such f a c i l i t i e s , in view of the inherent economy of reac -

t o r s using enriched uranium. Canadian opinion i s t h a t a programme based

on HWR technology U3ing natural uranium, in view of i t s bet ter use of the

fuel and higher y ie ld of plutonium, would be ideal and H\7R's are already

economically competitive. However, experience i s l imited to operation of

one prototype p lan t , which has had i t s share of t roubles . This sums up

the present s i tua t ion .

IV. NUCLEAR POWER PROGRAMME IN INDIA

21 o I t was recognized as early as the l a t e r part of he Second Five

Year Plan that India would have to r e ly on nuclear power meeting i t s

growing energy demand in the future and India should part ic ipate actively

in the development of nuclear technology and acquire sufficient techni -

c a l knowhowfbr undertaking construction of nuclear power s ta t ions accord-

Ing to the needs of the economy in the future . The power development

programme of Third Five Year Plan included In s t a l l a t i on of an atomio

power s ta t ion in the energy deficient Western region of the country.

Thie Btatian located a t Tarapur with en i n s t a l l a t i o n of 400 Mffis has
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recently baas coamlaelone*. This la baaed on BWH technology requiring

enriched uranium aa f u e l . There ar» two more nuclear etationa under

construction a t preaent - ana at Ranapratapaagar In Rajaothan with an

ine ta l la t ion of 400 MW» (2 x 200 MWe) and the other a t Kalpakaa in

Tamil Nadu with an i n i t i a l ins ta l la t ion of one unit of 200 MWe. These

are baaed an heavy toter reactor technology requiring natural uranium

aa f u e l . The choice of HWB technology la mainly to avoid reliance on

other advanced countrlea for fuel supply. The BO reaotora would use.

mainly Indigenously mined and prooeeaed uranium.

22 . Our known uranium reserves are rather limited but we have

sizeable reserves of f e r t i l e thorium. In view of t h i s , a three stage

programme has been enviaaged for nuclear power development comprising i

Stage I would u t i l i z e natural uranium aa fuel producing power

and th*s f i s s i l e material plutonium ae by product* Stockpile of

Plutonium would be bui l t to use i t in partial replacement of

enriched fuel aa used in Tarapur reactors but a l t o to move on

t o next stage*

Stage II would employ reactors which would use plutonium either

with natural uranium In fast reactors to produce power and more

plutonium or with thorium to produce power aid convert part

of the thorium in to U-«233«

Stage III would be based on reactors fuelled with plutonium or

U-233 with thorium in stage I I .

2 3 . Stage II & III would be based primarily os FBR technology and

we are already working towards development of thia teohnology.

V. wpm FOR LONG TEHM PLANNING AND PROBLEMS INVOLVED

24. The preaent day reaotora use only a email percentage of fuel

loaded in to I t and unleaB we move towarde FBR technology, we would not

be making optimum uae of nuclear fuel resources. However, t o Introduce

WRe we need the plutonium, which la a by-product from our preaant day
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reactor*• Thus, our future programme la dependent an our present deve-
lopment end the plutonium that a an be stock-piled. To base our present
programme to suit cur future needs Involves complexities particularly
in the context of uncertainties in technological development. The major
problem is due to the fact that nuclear power la not conpatitive with ele-
ctricity from other sources in meet of the areas in India, Hence, i f a
programme beyond what can be justified on economic considerations la
needed to sustain nuclear development in the future, then we must be
reasonably clear about the role of nuclear power development in the
future* For establishing this, i t is essential to make long term pro-
jections of power programme and determine the relative roles of con-
ventional and nuclear resources in such a programme. In these studies,
the constraint of financial resources, need for meeting the demand
adequately and reliably* need for optimum utilisation of available faci-
l i t i e s etc. should be taken into account as these factors have serious
repercussions on other sectors of the economy. Modern programming and
simulation techniques can be used for this purpose* Such studies would
have to be undertaken immediately by a representative group comprising
representatives of Department of Atomio Energy. MtLribtry of I & P, Plan-
ning Commission'and the State Regional Electricity Boards* -Then, we
will be in a position to evolve a realistic nuclear power programme and
a sound nuclear fuel policy. This group should also consider aspects
l i k e !

(a) whether we should continue with only heavy water reactors
using natural uranium or whether we should also develop
other types of thermal reactors using enriched uranium (or
uranium enriched with plutonium) in view of the world trends
in this direction.

(b) whether we should comider setting up uranium enrichmant
fac i l i t ies on a suitable scale using our cheap hydro power
and whether the saving In capital outlay on nuclear progra-
mme based on enriched uranium would be canmenaurate with
Betting up an enrichment plant,

(c) whether we can participate in.an uranium enrichment progra-
mme with other countries.
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(d) whether wo should not go Blow t i l l FBRB and advanced con-

verters are developed BO that our limited nuclear fuel in

the form of uranium can be utilised better from the initial

stage i tse l f ,

(e) what i s the likely optimum mix of thermal reactor and PBH

programmes so that facilities for heavy water manufacture•

fuel fabrication etc. can be planned based on their optimum

use.

VI. PROBLEMS OF COORDINATING NUCLEAR POWER DEVELOPMENT WITH OVERALL
PCT/ER PROGRAMS

25 . The economies of s c a l e ( i . e . the decrease of unit c a p i t a l cost

with i n c r e a s i n g s i z e ) i s almost common to a l l i n d u s t r i e s . The rate of

decrease i n the case of nuc lear power p lants i s much higner than that

of convent ional plante . In the case of Heavy Water Reactor based

power p lants* the Canadian estimates ind ica te that the un i t c o s t s reduce

by about 3 7 . 5 $ as the s i z e i s increased from 200 MW to 500 MW and hv

about 50$ when i t i s increased to 800 MW, where i t i s expected to Level

off* The ocale e f f e c t s are Bimilar in the c a s e of enriched uranium

reactors a l s o . As a consequence, when considering nuclear power s t a t i o n s ,

the g r e a t e s t poss ib le e i z e i s of i n t e r e s t . However, choice of larger

s i z e i s subjec t to two l i m i t a t i o n s * One a r i s e s from the n e c e s s i t y of

maintaining system r e l i a b i l i t y f o r which reserve capacity would have t o

be increased . Here, an optimal compromise between the savings due to a

l a r g e r s i z e and the c o s t of addi t ional reserve capacity would have to be

sought . The other l i m i t a t i o n would ar i s e i n r e l a t i v e l y small systems

where the annual increase required in i n s t a l l e d generating capacity

may be smal l*

26» The i n s t a l l e d generat ing capac i ty i n the various regions of the

country a t present and a t the end of the Fourth Plan based on benefits

from cont inuing schemes i s indicated in Table 8 .

27 . The load demand i n the country in March 1969 was about 9 mi l l ion

KW. On the fcaais of Indus tr ia l and other -targets act in the Fourth Plan

t h i s load demand i s expected t o increase t o (6.5 mi l l ion KW. to meet



which an Installed capacity of 26 million Kff would be required. The
question of taking up new schemes to meet the growing demands adequately
i s under consideration of the Government* If the loads are allowed
to grow without restrictions, the peak demand is expected to increase to
32.5 million KW by 1978-79 for meeting which en installed capacity of
42 million KW would be required,, The station and unit sizes of nuclear
power plants would have to be considered against growth of installed
generating capacities in the various states and regions, corresponding
to magnitudes of overall power development in the country indicated
above during the next decade,

28* The unit size of 200 MW chosen for the Tarapur and the other
nuclear stations i s fairly large compared to total capacity of systems
into which they would feed. To operate them as base load stations we
have to move towards integrated operation of a l l the power systems In
the region in which they are located. For such operation we have to Bet
up both adequate transmission faci l i t ies and generation scheduling and
load dispatching centres.

29* For an economic nuclear power programme with large size stations,
we have to resort to close Integration of State and regional power
systems. The outputs from "these stations would have to be distributed
to several state systems depending on their needs and integrated opera-
tion of the regional power systems. Under the Indian Atomic Energy Act,
the responsibility for setting up and opexating nuclear stations rests
with the Central Government. For effective Integration of these
stations in the regionel systems, and distributing their outputs to
various State Electricity Boards necessary administrative arrangeaenta
would have to be made. Suitable tariffs would also have to be evolved.
As nuclear power stations are to play an increasingly important role in
the future, i t is essential that coordination of their operation in the
regional power system, distribution of their v tputs among the various
states and evolving a suitable tariff policy should be left to a high
level Central authority. Fortunately the Atomic Energy Act leaves these
responsibilities to the Central Electricity Authority, At present the
GEA 1B only a part time body dealing with arbitration only. This body
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should to motlvlsed, soda into • fu l l t int body anl oharg*« with

ponsibl l i t ies envisaged under the ZM ian Kleotrielty (Supply) l e t ant

Atonic Bwsgy Aot.

30. For optimum utilisation of nuclear power plants, i t Is essential
that adequate peaking eapaolty should be available la the sonar system
ao that the nuolear power plants oan be operated as base load stations.
In saay parts of the world pumped storage hydro elaotrlo plcnta a n
being developed to provide peaking oapaelty and spinning reserve eoono-
mloelly. Fortunately India has adequate untapped hydroelectric reserve*
which oan be developed for complementary low load faotor operation with
nuolear power plants. However, there are areas like Western Maharashtra(

Oujerat and Tamil Hadu where very limited untapped hydro potential la
available. Theee areas which are loo a ted far away from ooal bearing
regions provide eeope for expansion of nuclear eapaolty 1B the near futu-
re* In these areas we will have to develop pumped storage plante along
with nuclear power plants so that the two oan be operated together in an
optimum manner to provide electricity supply economically with adequate
rel iabi l i ty .

TXI. OCBCLDSIOHB

31* A review of the energy situation In India olaarly points to

the fact that nuclear power wil l have to play a «redomlnaat role in the

future energy eeonomy. A long term nuclear programme la required eo

that we wi l l have adequate stock-pile of fuel required for sustaining

large eoale nuolear power development In the future* For evolving suoh

a programme detail*d studies of the role of nuolear power in tbj future

and technological approach for eoonomlo development of nuclear power

and optimum ut i l i sat ion of our nuclear fuel rasouroee should be under-

taken by the agencies aonoemed with power develops*:* In the country.

Substantial economics in nuolear power generation oan be derived by

adopting larger unit s i e s s . However, adopting larger unit alaae would

require oloaer integration of regional power systems and noessary

f a o l l l t i e s for tha same should be built up. To enable optimum u t i l i s a -

t ion of our nuclear s ta t ions , the Central Electricity Authority aeould
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be aotirieed and oharged with responsibility concerning i t s cooxdimtlan

with regional power systems and distribution of their output among the
rarlous States. Peeking oapaolty through conventional hydro and pumped

storage schemes ehould be built up for complementary operation with

nuclear power stations*
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Table 1 % Consumption of Primary Energy

Country

Population Consumption of primary energy-commercial
(1967) forme (i967)-in million tonnee coel equivalent

in millions Coal & Oil Ons Hydro fr Nuclear Total
Lignite Electricity

U.S.A. 199.1 440

Canada 2 0,4 ?2

U.S.S.R. 235.5 434

Countries in
Europe other 452.0 761
than U.S.3.R.

Japan 99.9 76

791

79

279

697

4 7

i'Ob

29

17

11

I957

165

9 32

1479

2. '7

Total

Other
in the

Total

countries
World

World

1007

;413

3420

1733

440

2173

1806

5 'J 5

22i9

1030

i oan

11

13

1

1

4 760

5611

Table 2.. Total Final Consumption of Main Forme of Energy

Country

France

Italy

Sweden

O.K.

West
Germany

Year

1950
1967

1950
1967

1950
1967

1950
1967

1950
1967

Golid fuels

10 tons coal
equivalent

42,715
35,765

8,52 3

2, !26

133,142
67,401

62,308
60,619

Liquid fuplr
10-- tone
petroleon
equivalent

7,962
46,612

3,894
42,899

3,637 '
17,773

12,928
52,603

2,445
63,97fc

fuels
10 K cal

15,755
84,139

7,971
74,853

n.a
n.a

68,645
127,840

55,301
170,256

Electricity

106 Kwh

28,877
102,690

12,974
86,500

15,784
46,528

44,386
173,459

37,834
157,643
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Table 5« Consumption of Kleotrloity.

Country

U.S.A.

Canada

O.S.S.R.
Other countries
in Europe

Japan

Other countrlee
In the world

Total World

Zleotrloity
Consumption (1967)

109 Kwh

1317

166

1713

238

422

3856

ftr oaplta
Coneuaption (1967)

Kwh

66i2

8111

2500

2577

175

1131



Table 4 . World Known Conventional Energy Hescurces

HXDHO

(Thousand
Million
KWh)

1) U.S.A. 1063

2) Canada 1143

3) U,,S.S.R. 3820

4) Countries in
Baarepe other UT
than U.S.S.H.

5) Japan

6) Iran, Iraq, Kuwait,
Libya, Saudi-Arabia
and Turcial Oman

7) Venezuela 233
8) 9est of the World 2354

COAL

PETROCBOM OIL IN SHALS
BROWN COAL (Proved APD BITI3IJII-

ABD LIGNITE B e s e r v e s NOTS-SA5D

(Thousand (Thousand (Thousand (Thousand
Million Million Million Million
Tonnes) Tonnes) Tonnes) Tonnes)

1100

61

4121.6

153

19.2

1.0

1255.7

406

24.1

1406.4

91.9

1.7

111.3

6.5

1.03

5.2

0.6

0.01

36.3

2.4
4.6

83.5

65.5

0.9

5.6

48.9

NATURAL
GAS

(Measured
Reserves)
(Thousand
Million

cu m)

8194

1534

4381.5

3350.7

159.5

6738

826.2

6114

Total
Energy coal
equivalent

(Thousand
Million
Tonnes)

1364

158

4838

190

20

65

12

1374

9) Total World 9420 6711.5 2041 56.6 204.4 31297.9 8021
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Table 5 . Consumption of Gommtrolal Forma of Energy

Country

India
U.S.A.
Canada

U.S.S.R.
Countries in Europe other
than U.S.8.H,

Japan
Other countries in the world

Total world

£

Annual per capita oonsumption S
of energy (1967) |

Kg coal equivalent |

175 |
9833 . |
8061 [
3957 j

3280 I
2279

350 !

1647

Table 6. Conventional Energy Resources in India

1. Hydro
2. Coal
3. Brown Coal ft

Lignite
4. ft troleum
5. Natural gas

216,000 million Ttih 27 million tonne* oe
106,260 million tonnes 105,260 n "

2,063 million tonnes 687
94 million tcmnoe 141

63,600 million eu metre 84 N

Total 107,199 "



gable 7. Installed Generating Capacity of Huelaar Power Hants, EnatUg, under Construction and ELanned la HW(e)

Court 2?

Hear? Water
Beactax*

U H . Burt Breeder
Bnetora Btaetora Natural Enriched

Branlunt Uraaiua

Graphtlo Moderated
Beactore

Natural
Pranlua

-

-

-

-

3874.0

-

-

-

210.0

160.0

-

-

500.0

-

-

5267.0

-

600.0

Enriched
Uranium

-

-

-

-

-

39.0

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

•993.0

1315.7

603.0

Hater

Pressurised
Water
Beaotars

1611.2

800.0

-

-

240.0

945.0
770.0

-

257.0

1590.0

-

-

(-03.0

809.0

700.0

-

37013.2

757.0

Beactors

Boiling
later
teuton

-
-
-
-
-

1129.0

-

380.0

164.0

• 957.5

51.5

-

460.0

1150.0

306.0

-

28164.2

Total

319.0

1611.5

800.0

5512.0

140.0

4406.5

2284.35
770.0

1180.0

666.0

3707.5

51.5

525.0

156J.O

2109.0

10H.5
10620.0

66590.5

2967.5

1 .
2 .

3 .
4 .

5.
6.

7.

a.

1 0 .

i i .

1 2 .

13 .

14 .

15 .

1 6 .

17.

' 8 .

19.

Argentina.
Belgliat

Bulgaria

fhnarta

Caecboalavskla

Pranca

Geraany (federal
aepubllo)

Germany (Democratia
Bepublic )

India

Italy

Japan

HetberUal

rfekletAn

Spain

Sweden

Switzerland

United Hn«4tm

Oslted SUM*

O.3.S.B.

-

-

-

-

-

21.35

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

- '

-

-

11.4

50.5

••
-

-

-

-

250.0

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

265.0

86.0

955.0

319.0

5512.0
140.0

50.0

900.0
35.0

525.0

42.5

100.0

150.0
8.5

95.0

All >orld 85-25 1556.0 7361.0 396.0 10611.0 6952.7 46095.4 33762.2 106837.55
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Table 8. Installed Generating Capaotly in Various Region*

Region

Utilit iee

Northern

WeBtern

Southern

Eastern

Forth-EaBtem

Total u t i l i t i e s :

Non u t i l i t i e s t

Present

3401

3387

3635

3169

172

13764

1347

Installed generating capacity
(MW)

1975-74

5750

4730

5584

4316

260

w»^ ••>•

20640

1475

Total 15111 22115



INVESTIGATIONS OH THE FUTURE ROLE OP NUCLEAK
ENERGY IN THE INDIAN NATIONAL GRID'

By

H. Kramer*, K. V/agemann, A. Boettoher

Abstract

With an optimization computer program several power systems with
different nuclear and conventional plants have been analysed under the
conditions of the Indian grid systems* However the load curve of a typ-
ioal industrial nation has been applied instead of the present Indian
load curve. The main results can be summarised as followsi

1. HWR will probably give the best starting conditions for the
planned Indian nuclear power generating system. LWRs could reduce the
power generating cost slightly but they would increase the necessary
foreign exchange due to higher uranium requirements and separative work. •

2. If the Indian nuclear power programme would be based only on
local reserves of natural uranium, this would lead to a rather restrio-
ted HWS-capacity (maxinum 10,000 i!W(e) ). In this case nuclear energy
would probably play no significant role within a long term consideration
even if high performance breeders are introduced into the grid.

3. It is indicated that an increase of the uranium stock pile avai-
lable for the Indian grid systems should get highest priority, with ura-
nium reserves of 250,000 tons which cost about $ 4 billion, the power
generating cost could be reduced by about $ 30 billion within the next
30 years, at the same time the potential of Fast Breeders could be inor-
eased drastically, which would certainly facilitate the problems of long
term power supply.

4. When optimizing the grid under the specific Indian conditions
over a time period which is not longer than 30-40 years, advanced thermal
nuclear concepts as the MSER, the HTR and the thoriun-irWR could have a
good chance besides the reference concepts. They would lead to consider-
able saving in power generating cost as well as in foreign exchange
requirements.

I. IMThODUCTION

The strong activities presently undertaken in India and planned

for th<s future on the agricultural and industrial fields can lead India

* Kernforsohungsanlage, JUlich, Fed. Republic of Germany.
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within a rather short time to the position of ope of the moat productive

countries in the world. A fundamental condition for such a development

will be a strong expansion of the Indian energy production system, espe-

cially of the electric power grid.

2. The presently installed electric capacity in India ia about

0.02 KW(e) per inhabitant. The corresponding figure in U.S.A today is

1.7 KW(e) per inhabitant, and will be more than 3 KW(e) in about 15

years. From this relation we can expect that the Indian national grid

will expand with an extremely Bhort doubling time within the next 3

decades. Several assessments indicate doubling times of the installed

capacity of 5 to 6 years. This fast expansion which would be accompan-

ied by similar expansion of the national industry and agriculture, will

lead probably to a shortage of foreign exchange* Therefor* domestic

energy resources will be preferred for long time for meeting the energy

demand. Even the future nuclear portion could be restricted to cap&»

city which can be delivered by indigenous uranium resources.

3. In detailed studies by Sarabhai, Meekoni and others, the speci-

fic problems of a long term energy supply in India have been analysed.

It has been pointed out that nuclear energy should become one of the

pases for the future Indian power supply, and especially the importance

of multi-purpose plants for producing fertilizers and for sea water

desalination, has been stressed.

4* Consequent to a discussion one of the authors of this paper had

with fir. Sarabhai at the end of last year, we started some investigat-

ions on the possible future role of nuclear energy in the Indian power

grid system. As only a few weeks were left before this Seminar, we

concentrated our activities in examining eome specific questions' which

oould be essential for establishing a national nuclear industry.

5. Our studies mainly give answer to the following questionsi

a) Amount of uranium that will be necessary for fully exploit-

ing' the great potential of nuclear plants,

b) The role of East Breeders la a future Indian nuclear power

programme,

o) The relative potential of IAVRs and HWRs in the Indian grid

system, and



d) The potential of additional concepts besides the Heavy Water

Reactors and the Fast Breeders such as MSBRs, HTfia or thorium

fuelled Heavy Water Reactors.

These questions are not new and they have been touched in several papers

previously. However, we use somewhat different methods, and therefore,

the answers coming from this could be of some interest,

II. CALCULATIONS

6. In our calculations we used an optimization computer programme,

with which the conditions of an expanding grid system can be simulated

in a rather realistic way. Its main features are as followst Up to 10

•different power plant types can be added to an existing power grid

system for which the total electricity demand and the annual load curve

are given. The capacity distribution between the different power plant

types and their load factors are determined in such a way that the over-

all generating cost of the grid system becomes minimum. For each load

range of the specified annual load curve, those plants are chosen which

produce the lowest costs, and arbitrary capacity limitations can be

considered for each plant type. The optimization is generally carried

out under the following conditionit

a) A once installed plant will stay in the system during its

whole lifetime of 25 years. The load factor of this plant

oan vary during this time.

b) Luring the first few years after their introduction the

expansion rate of new reactor lines is restricted. This

takes into account possible objections of utilities against

unproven reactor types ao well as production limitations

during the first few years.

c) Those plants which require bred fissile material for the

first inventory, can increase their capacity only as far as

the respective fissile material has been produced in the

system. Of course, import of fissile material can also be

considered.

7. The programme requires as input all essential economic and tech-

nical data relating to the construction and operation of the plants.
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As output the progran delivers for the considered time period* the

optimum capacity distribution between the power plants considered, both

nuclear and conventional, their respective energy production and the

resulting- annual and cumulative power costs of the system. The necean-

ary fabrication and reprocessing throughputs for the different fuels,

the amounts of natural uranium and thorium required, and the separative

work demand are calculated aa well. Calculation of foreign exchange

can be carried out with respect to individual conditions of a certain

country.

III. ENERGY DEMAND AND LOAD CURVE

8. Our calculations for the Indian grid system are based on the

growth of gross installed capacity which is shown in Figure 1» For

comparison the respective curves for the USA, the European Common Market

and the Federal Republic of Germany are also included in this figure.

On the rifht hand side in the figure, the populations of the different

areas are also shown. The comparatively low per capita consumption and

the estimated rate of industrialization in India, lead to a rapidly

growing demand for the electrical capacity, which is determined by a

doubling time of 6 years and will lead to about 400 GW(e) in the year

2000.

y. A typical load duration curve of one of the Indian regional

electricity f,Tids is shown in Figure 2, together with the respective

curve for a typical industrialized nation. In the Indian grid system,

out of the total capacity, more than 40$ is presently on standby posit-

ion. This situation is less determined by the demand of energy as by

the manner of power production. Hydro power which plays a significant

role in actual power generation (30 to 50$ of total) is available with

a low average load factor of 30 to 50$ during the year. With increasing

nuclear capacity, the load curve will certainly change in India, and

will be more and more determined by the actual demand. Therefore, we

decided to use for our calculations the load curve of a typical indus-

trial country given in Figure 2 over the whole time period.

IV. POWER PLANTS AND FUEL SUPPLY

10. As the Indian nuclear power programme will be based mainly on

HWRs and Fast Breeders, we concentrated our'calculations also to these
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power p l a n t s , besides conventional p l a n t s . Addit ionally we have included

Li<;ht V.^ter Reactors (LVOi), High Temperature Reactors (liTR) and Molten

Sal t f reeder Reactors (MSBR). We have inves t iga ted Fast Breeders a t

d i f f e r en t development s t ages with oxide fuel (FB1) and carbide fuel (FB2).

Concerning IlTKu e.nd HSBRs we have e i t h e r considered plutonium fuelled

reac tors or we assumed a free exchange of d i f fe ren t f i s s i l e mater ia ls

(U-253, h ighly enriched U-235, f i s s i l e plutonium) a t the same p r i ce .

11. The spec i f ic input parameters used for the d i f f e ren t power p lants

are given in Table 1. These data which a re valid for 1000 MW(e) uni t s

have been compiled under German conditions and in co-operat ion with firms

and research centres engaged in the respec t ive reactor p ro j ec t s in

Germany.

V. FOREIGN CURRENCY AND URANIUM RESERVES

12. For na tura l uranium we kept the p r i c e constant a t % 8/ lb up to

1990. For the l a s t 10 years of t h i s century we assumed a p r i c e of

$ 10/ lb f which increases to S 12/lb a f t e r 2000. About 30,000 tons of

uranium have been assumed to be ava i l ab le in India. I f add i t iona l amounts

of uranium are required we assumed tha t these have to be bought with

foreign currency. In Ind ia systematic e f f o r t s have developed the industry

in such a way that the foreign exchange component of HWR-plants could be

reduced from 61$ for the f i r s t HWR plan t (Rajasthan, U n i t - l ) , over }6%

for the second plant (Rajasthan, Un i t - I I ) to not more than 20$ for the

Madras U n i t - I power s t a t i o n . We made the fur ther assumption that within

a shor t time nuclear power p lan ts can be- b u i l t without foreign currency

in India.

VI. RESULTS

Relation between the Maximum HT?R-Capacity and the Uranium Requirements

and Power Generating Costs

15. In Figure 3 the optimal capacity distribution for the Indian

grid with a 3-type system, a3 proposed by different authors, is shown

for a time period of 30 years from now. Beginning from 1971 HWha are

insta l led with a doubling rate of about 2 years up to a maximum capacity

of 10,000 MW(e). In total these plants will require approximately

30,000 tons of uranium for instal la t ion and operation, which i s probably
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the amount that 1B available within India. The plutonium bred by the

rVI(3 is stored for later use in the Fast Breeders, which are to be

introduced into the grid in this country by 1985*

14. This nuclear system would not require any foreign currency under

the assumptions made above. However, its impact on the total power

system will be rather small. Power generation and costs are dominated

by conventional plants.

15. This situation would be changed significantly if the maximum

capacity of HY/Rs could be raised to 20,000 or 50,000 MW(e) as shown in

Figure 4, or if the HY/R capacity could even expand unrestrictedly, deter-

mined only by efionomic rules, as shown in Pugure 5*

16. The influence of the total anount of HWR capacity on uranium

requirements, production costs and foreign exchange requirements, can

be seen from Table 2. An unrestricted expansion of the HWR line would

lead to a total uranium demand of more than P.^0,000 tons upto the year

2000*. Due to the necessary uranium imports the respective foreign ex-

change requirements would reach values of 8 3.8 billion. On the other

hand the cumulative power generating costs will decrease in the same time

by # 30 billion, when compared to the case where the HWh capacity is

restricted to 10,000 I.iW(e). In other words, each dollar spent as fore-

ign currency for uranium import can lead to $ 8 savings in total power

production' costs. If these results could be confirmed by further studies,

probably further uranium exploration work in India or outside with the

aim of making more uranium available for the Indian grid system might

get a very high priority. This aspect appears again in the next section

where we analysed "the influence of the breeding potential of fast breeders.i

Influence of the Breeding Properties oh the Potential of Fast Breeders.

17* For countries which are planning to base their nuclear power

programme to a large extent on Fast Breeders it seems worthwhile to

investigate the question bow nuclear energy can be introduced if there

is a grsat discrepancy between the doubling times of the grid and of

the breeder. Especially it should be clear as to what extent in this

case the partnership of plutoniam producing reactors like HWRs with

FBRs is necessary.



10. In Figure 6, the percentages of power generation by the different

plant types in a 5-type system with conventional plants, HVffia and Faat

Breeders are given. The capacity of the WIB.3 is limited to a maximum of

10,000 UW(e), as Bhown in Figure 3. The dotted curve represents a case

in which Fast Breeders of the first generation (with oxide fuel) are

installed starting from 1960. The full line curves represent the case

with Past Breeders of a (second generation with a short doubling time of

9 years starting from 1985.

19« In both these cases the nuclear capacity reaches a conniderable

share in the power production only in the years just before and shortly

after I98O. Later on, the influence of the HWR line is decreasing more

and more due to the fast expanding grid.

20. The plutonium production remains restricted all the time; conse-

quently neither the FB 1 nor the FB 2 can reach a significant market

share. The power production by both Fast Breeder types remairiB all the

time below 12$ of the total power production.

21. From this result one could infer that an expanded Fast Breeder

development programme can become effective only if a bigger plutonium

productive HWR capacity can be installed, as has been assumed in Figure

6, and that means if uranium imports can be accepted by the energy policy.

Quantitative relations are given in Figure 1. This figure shows the

power production by HWRs and Fast Breeders calculated under the assumpt-

ion that the HV/R capacity can increase unrestrictedly. In this extreme

optimistic case, the FB 1 can reach an asymptotical power production

share of nearly 40%. The FB 2 can reach values of 65% within 50 years

and later on even higher values. However, the further increase is very

slow. Further studies we performed indicate, that such high nuclear

power production portiona could not be reached with the known domestic

uranium resources, except with breeders with an extremely high breeding

potential, with a doubling time shorter than the doubling time of the

grid system, that is, doubling time shorter than 6 years.

The Relative Potential of LWRa and HWRs

22. Ihie to their lower plant cost, LWEs are able to replace convent-

ional plants not only in the base load range but also to some extent as
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part load. Therefore, the total capacity portion of LWRs could be slig-

htly higher in an ecci ically optimized system ag shown in Figure 8.

The total generating costs therefore are lower in comparison with the

reference system, but the savings are relatively small (less than 2%

up to the year 2000). On the other hand the uranium consumption is

practically doubled in the LWR system, increasing from 256,300 tons to 462,900 tons 1

the year 2000. This leads to a much higher foreign exchange which is

still increased by the separative work demand, from $ 3*8 billions to

$ 20 billions by 2000. The actual figures are given in Table 3.

23* Under these circumstances the decision of the Indian AEG to base

the future nuclear energy system mainly on HWRB is well understandable

in spite of the fact that the first Indian nuclear power plant operated

is a LWR. It should be mentioned that one could reduce the uranium

requirements and power production costs by LWR, if plutonlum recycling

is considered. However in this case the LWR capacity would be rather

restricted, as very preliminary calculations have shown.

The Potential of Advanced Converters in the Indian Grid

24- The results of these calculations, lead to the question whether

it could be worthwhile to introduce advanced thermal concepts in the

Indian grid besides Fast Breeders and the proven F«VRs, for example HTRs

or thorium-fuelled HYiHs which have rather high conversion ratios, or the

MSBlt which even has a breeding potential. The studies we have undertaken

so far for clearing- this question did not involve the MSBR as we could

not get the latest input parameters in time.

25. Figure 9 shows the capacity distribution of a 4-type system in

which the HTR is added to the reference system. It can be Been that

the HTR-line is increasing quite rapidly, governed only by economic

criteria. Later on when the plutonium stock has been consumed, further

expansion is determined by the plutonium production in the HWRs and its

optimal utilization in competing plutonium fuelled reactors, and is

therefore practically stopped at about 50,000 MW(e). Table 5 shows

that the uranium requirements could be reduced quite considerably until

the year 2000, from 256,200 tons with no HTR to 204,300 tons with EiH.

The power generating costs and the foreign exchange also are consider-

ably reduced. After 2000, the situation changes and in a long term
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optimization (over more than 40 years) a 3-type coupled eyeten, HWR/fB

without advanced converters would have advantages. However, this aysten

would have to go through a long time period with a higher foreign

exchange in comparison with the 4**type system as Table 5 indicates.



Table I Specific Input Parameters for the Regarded Power Plants (1000 ITe)

Direct plant cost

Present worth of the plant
when starting operation

Commercial s t a r t

Operation coat

Thermal efficiency

Costs of thermal he"at

Fissile inventory

Linear doubling time

Mean buznup
(mixed core and blanket)

Bating (specific power)

Fuel fabrication costs

Fuel reprocessing costs

$/kT/e

$/kWe

S/kCTe -
yr

* '

$/kcal

t/GT/e

years

LWd/t

LT7/t

* / k g

«/kg

Jonv. PI

82

117.5

1,825

38

1.95

91

128

1970

1,825

33

-

2.96

-

31,000

33.0

70

35

a..A.

95

155*

1970

1,825

32

-

0796

-

9,000

24

42

25

KTE

90

125

1980

1,825

48

-

1.0

-

90,000

92

200

50

FB 1

105

145

1960

1,625

42

-

2.83

9

31,000

42

100

65

FB 2

105

145

1965

1,825

42

-

1.66

13

26,680

52.9

80

40

* inal. D20 - inventory



Table 2 t Uranium Requirements, Power Generating Costs and ibreing Exchange
Requirements as Function of Maximum HWR - capacity.

System t Cony. PL., HWR, SB 2

BOB - capacity

10

20

50

Unlimited

Cumula&Lve uranium
requirements

I960

5.99

5.99

5.99

5.99

KT ton*

1990

19*0

35.0

59.3

72.1

2000

31.8

56.6

123*6

256.2

Cumulative power gene-
rating eoets

1960

9.3

9.3

9.3

9.3

• 4«9
1 10'

1990

38.5

36.6

33.2

32.4

2000

133.0

126.3

116.2

102.7

Cumulative exchange re-
quirements due to urani-
ua Import

1 109

1980 1990

0 0

0 0.02

0 0.46

0 0.66

2000

0

0.45

1.55

3.60



TattU 3 * Coaupaarlaon between HWE-and LTO-sys terns

SYSTEM

CONY.PLi HWE, EB 2

CCNV.FL. LWR, FB 2

Cumulative uranium
requirements

10*

1980 1990

5.99 72.1

12.2 138.5

tons

2000

256.2

462.9

Cumulative
generating

»109

1980 1990

9.3 32.4

9.3 32.0

power
cost

2000

102.7

101.0

Cumulative foreign
exchange requireme-
nts due to
import

$ 109

1980 1990

0 0.68

0 1.80

lypari-tTnii

2000

5.80

7.30

Cumulative foreign
exchange require-
ments including
separation coats

t 109

1980 1990 2000

0 0.68 3*80

C.42 6.40 20.75

FB 2 - s t a r t 1985, linear doubling time 9 years
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Table 4 i Influence of FB2 - Start and FB2
Cumulative Uranium Requirements

3.ydtem » CONV. PL., HWR, FB 2

- Doubling Time on

STAR!1

of
FB 2

1980

1985

1990

Linear doubling
time

of FB 2
yra

6

9

12

6

9

12

6

9

12

Cumulative uranium requirements

105 tons

2000 2010

170.7 522.2

182.8 444.9

195.2 555.4

256.2 492.9

256.2 551.5

256.2 600.5

284.0 767.1

284.0 787.1

284.0 787.1

Table 5, » Influence of HTRs on Uranium Requirements and
Power Generating Costs

System

CONV.PL.,

CONV.PL.,

CONV.PL.,
FB2

HWR,

HWR,

HWR,

FB2

HTR

HTR,

Cumulative uranium
requirements

105 tons

2000 '2010

256.2 551.5

254.8 872.7

204.5 608.6

Cumulative power
/ting costs

* 109

1980

9.5

9.5

9-5

1990

52.4

52.5

52.5

genera-

2000

102

102

101

.7

.1

.4

2010

515.

526.

519.

0

1

1
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A MIX OPTIMIZATION MODEL AND IT3 APPLICATION TO THE NORTHERN GRID

R. Narasimhan,* N.Seshagiri,
M.N.Chakravartl+ and S.S.
Shiralkar

Abstract

A proper choice of the type of power plant for a given region
and the extent of investment tha t can be made during a specified
period of time i s of much concern to power system planners. Motivated
by the power planning requirements during the Fourth Five Year Plana
of the Northern Regional Grid interconnecting the stateo of Punjab,
Rajasthan, Uttar Pradesh, Haryana, Jammu and Kashmir, Himachal Pradesh
and Delhi, a general optimization model for the mix of plants was
developed. The objective was to determine the mix of thermal, hydel
and nuclear plants which gives a minimum unit cost of e lec t r i ca l
energy at the load end.

I . RELATIVE ECONOMICS

The economics of one type of power p lan t , say, nuclear, i s ,

perforce, decided by the economics of other types of plants l i k e

thermal and hydel, as well as the need for power in the area. Thus,

a large number of factors go in to the decision for expanding an e l e -

c t r i c a l power system covering a large area over long durations of time,

Some of the more important factors that govern the optimal mix are

below.

* Head, Computer Group, Tata I n s t i t u t e of Fundamental Research, India.

+ Department of Atomic Energy, Bombay.

100
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2. The moat basic one is the need for power in the area. Power

demand is normally computed by exponential extrapolation of past and

present demand, allowing for standby plants, as well as from the

planned targets of industrial production, agricultural production and

electrification of towns and villages*

3. Economics of nuclear power relative to other sources also

depends upon the growth of nuclear power technology itself. At any

time a nuclear plant is commissioned into- operation, it can be expected

that nuclear plants a few years ahead will be more economical owing

to new technological innovations.

4. The proportions of the fixed and variable oosts of the plants

under consideration have a direct bearing on the nlative economics.

If the fixed cost of a plant is different from its running cost, there

exists a load factor for which the plant will be economically most

suitable in the mix. For example, in run-of-river hydel plants,

running cost is almost negligible, making it more viable with a higher

load factor. The fixed cost in the above is taken to include the

interest and depreciation of the Investment on the plant and the tran-

smission lines*'

5. Technical considerations, like the facility to operate the

plant intermittently, dictate the range of load factor within whioh

the plant could be operated* Thus, run-of-river hydel plants and

nuclear plants are operated as base-load plants, other hydel plants as

peak-load plants, and thermal plants in the intermediate range.

6. Whether a plant already exists or is sanctioned affects the

decision-making significantly. If a run-of-river hydel plant exists

or 1B sanctioned, the capacity or energy-capacity can be treated aa a

constant during the optimization. For proposed hydels, there exists a

minimum capacity below whioh it is uneconomical to undertake the project.

However, for thermal plants, capacity can be treated as a continuous

variable during optimization.
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II. DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL

7* The construction of the model Is based on the definition of

a cost function that is sought to be minimized.

A. General Form of the Coat Function!

8. The cost per O h for any plant is made up of two additive

components, viz., a fixed cost and a running post. The latter can be

determined from the cost of fuel, etc The fixed cost varies dire-

ctly with a quantity which depends on factors like the interest and

depreciation on the investment in the plant and transmission lines. It

also varies inversely with the load factor at which the plant operates.

This is because it is the load factor which determines the percentage

of the installed capacity of the plant contributing to saleable energy,

even though the investment made may facilitate the operation of the

plant continuously at peak capacity. Sulaequently, the total cost of

energy per unit time is computed as the product of the cost per KWh

and the number of KWh per unit time. This quantity is equivalent to

*he product of the cost per XWh, the installed capacity, and the load

factor.

9« From the above procedure, the total oost of energy can be

computed for each plant if the capacity and load factor are known.

If it IB not known initially they are taken as variables. Their values

are determined as those values which minimize the sum of the cost of

energy for the plants in the region.

B. Transmission Cost i

10. While considering the cost function above, the fixed cost is

taken for both the investment on the plant and the investment on trans-

mission lines. For cases where the plant does not transmit bulk power

to distant loads, one can compute the transmission cost by determining

an effective distance as a weighted ( by demand ) average of its

distance from different load centres of specified demands. The trans-
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mius ion cost is calculated from a knowledge of this effective dis-

tance, the power transmitted, the voltage required to transmit this

power, and existing transmission network.

11. For cases where bulk power is required to be transferred

over a lar̂ re distance, instead of balancing against the nearest load

centres, the regional balancing of generation with respect to load is

carried out to determine the effective distance and the power trans-

mitted. Based on these and the voltage required to transmit this power*

the cost of transmission is computed.

(J • Types of Plantst

12. From the point of view of minimization it can be seen that

not all additive terms in the cost funotion of Seotion II-A need be

included.' This is because, if an additive term is a constant, i.e.,

if no variables are present, the optimal solution will be the same

whether this term is inoluded or not. Therefore, the form of cost

function given above is too general. This calls for the definition

of an objective function taking note of the special features in diffe-

rent types of plants. To this end, classifications are made depending

on whether a plant is

a) Nuclear, hydel or thermal,

b) Existing/sanctioned or proposed,

c) Peak-load plant or base-load plant or of intermediate

category,

d) With storage reservoir or of the run-of-river type, if

hydel,

e) Solely for power generation or multipurpose.

1). Based on these five classifications, eight types of plants

are identified for each of which the additive component of the obje-

ctive function is developed along' with the constraints on the varia-

bles. In the actual model, capacity and energy-oapacity were taken

as variables instead of oapaoity and load faotor* £hie choice of
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variables was made in view of the fact that the actual constraints

occurring in the system, especial ly hydel, are in terms of energy avai-

l a b i l i t y . Further, for taking into account the significant changes

in generating capabi l i t ies between the monsoon and dry periods for the

hydel plants , the year was divided into four seasons, with the

energy-capacity during each seaaon for each plant forming a new variable.

D. Balancing of Energy and Peak-load•

14» Since the scheduling is considered seasonally, the energy

requirement should be met during each seaaon separately. This wil l

impose the condition that the energy demand specified for each season

should correspond in magnitude to the sum of energy-capacities of

tha t season for a l l plants in a l l the types. This, i f maintained,

assures proper energy balancing during the year.

15- In addit ion, i t is necessary to meet the peak-demand of the

ent i re system. This is possible i f we l e t the sum of the effective

capacities of a i l the plants in a l l the types exceed the specified

peak-demand allowing for maintenance and spinning reserve.

16. If both energy-balancing and capacity-balancing are governed

by equal i t ies instead of inequali ty for the l a t t e r , uneconomical modes

of generation raay be subst i tuted &>r more economical ones. Hence, the

capacity-balancing is governed by an inequali ty.

I I I . METHOD OF OPTIMIZATION

17. The minimization of the objective function of the above descrip-

t ion ia highly constrained. The Appendix-I gives the mathemactical

formation describing these cons t ra in ts . Hence, the conventional tech-

niques of minimization f a i l . However, the objective function is l inear

in capaoity variables and energy-capacity var iables . The inequality

and equality constraints described in the foregoing are also l i nea r .

A branch of applied mathematics called ' Linear Programming1 has

evolved to tackle constrained optimizations of which the foregoing des-

cr ip t ion i s a special oase. This branch leans heavily on the use of
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dig i ta l computers. A readily available l inear programming routine

called CDM-4 was u t i l i s ed on the CDC-36OO computer to obtain the

optimal mix for the northern regional grid.

IV. APPLICATION TO THE NORTHERN GRID

16. The model was applied for arriving at an optimum mix of the

three types of generation, thermal, hydro and nuclear, for meeting

the demand in the Northern Electric i ty Region comprising of Punjab,

Haryana, Rajasthan, Utter PradeBh and Delhi, by the end of the Fifth

Plan period, namely, by 1978-79• The Northern Region was selected for

the study as i t i s suitable for a l l types of generation. Thus, i t has

ample hydro potential , especially in the north. Coal deposits are

present in the east , making thermal generation feasible there. I t i s

also possible to feed the western part of the region by thermal gene-

ration, either by generation at or near the pitmouth (East) and trans-

mission of e l ec tr i c i ty , or by transporting ooal by ra i l to the load

centres of the western part of the region. This presents an interest -

ing alternative which oan be studied as regards economics. Prima facie ,

nuclear generation i s feasible in the western part of the region which

i s remote from the ooal fields and where hydel resources are not

available*

19* In order to carry out the application of the model, a Steerine

Group, consisting of Chairman of the participating Eleotrioity Boards

of the states of the Northern Region, spec ia l i s ts from the Tata I n s t i -

tute of Fundamental Research and the Central Water and Power Commission

with the Tarapur Project Administrator as Convenor, waa appointed. This

group was assisted by a Study Group comprising of engineers from the

Sleotr ic i ty Boards, and sc ient is ts from the Department of Atomic Energy

and the Tata Inst i tute of Fundamental Research. A description of the

study carried out follows.

20. The figures adopted for the study were those forecast for

1978-79. In order to take the seasonal variations of the hydro plants
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(which are considerable) aa also the maintanance schedule of the gene-

rating plants into aocount, the year was divided into four parts to

correspond to the seasons. For this purpose, the typical months

June, September, Deoember and April were chosen as being most repre-

sentative of the seasonal variations. The system peak demands for

these months were taken as 7.100 MW, 6,900 MW, 7.700 MW and 6,8^0 M#,

respectively. The energy demand for the system, at 100$ L.F., was

taken as 4.620 MW continuous, the seasonal, variation being neglected.

This corresponds to an annual L»F. of 60%.

V. THE DATA-BA.SE

21. Data was also collected regarding all the generating plants,

both existing and proposed. For each plant, the data-base comprised

of i,

a) Plant type, i c« . , nuolear, hydel or thermal,

b) Capital cost of plant in Rs./KW,

c) Fuel cost of plant in Paise/KWh, i f nuclear or thermal,

d) Installed capacity (including unit sizes) and effective

capacity ( i . e . , maximum available generation) excluding

maintenance,

e) For hydel plants, available energy capaoity in each

season.

22. Certain assumptions were made regarding capital and fuel

costs of standard unit s izes of fhe aame type of generation. These

are summarized below.

(i) Running Cost»

a) Hydel plants s 0.1 Paiaa/KWh. Uniformly for all

bydel plants, exioting, sanctioned

and proposed.
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b) Thermal pl&nto The coat of coal was assumed to be

Rs.W/- P T tonne near the pttmouth
in th« K;*aterri mn.it [.art of the

rs / ion ac) increased progresoively

a3 ono travelled westward (e .go,

Ra..40/'- per tonne at Obra, R3.60/-

per tonne at Kanpur). The ca lo r i f i c

value of coal was assumed to be 9|OOO

BTl) per l b . The net heat ra te for 200 '

MW unit sizes was assumed to be 11,000

RTU/KWh, and s l i gh t ly higher for |

Bmaller units • Prom the above figures,!

the fuel cost at each thermal s ta t ion |

wag computed.

c) Nuclear plants t For a l l nuclear plants i t was assumed j

that the fuel coat would be 0.6 Paisa

per KWh, as expected at RAPP, which I

Is to be fuelled with natural uranium.

U i ) Capital Costi

a) Hydel plants

b) Thermal plants t

Thia varies with the s i t e and no stan-

dardlzation waa made. Actual figures

supplied by the Boards were used.

For 200 MW un i t s , a cost of Rs.2,240/-

per KW, including in teres t during

construction waa taken.

c) Nuclear plants « For 200 MW u n i t s , a cost of Re.3,45O/-j

per KJV, including Interest during i

construction, waa taken. |

s

'5. A figure of 12# (including interest» depreciation, operation & |

maintenance costs, insurance and contingencies) waa used to compute !
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annual f ixed charges. In addit ion, transmission costs were

by subdividing the region into subregions, est imating the interflows

of power a f t er balancing l o c a l loads and the extra transmission

capacity required for these interf lows .

VI. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE MODEL

24« The projected power demand for the Northern Region for the year

1978-79 la about 7,700 MW. I t was assumed that of t h i s , about 500 MW

would be met by surplus power from Jammu and Kashmir and Himachal

Pradesh. To meet the power requirement over and above that avai lable

from e x i s t i n g sources, several a l ternat ive proposals were studied with

regard to t h e i r costs in order to arrive a t an optimum mix. These

a l t e r n a t i v e s , together with the system cost and investment for each

(as determined by opt imizat ion) , are given i n Appendix I I . Detai l s of

the system cos t s and investment for each a l ternat ive are given in

Appendix I I I .

25« The approach in s e l e c t i n g the a l ternat ive proposals was to

consider mainly schemes which may be r e a l i s t i c a l l y assumed to materia-

l i z e by 1978-79. The major a l ternat ives considered were t -

a) To replaoe nuclear plants by thermal plants to sea which

i s cheaper.

b) To see whether i t i s cheaper to generate at Satpura, and

transmit power to Rajasthan, or whether i t i s cheaper to

generate at Rajaethan i t s e l f at Pal an a -and Sawaimadhopur.

c) To consider marginal changes in thermal proposals in

Punjab/Haryana/Delhi.

d) For one alternative, the unlikely hydel schemes were also

considered.

26. In the optimization process, the following points were noted i

a) All available hydro energy and effective capacity was ut i l i sed .
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b) Load factors of nuclear plants ware kept i n the range o f

5O-9O& and of thermal plants in the range of 40-85#.

o) Maintenance schedules f o r a l l the p lants were worked out

and s u f f i c i e n t allowances for spinning reserve were provided.

27. The model being in the nature of a f i r s t attempt at so lv ing a

complex problem, necessar i ly had cer ta in l i m i t a t i o n s , some of which

may perhapB be el iminated in l a t e r s t u d i e s . These l imi ta t ions include

the poss ible Insuf f i c i en t accuracy of the transmission oos t s , the f a c t

that separate s tud ie s for minimum load conditions were not oarried out*

and the fact thai optimization could have been dene over a period of

years Instead of for a spec i f i c ins tant of timej in e f f e c t , i t would

lead to a dynamio programming problem. Further, present value Instead

of oos t could have been considered*

28. As seen from Appendices I I and I I I , Al ternat ive VI i s the most

eoonomioai., g iv ing the lowest system c o s t . This a l t ernat ive includes

2 nuclear s ta t ions of 400 MW, one each in Punjab/Haryana and Western

U.P. , in addition to other thermal and hydel p l a n t s . This a l t e r n a t i v e ,

however, assumes that Thein w i l l mater ia l ize by 1978-79. I f Thein does

not material ize by 1978-79, the best a l ternat ive would be Alternat ive I ,

wherein Thein has been replaced by additional thermal generation at

Jagadhri (+200 MW) and Western U.P. (+75MW).
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APPENDIX I

MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION

The formulation of the problem given in the main text should

be expressed mathematically in order to make i t suitable for the

application of optimization techniques.

As noted earlier, a l inear programming (LP) model i s found to

be adequate in practice! Any LP formulation requires a description

of the objective function as r e l l as inequality or equality constraints

Thusi in what follows, the objective function i s f i rs t constructed

based on the physical reasoning given in the main text. This ia

followed by the enumeration of the inequality constraints and the

derivation of capacity balance and energy balance equations.

A. OBJECTIVE FUNCTION

The cost per KWh,C, for any plant i s made up of two additive

components, v i z . , a fixed cost , C-, and a running cost, C . As shown

in the main text , this fixed oost varies as ( •=— ) where F i s the load
r

factor of the plant and C. is the sum of the interest, depreciation etc,

on the capital invested in the plant, C. , and that in transmission

lines, C_. . Hence,

C = C- + C s
 Ip _,—-^ • C . ... (1)

i r if r

The objective function is defined as the BUS of the cost of total

energy for each of the plants. The optimal mix is that which minimizes

this objeotiv* function.

A-1) General Form i

The form of eq. (1) should be oonverted to the total energy

cost representation from the per unit cost representation.

If K is the plant capacity, the average load catered to by the
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plant is KF. Over a time duration, T, the total energy generated le

(KFT) KWh. The total coat of this energy per unit time, C, is

C! = (GKFT)/T a GKP. ••• (2)

Substituting (2) in (1) ,

U = (CrP • Cj + C I t ) K. ... (3)

Correspondingly, for the ith plant out of a set of n plants(

0 = ( Cr l ft • CIpi • 0 I U ) K 1 V . . . (4)

a-2) Transmission CoBti

In eq. (4), C± and PA are, in general, variables, whereas
C ,» C- . and CT.. are specified constants for a plant. The

ri Api lti

values of C . and Cj . can b« speoified by straightforward considera-
tions. However, the transmission cost, CL,. , has to be estimated
indirectly. Sinoe small errors in the transmission cost will not
appreciably alter the aix, i t is assumed that i t varies linearly with
plant capacity. It is calculated as follows 1

(a) For the case where the plant does not transmit bulk power
to a distant load 1 '

If K is the plant oapaoity, m load centf£es nearest to tha
plant are chosen suoh that

m
D. = K if oapaoity K is known apriori,2

i = 1

K if only upper and lower bounds ar«
max

given for the capacity,

where

\ le the demand at the load oentre, i.
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If the distance of the load centrt, I, from the plant 1B

d.| then the effective dlstanoe d ia calculated from

m

m

The transmission coat ie estimated from a knowledge of the

', d, the power tram

needed to carry this power.

dlstance» d, the power transmitted, K or K , and the voltage

max

(b) For the case where bulk power would be required to be trans-
ferred over a large distance, instead of balancing against the
nearest load centres, regional balancing of generation versus load
ia made to estimate the distance and the power transmitted. Based
on these the voltage and oost of transmission are determined.

A-3) AaauiBing that the year can be divided into four seasons, we
obtain the relation

Kipi= Z
.1 = 1

where

K. = Capacity of the ith plant

F si Annual load factor of the ith plant.

E. . = Energy capacity at 100^ load factor of
x j

the ith plant in the jth season

It follow,? that E = K^F , where F is the load factor

of the ith plant for the jth aeason. E ± J ia, thua, a variable in the

optimization.
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For such a caae, eq. (4) oan be modified Into

1 4

J = 1 I
A-4) Objective Function! p

1
With reference to the categorization of the plants desoribed I

In t'-ve main text, the objective function oan be desoribed by,

P = P< + P. + P. + Pc + P, + PQ (6)
1 5 4 5 7 8

where P. is the total energy coat for the ith type of plant. This la

because, the seasonal energies, the capacity and load factor have fixed

values for type-2 and type-6 plants, and, hence Pp and Pg do not figure

in eq.(6). The expressions for P. ( i =jfe 2t6) are given below.

Type 1 t Nuclear Plants operating as base load plants.

n \ /
K l ih = £ (

where

n, is the number of nuclear plants.

K.. is the capacity of the ith nuclear plant in MW.

C,.. is the transmission cost of the ith nuolear plant in Rs/MWh.

0. j is the fixed cost of the ith nuolear plant for the linear

assumption in Rs/MWh.

Glri i8 the r u n n i n8 008t of tne ith nuclear plant in Rs/Mffh.

is the energy capacity at 100$ load factor of the ith

nuolear plant in the jth season in MW.
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Type 3 « Existing hydel plantB operating as peak load planta

with Btorage reservoirs.

' , -

"3

1 = 1 j « 1

whare

n. is the number of type-3 plants

E is the energy capacity of the ith plant for the

jth season at 100$ load faotor (MW).

C, is the running oost (Rs/MWh) of the ith plant

Type 4 Proposed hydel plants where part of the watar is utilised
for irrigation or where storage faci l i t ies , if any, are
only for day-to-day smoothing of fluctuations.

k4i
+ 4

where
is the number of type -4 plants

C.,.. C. ,, C... , are respectively, the fixed cost,
411 4ri 4ti

running oost, and the transmission cost of the Ith

type-4 plant.

E.. is the energy capacity at 100# load factor
41j

of the ith plant in the Jth season.

K.. is the capacity of the ith plant.
41

Type 5 « Proposed hydel planta operating as peak load plants

with storage reservoirs.
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P5 ' A ' ( "5i <G5Ii * < V * 4

where

n,. is the number of type 5 plants

C5Ii* °5r i ' G 5t i ' a r e r e 8 P e c t i v e l y » t h 8 f1***! coB*» running

ooat and transmission oost of the l th t type 5 plant*

E_,, is the energy capacity at 100^ load factor of the ith

plant in the Jth season*

Ke.1 is the capacity of the i th plant.

Type 7« Proposed run-of-river plants for base-load operation.

( (C7I1 * )

7

7 " £ (K71

wher<i

n_ is the number of type-7 plants

C71i* G7ti *n d C7ri a r e > r e sP e c t i y e-L7» t h e fixed cost, the

transmission oost and the running oost of the i th type-7

plant.

EL. is the energy capaoity at 100$ load factor of the i th

plant in the jth season.

K7i is the capacity of the i t h plant of type-7.

Type 81 Thermal plants.

P8 i 2
4 >i
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where

ng i s the number of thermal p lan t s .

K i s the capacity of the i t h thermal plants

^ 8 l i ' ^8 i ' C8ti 8 r e » r e s P e c t i v e l y « t n e fixed coa t , running

coat and transmission cost of the i t h thermal piant(Ks/MWh).

E , i s the energy capacity of the i t h thermal plant in the

j t h season at 100'^ load factor (MW) .

The objective function for the en t i re system is taken to be

the aim of the objective functiona of the above d is t inc t types of

p lan t s . The objective function for the system, therefore, is a

function of the energy capacity during each season for the plants

under consideration as well as their capacity.

B. CONSTRAINTS

If a minimization of the objective function of the foregoing

derivation i s carried out without imposing any res t r i c t ion on the

var iables , vis;. , the load factor , capacity and energy capacity of

different p lants , one is l ike ly to arr ive at physically unrealizable

solutions l ike negative load factor or negative capacity. Further,

cer ta in considerations, e .g . ava i lab i l i ty of coal in a region, may

impose upper bounds on the capacity or energy-capacity. Therefore,

the minimization of eq.(5) ia necessarily constrained. In what

follows, the constraints on the variables of the s ix types of plants

considered in the previous 3ection, are given followed by the ba]anei iv?

cons t ra in t s . The reasons for the form of the inequal i t ies have already

been discussed ea r l i e r in the main t ex t .

B-1) Inequali ty Constraints!

Type 1i Nuclear plants operating as base load plants

(b) 0.5 Kli ^ E U J ,<C 0.6 t l i (i = 1 to n, 4 J = 1)



(c) 0.75 K u ^ E ^ ^ 0.9 K n (1=1 to ^ 4 j=2»3,4)

where,

K,. and K14T are respectively the upper sad lower bounds on
l i u l l l i

K,. and, (j=i) refers to the monsoon season.

Type 3 t Existing hydle plants operating as peak-load plants with

storage reservoir.

(a) E 3 1 j ^ 0.9 K51 (1=1 to tt? & j»1 to 4)

3 i J ^ Z J i j u W to n3 A b 1 to 4)

k

(•) Z (EJ1JU - B}1J) T ̂  E ^ (1=1 to ., 4 M to 4)

where,

E is the upper bound for the generation of the ith plant

during the jth season.

T is the time duration of eaoh season in hours.

E, is the storage capacity of the reservoir of the ith plant.
J

Type 4 * Proposed hydel plants where part of the water is utilized

for irrigation schemes or where storage reservoir facilities,

if any, are only for day-to-day smoothing of fluctuations.

( i - 1 t o « 4 )

(o) E 4 1 j ^ E 4 l > (i = 1 to n4, j . 1 to 4)

where,

K i K _ are respectively the upper and lower bounds on K..

E4i1u ia the maxlmum available energy of the ith plant in the

Jth season.
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Type 5 » Proposed hydel plants operating as peak load plants with

storage reservoir t

i = 1 t o

(b) E51J ^ 0.9 K?1 (i=1 to n5, j=1 to 4)

k k

(i=1 to V k=1 to 4)
5 i j

(d) g ^ i j u " S5ij)T ^ E5si (1,1 to a5, k=1 to 4)

where,

Kr « K^.. are respectively the upper bound and lower

bound for K and the symbols ID (b), (c) and (d) are

similar to those given in (a), (b) and (c) of Type J>.

Type 7 s Proposed run-of-river plants «

K7iL ^ K7i ? K7iu ( i = 1 to

K7i ( l = 1 t ° n 7 )

( i = 1 t o V 3 = 1 M )

where the Bymbola are aimilar to those described for the constraints

{,»), (b) and (c) of Type 4.

ijpe 8 i Thermal Stations:

K61L ^ K 8 i ^ K 8iu

E
DJ • ^ O«65 K. ( i = 1 to n | J = 1, 2 )
olj ^ * 1 "

(o) EQi ^C 0.85 KJ ( i = 1 to n6i j = 3, 4 )

(d) 0.4 C ^ EBij ( 1 - 1 to V J = 1 to 4 )
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where,

Kg. , K_1L are respectively the upper and lower bounds on KQ1

a-2) Balancing Constraints i

The energy requirement of the entire system must be met for
each season separately. This gives rise to the following set of
constraints.

J k = 1 i=1 J

where,

D. is the total energy demand in MW for the Jth season

a .. is the energy capacity of the ith plant of type k

in the jth season at 100^ load factor.

In addition( the peak demand D of the entire system must be

met. The relevant constraint is

where»

is the effective capacity in MW, of the ith plant of

Type k,

D is the peak demand of the system and B* is the peak demand
wi.th a faotor of safety greater than unity,
( CA 1*1) being attached to avoid a condition where i t is
theoretically impossible to balance energy and oapaoity
simultaneously*
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Appendix II

S t a t i o n
ALTERNATIVES

II III IV VI

Thermal

Satpura Extension

Pal ana & Sawaimadhopur

Obra Extension II

Western U P

Bhatinda I

Bhatinda II

Jagadhri

Rajpura

Delhi new

Nuclear

Western U P

Punjab/Haryana

tjydel

Maneri Bial i I I

Yamuna IV

Dehar II

Thein

Lakhwar

fiiyasi

Khara

Mahi

System Costs
(Rs.Crores per year)

Investment
(Rs.Crores)

260

550
700

200

-

400

-

-

400

400

105

27

242

-

-

-

-

-

147.9

668

250

- .

550
700

200

-

-

-

400

400

400

105

27
242

-

-

-

-

-

149.

891.

260

550
1,100 1

200

200

400

200

-

-

105

27

242

-

-

-

-

-

2 152.5

2 771

260

550
,100

200

200

-

200

400

_

-

105

27

242

-

-

-

-

-

152.2

772

260

550
120

200

-

200

-

-

600

600

105

27

242

550
150

63

56

55

146.5

886.8

260

550

625

200

-

200

-

-

400

400

105

27

242

550

-

-

-

145.4

865.4
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Appendix III

Summary of Results

A1tarnative

I

II

III

IV

V

Ra./hr.

168,825

170,310

173,909

173.810

166,980

System Cost

Ra>Crores/year

147.9

149.2

152.3

152.2

146.5

Inves tment«Rs * Crores

Station

823.9

823*9

726.8

726.8

844*0

Tranamlsslon

44.1

67.3

44.2

45.2

44.8

Total

868. f

891. r

771.0

772.0

888.8

VI 163,718 143.4 818.0 45.4 863.4
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DISCUSSION - II

Sonawala (India) i- The Department of Atomic Energy has upti l now been

stating that nuclear power i s competitive with thermal power at costs

ranging between 4 to 5 paise per KWh. Reoently, there have been some

reports in the press that after devaluation the foreign exchange compo-

nent has shot up and the original estimates for setting up nuclear power

plants have increased and hence the nuclear power will not be competi-

tive with thermal power at least for some time to come* I would like

to know from Shri Vij his opinion on the reported statement and the

latest position with regard to the gnerating cost of nuclear power vis-

a-vis thermal power generation from coal and o i l .

K.Lg Vi.1 (India) i- The situation is something like thisi Essential-

ly we may say that there are three kinds of power plan*:., vizi hydro,

thermal and nuclear. India being a very vast country, there i s scope

for al l three in I t . Now i t is a fact that wherever hydro-power 1B

available, i t i s always the least expensive source of power. The total

hydro potential in this country is only around 41 million KW, Obviously

this cannot go far. So we have to supplement i t by the other plants.

In areas l ike West Bengal and Bihar, where there is coal, we go in for

thermal power. But we also have areas which have no hydro-power, and

at the same time are distant from the coal fields too. I t is in these

places that we consider nuclear power, I have already mentioned

Tarapur as an example. Rajasthan is another. If we look at the map

of India, we can find many more such areas. Mow, coming to cost, hydro-

power costs roughly around 3 paise per KWh. For thermal station, the

cost i s around 4 to 5 paise per KWh for a plant situated at the colliery.

When the station is away from the coal field, the cost will go up depend-

ing on the expenses involved in the transport of coal.

1LR. Srlnlvasan (India) t- I would like to ask Dr. Kramer about the

fu«l oycle assumed for the high temperature gas cooled reactors in the

soheme which assumes the use of these reactors. Is i t based on imported
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enriched uranium and if so how does this compare with Hie larger ENR

programme based on imported natural uranium fro* the point of view of

foreign exchange expenditure? AIBO, is thoriua utilisation considered?

H. Kramer (Fed. Republic 9f Germany) t*» For HTRs a plutonium fuel

cycle has boen taken* therefore the capaoity cf the STBs is linked with

that of the HWR. If plutoniua can be exchanged with enriched uraniuB

freely, one gets the same results* The impact on the uranium require-

ments and the foreign exchange would be high if BTH were to be insta-

lled unrestrictedly* However, the power generation oosts oould be

reduced by this*

The amount of thorium you need in these oases is very low and

you do not have any shortage in this oountry*

Vikram. A* Sarabhai (India) t- I would like to make two or three oo»«nta

before we close. One is to point out that the ooat of Tarapur power,

whidh has been announoed as 4.8 paise per KWh, as well as the selling

price of 5*61 jpise, are obtained after taking into aooount the effects

of devaluation as well as a very substantial import duty on the enrich-

ed uranium* As we saw from Prof* Narasimhan's analysis, the question

1B really that of finding the optimum mix in an existing load condition.

It is not just this or that* Moat grids require all the three kinds of

plants, and one has to find out where which kind of generation would be

most suitable.

I think I might announoe here that we have got heartening

news about the uranium resources in India. Work in Jaduguda, both

in deep mining and in further exploration has been most promising, and

these are suddenly ohanging the pioture by faotors of two and three*

We are also getting rich ore, so that the point made by Dr. Kramer

about it being worthwhile to go all out and properly assess our re-

sources is well taken. We are already seeing the benefits of a con-

tinued exploration programme in this regard*

About the point raised by Shri ViJ about the extra capital

ooat of heavy water reaotors as compared to the Tarapitr type* he is,
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]V
of course, prefectly correct, and if the country did not have the pro-

blem of foreign exchange, we could certainly go In for enriched nyatenw. /

One must not forget that when you talk of enriched uranium there la a

very major Investment in the enrichment plant and moat people seem to

neglect thia as a part of the total calculation. Some other country may

have done thia, then of course you pay in foreign exchange. I have not

seen a total calculation of how the overall system oost of an enriched

uranium plant, taking from the proceasing right up to the end, com-

pares with heavy water. But if you take the discounted cash flow state-

ments over 25 years of the heavy water plants in Indian condition

against thermal plants, you will find that even with a RB.3000 per K*(e)

installed capital investment, they come out very favourably because the

operating cost gives you so much more benefit, and this is something

that really puts the thing in a different light even if you have to go

in for slightly higher capital cost.

Lastly, I may mention that there are a large number of indus-

t r ia l is ts here today, and they have contributed to the fact that we can

now have almost 80^ Indian components in our reactors. I may say that

the type of projection that the Energy Survey Committee made for nucl-

ear power plants in India, would involve, say during the next 5 years,

that i s , 1970-74, something like 10 crorea worth of equipment in reac-

tors, boilers and auxiliaries every year, about the same amount of equip-

ment in turbine generators and auxiliaries, and about 3 to 4 crores each

year for instrumentation and control. If you tako the same for the year

1975-80, and 1981-85 also, this becomes quite a sizeable business. It

seems to us that our own estimation shows that the total nuclear business

each year will exceed Rs. 100 crores in these various advanced technolo-

gies ana i t is goiag to be a very interesting proposition for people to

invest in knowhow and in developing the capacity to do these things.

ThiB comes out very clearly and Shri Vij himself ia a strong supporter

of the role of nuclear energy in future.
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Abstract

This paper reviews seme ef the h i s t o r i c a l aspeota ef the
development e f nuclear pewer im the Umited S t a t e s . Seae cements
have beem made en the present s tatus ef nuclear pewer - part icu lar ly
with regard t e the success of the l i g h t water pewer reactors . The
paper a lso d i scusses the e f f o r t put em the advanced reactors ,
desaltimg technology, and energy centres in the U.S.

1 . HISTORY OF U.S. PROGRAM

Reactor development has oome a long way s ince that day in

1942 when the world's f i r s t reactor achieved c r i t i c a l i t y beneath

the stands of a footbal l stadium in Chicago under the d irec t ion of

the l a t e Enrico Fermi.

»

2. Immediately after World War II there were many predictions

in the U.S. about how rapidly atomic energy would become a major

power source. Many people simply were unable to visualize the magni-

tude of the effort that would be required to bring about competitive

civi l ian nuclear pewer. I t has been a long, and frequently diff ioult ,

effort requiring close cooperation between the universities, our

national laboratories, industry and government.

Commissioner, United States Atomic Energy Commission.
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3. During the late 1940s, the AEC began its experimental power

reactor program which involved relatively basic work. One outgrowth

of this programme was the Experimental Breeder Reactor - I (EBR-l)

at the National Reactor Testing Station (NRTS) in Idaho, which

produced the world's first electricity from nuolear energy in 3951•

Other power reactor experiments in the 1950s included the Boiling

Reactor Experiments (Borax) at NRTS; the Experimental Boiling Water

Reactor (EBVR) at Argone National Laboratory under the direction of

Walter Zinn who was given the Fermi award last November; the

Organic Moderated Reactor Experiment (OMRE) at NRTS; the homogeneous

reactor experiment (HRE and HRT) at Oak Ridge; and the power reactor

experiments at the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory.

4. The year 1957 was significant because It marked the initial

operation of a prototype-scale nuclear power plant, the Pressurized

Water Reactor. This facility, at Shipping-port, Pennsylvania, was

developed under the guidance of Admiral Hyman G.Rickover, and was

our Nation's first large-scale civilian nuclear reactor.

5. A Power Demonstration Reactor Program was begun in 1955 as

a Joint Federal Government-Industry effort to develop power reactors.

There have been several stages in this programme and over the* years

it has represented a most effective partnership between the AEC, the

electric utilities, and the reactor manufacturers in constructing

and operating demonstration plants on actual utility systems. The

Yankee reactor in Rowe, Massachusetts, represents an early example

of this partnership.

6. The general arrangements in the demonstration programme

were modified in 1962 specifically to encourage support of power

reactors in larger sizes - above 400 megawatts electrical. This

phase of the programme included the Connecticut Yankee and the San

Onofrw (California) plants which went into operation in early 1968.

It was this scale-up in size, and the competition between the two

big atomic equipment companies, which enabled atomio power plants

to begin to become competitive with fossil fuelled (coal and oil)
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plants in the 1963-68 period.

7. la 1962 also, the Commission submitted to the President of

the United States a report (1) on the state of the civilian nuclear

power programme. This report emphasized the importance of the

Commission's role i s providing a positive and vigorous programme for

several reasons - to aohieve the technical goals, to assure growing

participation fay industry, and to provide international leadership

in cooperation with our friends abroad.

8. In 1963 the results of all of these various reactor programmes

were embodied in commitments by private ut i l i t i e s to build the Oyster

Creek plant in New Jersey and the Niagara Mohawk plant in New York

with favourable projected economics and without government assistance.

It was becoming clear that the uti l ity industry considered economio

nuclear power to be near.

9. The first large wave of nuclear power plant orders came in

1965 when seven nuclear power plants were purchased. Twenty more

nuclear plants were ordered in 1966 and 31 plants in 1967. The orders

dropped to 17 plants in 1968 and to seven in 1969 due to a number of

factors, including the traditional cyclic buying pattern of D.S.

u t i l i t i e s .

10. As we recall the era of the development of nuclear power, i t

is apparent that though the O.S. Federal Government has played a

leading role, much of the credit for the success to date must go to

others. The remarkable growth of the nuclear power' field has been

a result of the exemplary teamwork between the AEC, the Joint Congre-

ssional Committee on Atomic Energy, the university and industrial

contractors at our national laboratories, and the atomic equipment

industry aad the ut i l i t i es themselves.

11. PRESENT STATUS

11. So much for history. Let us now talk about where nuclear
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power stands as of today in the United States*

12. First the favourable side of the story. We are acoumulatiag
more and more operating experience with our initial plants, and have
passed the 60 billion kilowatt-hour mark for total nuclear electrio
power production. Two plants - the AKC - owned Hanford N-reactor
in Washington and the Yankee Rowe plant - have each generated more
than 10 billion kilowatt hours of electricity* Dresden I in Illinois
and Indian Point I in New York, two other pioneers, are close behind.

13. Connecticut Yankee and San Onofre have shown themselves to be
safe, reliable* and economic power producers of over 400 MWe each.
During the severe winter of 1968-1969. the Connecticut Yankee plant
along with the original Yankee plant were on line at full power and
helped avert a possible power shortage in New England when some «f the
fossi l fuelled power plants were out of commission. Although delayed
from original schedules, the Oyster Creek and Niagara Mohawk plants
have gone critical and are starting to provide substantial quantities
of power to their respective grids. Several other large plants are
•earing completion.

14* At the present time, there are more than 60 large plants over
500 megawatts in size under construction or on order with a capacity
of about 70 million kilowatts of electricity. Despite some growing
pains, we s t i l l expect that by 1980 the United States nuclear electrio
generating capacity will reach Borne 130 to 170 million kilowatts,
with a median of 150 million kilowatts. This will represent an invest-
ment of more than 25 billion dollars, and amount to about 25 percent
•f our Nations' total power capacity.

15. On the ether hand, there is no question that the introdu-
ction of nuclear power in the United States has encountered some signi-
ficant problems. For instance, building nuclear plants to the rigo-
rous engineering standards which they must meet has involved some
dolays (2-4) • Then too there have been other factors such as maaagemest
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and labour and delivery problems. Consequently, not all of the many

nuclear plants now under construction or on order will oome into

operation on schedule or within estimated coat* I t is Baall comfort

to the American public that fossil fuel plants of large size and

advanced design are encountering similar difficulties.

16. A further development which has more recently become-an

important factor in the U.S. nuclear power picture is the sharp

increase in concern of the American public about the environment.

The overall national concern in this area has resulted in substantial

opposition to the building of all types of electrical generating

facilities and transmission facil i t ies. In the case of nuolear power

plants, the concern has focussed mainly on the thermal effects

associated with the discharge of condenser waste heat and the radio-

logical effects of discharge of the small amounts of radioactive

waste products well within established radiation standards.

17- The nature and extent of the concern in the U.S. about nuclear

power has become clearer over the past several months. Much of i t ia

baaed on misinformation, or misrepresentation of the facts. There are

many sincere people with genuine concerns. On the other hand, there

are also some professional " stirrer - uppers " involved in these

matters. Improved method3 of communication are needed. Not only must

the facts be placed before the public, they must be presented in plain,

down-to-earth terms that can be readily understood and appreciated.

Both the U.S. Government and industry have taken positive steps to get

the facts regarding nuclear power to the public, and we believe much

progress has been made (5-11) •

18. The increased concern about the environment i s , of course,

worldwide. In this connection, Dr. Seaborg, Chairman of the AEC,

in speaking (12) to the Thirteenth General Conference of the Interna-

tional Atomic Energy Agency last September, pointed out that failure

to satisfy the concerns that are now being expressed might deter and

postpone the enjoyment of the benefits of nuclear energy for many years.

The United States has also suggested that a meeting dealing with the
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environmental aspects of nuclear power be held under the auspices of

the IAEA, and we have offered to serve as the host country for such a

meeting.

19. Without in any way minimizing the problems just summarized,

one thinks that when one examines the total picture there is good

reason to conclude that we are at the bottom of the optimism-pessimism

curve with regard to nuclear power plants. The emerging nuclear

industry is basically healthy, and the outlook for nuclear power in the

United States is a good one.

III. NUCLEAR POWER OBJECTIVES

20. Earlier, a mention was made about the AEC's 1962 Report to the

President. In February 19&7i in response to a request by the Joint

Congressional Committee on Atomic Energy, we issued the 1967 Supplement

(13) to the 1962 Report. This supplement re-confirmed the soundness

of the basic objectives stated in the 1962 Report, namely t

a. "The demonstration of economic nuclear

power by assuring the construction of

plants incorporating the presently most

competitive reactor types".

b. "The early establishment of a self-

sufficient and growing nuclear power

industry that will assume an increase-

ing share of the development costs".

c. "The development of improved converter

and, later, breeder reactors to convert

the fertile isotopes to fissionable

ones, thus making available the full

potential of the nuclear fuels".
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d. "The maintenance of U.S. technological

leadership in the world by means of

a vigorous domestic nuclear power

programme and appropriate cooperation

with, and assistance to, our friends

abroad".

21. As indicated earlier, light water power reactors have

achieved wide ut i l i ty acceptance, and thus the first and second

objectives have been achieved in large measure. As a result, we in

Ah'C have redirected the course of our efforts to emphasize the deve-

lopment of the advanced reactors - the third objective listed in the

1962 Report.

IV. ADVANCED RfckCTOR PROGRAMME

22. We have known for over two decades t h a t t o make most e f f i c i e n t

use of the g rea t po t en t i a l energy in a l l na tu r a l tiuclear resources -

the uranium and thorium abundant in nature - we must make use of the

breeding p r i n c i p l e . Through t h i s p r i n c i p l e , involving the conversion

of uranium-258 to plutoniura-239 and thorium-232 to uranium-233, *e

can extend our use of uranium and thorium reserves from decades to

thousands of y e a r s , and a t t h e eame time considerably reduce the cost

of power.

23• Because i t , l i ke the l i g h t water r e a c t o r s , operates on the

uranium cyc le , the f a s t breeder development and operat ion seems to be

the log ica l follow-up in the U.o. to the l i g h t water reactora t h a t are

being b u i l t today . We see the t r a n s i t i o n from the l i g h t water

r eac to r s to t he breeders as an order ly process in which the plutonium

produced by the l i g h t water r e a c t o r s helps supply the l i g h t water

reactors and the fast reactora until enough of the fast reactors are

on the line long enough to form a completely self-sufficient fuel

syBtem. In such an ideal system each breeder reactor would in seven

to ten years produce enough fissionable fuel to refuel itself and one

other reaotor.
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24. Based on ita potential economics, the interest of the reactor

manufacturers and electric u t i l i t i e s , and the base of technology

already available, the liquid metal oooled faat breeder reaotor(LMFIH)

has been selected by the AEG as i t s highest priority programme to

achieve the breeder objective. More than twenty years of research

and development have led our reactor specialists and the nuclear

industry to this conclusion to oohcentrate on the LMFHl, In view of

the established f irst priority, the level of effort for the LMPBR has

been significantly increased over the last several years. Available

resources - test fac i l i t ies , laboratories, technical and management

personnel and funds are being focused.

25* A liquid Metal Fast Breeder Reaotor Programme Plan has been

prepared. New major test fac i l i t i es , such as the Fast Flux Test

Facility, are being designed and constructed and other existing faci-

l i t i e s , such as the Liquid Metal Engineering Centre, are being up-

graded. Industrial organizations have also made heavy commitments.'

26. A Keystone in our efforts, as with the development of light

water reactors, will be the cooperative Govemment-induatry undertakings

of demonstration plants. In this regard, the AEC has accepted for

negotiation three proposals for the init ial project definition stage

of the first demonstration breeder reactor. We hope that during this

year we will commit at least one demonstration plant for design and

construction. Ultimately we hope to have two more suoh demonstration

plants operating in the seventies, with commitments to the first large

commercial breeders (1000 MWe ) being made before the end of the deoade.

27* The transition to the large commercial breeders will begin

in the mid-1980s, fy that time we will have an estimated 270 million

kilowatts of nuclear generating capacity - about one third of our

Nation's total power capacity. It will be the plutonium stockpiled

from these reactors that will supply the breeders as we make the transi-

tion over a period of many years to the power economy whioh includes

the fast breeder.
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28. In addition to the LMFBR, we are oontinuing support of

several other reactor concepts in the U.S. The High Temperature

Gas Reactor (HTGR), which haa a high conversion ratio and operates

on the thorium cycle, has progressed to the stage where i ts industrial

vendor-Gulf General Atomic - is prepared to market a 1000 MWe plant.

Peach Bottom 1, a 40 MWe HTGR, has been in operation since 1?67 and

Fort St.Vrain, a 330 MWe prototype HTGR, is being built outside of

Denver, Colorado, under AKC's Power Demonstration Reactor Programme.

29• We are also continuing to pursue the thermal breeder concept

with particular emphasis on using thorium. Our major efforts today

in this direction are the Light Water Breeder Reactor (LWBR), under

development at the Bettis Laboratory, and the Molten Salt Breeder

Reactor (M3BR) under development at Oak Ridge National Laboratory.

30. The Light Water Breeder Reactor is a concept baaed on an

advancement of the "seed-blanket" technology used in the f i rs t civi-

lian power demonstration project, the Shippingport reactor. This

system has the potential of achieving a conversion or breeding ratio

high enough to increase fuel utilization significantly beyond that

of the present types of light water reactors. Except for the reactor

core, the LWBR is based essentially on existing water reactor technolo-

gy. Plans are underway to demonstrate the reactor's potential for

breeding by the operation of an LWBR type core in the Shippingport

reactor.

31. The Molten Salt Breeder Reactor is a circulating fluid-fuel,

thermal reactor concept, when combined with an on-site fuel reproce-

ssing plant, i t haa the potential for attractive fuel cycle costB with

low fuel doubling time. The work being performed haa centred on the

operation of the Molten Salt Reactor Experiment at Oak Ridge, with

additional work being performed on key development areas.

32. The gas-cooled fast breeder reactor also haa been studied

on a small scale as part of a continuing programme for the assessment

of alternate fast breeder systems. The invent!pations have concentrated
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i n major development areas such as f u e l , physios and s a f e t y . All i n a l l ,

we have expended more than three b i l l i o n do l la rs on our reaotor develop-

ment program.

3 } . Each of the advanced r eac to r types has vary ing po ten t i a l s of

performance, and each requires add i t iona l researoh and development

e f f o r t s . The progress of these systems, together wi th the i n d u s t r i a l

i n t e r e s t and suppor t , wi l l provide t h e basis for determining t h e i r

fu tu re support and course of development.

V, NUCLEAR-DESALTING PROGRAMME

34. Now l e t us look a t an e x c i t i n g prospective use for nuclear

r e a c t o r s - the d e s a l t i n g of seawater*(14-15)*

35. Dr. Wong and Dr. Channabaaappa have already presented the cha-

l l enge of providing water for mankind, and have discussed t h e i r programme

very eloquent ly. One would l i ke to emphasize t h a t d e s a l t i n g ia unique

among methods of meeting water shor tages because i t , a lone, increases

the supply of f resh water as a supplement to t h a t n a t u r a l l y a v a i l a b l e .

Moreover, desa l t i ng can draw on the technological advances of nuclear

power.

36. These are the factors which have led the U.S. to e s t a b l i s h a

vigorous programme fo r the development of de sa l t i ng technology, with

p a r t i c u l a r emphasis, from the s tandpoint of the USAEC, on l a r g e - s c a l e

nuc lear desa l t i ng . I t i s a cooperat ive •programme i n which the Depart-

ment of the I n t e r i o r , through i t s Office of Sal ine Water, i s respons ib le

fo r desa l t i ng prooees technology, wi th the Atomio Energy Commiesion

having r e spons ib i l i t y for the development of appropr ia te nuclear energy

sources .

37. From the o u t s e t , the United S t a t e s ' programme has been o r i en t ed

toward developing d e s a l t i n g technology tha t wi l l be useful to - and

a v a i l a b l e to - water shor t nations throughout the world. We have s tudied
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•the potent ia l application of th i s technology to the Near East and

the rim of the Mediterranean, including Greece, Is rael and the

United Arab Republic. Nuclear desal t ing has also been considered for

I t a ly , Spain, Tunisia, Chile and Peru and i s being considered in such

areas as Mexico and, we hope one day, Austral ia as well as here in

India.

38* The various s tudies that have been conducted, have confirmed

the great potential of nuclear desal t ing. There i s now an urgent

need to move on to the construction of some large demonstration

plants . Qur experience with nuclear power has cldarly shown the

soundness of th i s approach in pping from the technology stage to the

commercial s tage .

VI. ENERGY CENTRA

39. The concept of tying together nuclear power and desal t ing

can be expanded. We have been studying the poss ib i l i ty of nuclear

energy centres surrounded by indust r ia l or agro-industr ial complexes.

Such a grouping might include in te r - re l a t ed indust r ia l processes for

the production of f e r t i l i z e r s , aluminium, phosphorus, caustic-chlorine

and ammonia. The complex could also include large-scale desal t ing

of seawater for a highly intensif ied programme of I r r i g a t i n g food

crops.

40. The most comprehensive of such s tudies conducted to date haa

been the energy centre study (16) completed at our Oak Ridge National

Laboratory in 1968. The resul t s of the Oak Ridge work were sufficien-

t l y promising that several follow-on studies are being conducted in

the USA and in other count r ies . One follow-on study was in i t i a ted

l a s t summer to spec i f ica l ly explore th i s concept as i t might apply to

the Middle East. We are also cooperating with the Department of the

I n t e r i o r and agencies of the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico in a study

of an energy centre for the southern coastal regions of Puerto Rico.

I t 1B preferable to re fe r to this as a "par t ia l energy centre" since

various factors in Puerto Rico may tend to l imit the s ize of the
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energy source and favour industr ia l development over that of agrioul-

tu re .

41 . I t is pleasing to note that the Indian Atomic Energy Commission

and other Indian agencies are studying the energy centre idea as app l i -

cable to two areas in India. uEG's Oak Ridge National Laboratory i s

act ively cooperating in thia programme, aa is the Tennessee Valley

Authority which has a great deal of experience in large regional under-

takings . Dro Sarabhai described one of the projects , which would

supply power for an industr ial complex and for pumping groundwater for

agr icul tural uses in the Gangetio P la in . The location proposed for

the other energy centre is on the Gujarat Peninsula. In this project ,

a dual-purpoae reactor would aupply power for industry and deaalt

Beawatet for agr icul tura l uses. The resu l t s of i n i t i a l assessments

were sufficiently favourable to permit proceeding with more detai led

studies of both projects related to t h e i r implementation (17-18).

VII. INTkiRHATIONAL ACTIVITIES

42. The United States has been cooperating with i ta friends through-

out the world in furthering the peaceful applications of atomic energy.

The mutual efforts In. which we have taken part through bi la tera l agree-

ments for cooperation, through tluratom, and through the Internat ional

Atomic Energy Agency have advanced the development of the peaceful

atom to the benefit of a l l of us.

43* Over the years , we have worked closely with appropriate autho-

r i t i e s in countries throughout the world in the i r plans to introduce

nuclear power es a new energy source for further national economic

development. Our cooperation with India, as exemplified by the Tarapur

reactor to be dedicated on January 19th, 3^70, has been par t icular ly

noteworthy.

44• The United States has had a long-standing policy of providing

enriohed uranium fuel for reactors with assurances of long-term avai -

l a b i l i t y on equitable terms and conditions. I t i s our policy to assure

the a apply of enriched fuel for periods of time equivalent to the
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reasonable economic life of the reactor to be fuelled. The other

cornerstone of our policy of nuclear fuel supply is the principle of

nondiscrimination in the terms and conditions of supply arrangements

for reactors abroad are as nearly as possible identical to those

applicable to U.S. users of enriched uranium fuel.

45« The U.S. nuclear fuel supply policies are designed to facili-

tate the supply of fuel for nuclear power plants in foreign countries.

These policies were augmented through legislation providing for toll

enrichmentt whioh gives users of enriched uranium assurances of the

long-term availability - up to 30 years - of nuclear fuel on attractive

terms and conditions.

46. "Bheee arrangements enable overseas users to utilize their own

uranium resources, where they exiBt, or to obtain sources of 3upply

in other countries with possible advantages in price or foreign

exchange.

47• One of the most significant and attractive features of toll

enriching to +.he consumer is the adoption of a ceiling on the Commi-

ssion's charges for uranium enrichment. The Commission has established

a ceiling charge of $ 30 per unit of separative work over the life

of the enriohing service contract, subject to escalation only on the

basis of increased costs of labour and electric power.

48, Along with every shipment of nuclear material abroad goes the

need to assure that the material, or its by-product plutonium, iB

employed only for peaceful purposes. In cooperation with its partners,

the U.S. has followed a policy of providing these assurances through

safeguards arrangements administered by IAEA.

VIII. FUTURE PROSPECTS FOR NUCLEAR POWER

49. We have been discussing the nuclear power programme of the

United States and the cooperative arrangements we have with our friends

throughout the world. What of the future ?
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50. The rapid development of economic nuclear power will permit

equally rapid gains throughout the world in raising the industrial

and agricultural capacities of al l countries.

51. One looks forward to the day - which may come sooner than many

realize - when a large portion of the e lectric i ty in the world will be

generated by nuclear power plants permitting the conservation and more

effeotive uti l ization of al l other energy resources. At a later date,

large dual-purpose plants should play an important ro le . And one

day, many parts of the world will have the large energy centres that

we mentioned earlier - centres to desalt water, provide great amounts

of e lectric power, reprocess wastes and perhaps run entire industrial

oomplexes located some distance from present c i t i e s .

52. ' The future of nuclear power can be virtually as broad and

revolutionary as we want to make i t . Reactor - powered rocket engines,

now being developed by the A.UC, may take men beyond the moon. Nuclear

merchant ships may be regularly plying the oceans. Air pollution

may be ended by clean nuclear-powered industries and by electric auto-

mobiles with the batteries being recharged at service stations or

homes receiving power from nuclear generating plants. The untapped

riches of the ocean floor may be explored and mined by nuclear power.

In fact , nearly every large scale energy use that the mind can imagine

i s l ike ly to be one day a common application of atomic energy.

IX. CONCLUSION

53 • In summary, atomic power has taken tremendous steps since the

first controlled chain reaction in 1942, and since the first large-

scale civilian nuclear plant in 1957. Of the many areas included in

the short history of nuclear power, the following aspects are worth

noting 1

a. Light water cooled and moderated reactors

have proven themselves to the U.S. utility

industry as a safe, reliable, and economic

source for the generation of electricity.
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b. The AEC has therefore, turned i ts emphasis

to even more efficient competitive reactor

concepts, particularly the advanced conver-

ters and the breeders.

o. Greater attention ia also being given to

environmental aspects of power plant Biting,

and we believe the advantages of nuclear

power will become more manifest.

d. One of the great hopes for averting the

growing worldwide water shortage is nuclear

desalting, made economical in larger sizes by

dual-purpose desalting-electricity generating

plants.

e. The United States has actively encouraged

the peaceful uses of atomic energy in

other countries, and we shall continue to

do so.

54. In the years ahead, we will see great technological advance-

ment throughout the world, and one hopes we will see corresponding

social and economic progress as well. We believe, too, that the

atom - by providing a virtually inexhaustible resource for low oost

energy and by serving mankind in countless other ways - will help us

achieve these high hopes for the future.

55. The author wishes to thank the Indian AEG for the opportu-

nity given to participate in this Seminar.
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by Dr. Glenn T. Seaborg, Chairman, USAEC, at a Conference on Nuclear

Power, Burlington, Vermont, September 11, 1969.

9. "Understanding Nuclear Power", remarks by Commissioner James

T. Ramey, USAEC, at a conference on Nuclear Power, Burlington,



Vermont, September 11, 1969 (AEG Press Release S-28-69).

10. "Nuc-?ar Poweri Benefits and Risks",, remarks by Commissioner

James T. Hamey ^t a Conference on Nuclear Power and the Public,.

University of Mi nesota, Minneapolis, Minnesota, Ootober 11, 1969.

11. "Selected Mi t r i a l s on Environmental Effects of Producing

Electr ic Power, Joint Committee on Atomic Energy Print , August 1969.

(See also record of JCAE Hearings on the Environmental

Effects of Producing Electr ic Power, October-November I969 and

January-February 1370).

12. Remarks by Dr. Glenn T\ Seaborg, Chairman, USAEC, and U.S.

Representative to the Thirteenth General Conference of the Interna-

tional Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna, Austria, September 24, 1969-

15. "The 1967 Supplement to the 1962 Report to the President on

Civilian Nuclear Power", U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, Washington,

D.C., February 1967.

14. "Nuclear Energy - Potent ia l for Desalting", remarks by

Commissioner James T. Ramey, USAEC; coauthors : John A. Swartout and

William A. Williams, at F i r s t International Symposium on Water Desali-

nation, Washington, D.C., October 1965 ( AEC Press Release S-24-65)•

15. "Nuclear Desalting Plants - Present and Future" remarks by

Commissioner JameB T. Ramey at International Conference on Water Pur i -

f icat ion and Desalination, Rome, I t a ly , February 17f 1969-

16. "Nuclear Energy Centres, Industr ia l and Agro-Industrial

Complexes, Summary Report", Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL-42*»1)»

July T968.

17. "Nuclear-Powered Agro-Indus t r i a l Complex", Prs l lnlnary

Report of the Working Group, Hiabha Atomic Research Centre, Gov«ranent

of India, June 1966.
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18. "Nuolaar Power in Developing Countries ", Special Lecture by
Dr. Vikram Sarabhai, Chairman of the Atomic Energy ConmiBsion of India,
during Twelfth General Conference of the Inateittational Atomio Energy
Agency, Septeaber 26, 1968.

Attachment 1 «

Following i s a brief status report on U.S. Civilian nuclear
power plants for the year 1969 »

During the year, eleotrio uti l i t ies made known plans for
six nuclear power plants. In this period, the ut i l i t ies ordered seven
reactors ( five for plants announced during the year and two for
plants previously announced ) with a total capacity of about 7,169,000
kilowatts.

In 1968, ut i l i t ies made known plans for 17 nuclear power
plants. They also ordered 17 reactors with a total capacity of about
15i63O,OOO kilowatts.

Status of all nuclear power plantBi as of December 31« 1969

Kilowatts

16 operable 4,271,700

48 being built 38,455,200
34 planned (reactors ordered) 30,883,000
8 planned (reactors not ordered) 7,645,000

Total . . 81,254*900

Attached for your information is a map of the United States
showing the location of all present and proposed civilian nuclear
power plants for which reactor suppliers have been selected.



Attachment 2i

Date of
Sale

1957

12/57

9/5S

3/59

8/60

9/60

7, o2

i/bZ

5/64

" 6 5

10/65

'2/65

•X, 1 3

9/66

6/67

12/67

1/68

7/68

2/69

8/6?

10/69

12/69

U.S

Country of
purchase

Belgium

Italy

Germany

Italy

Franco

Japan

Germany

India

Spain

Stfitzerland

Japan

Spain

Japan

Japan

Switzerland

Japan

Japan

Switzerland

Sweden

So. Korea

Japan

Rep.of China

Italy

.Power Reactors sold abroad as

Project &
Operating Org.

BR-3 (CEN)

Enrico Permi(EN EL)

Kahl (VAK)

Garigliano ( EN EL )

Chooz (SENA)

JPDR (JAERI)

Gundrenmingen (KRB)

Tarapur (TAPP)(2 units)

Jose Cabrera (UEM)

Beznau - 1 (MOK)

Tsuruga (JAPCO)

Santa Maria de Garona
(NUCLEHOR)

Mihama-1 (K£PC0}

Fukuahima - 1 (T^PCO)

Muehleberg (BK'<V)

Pukushima - 2 (TEFCO)

Mihama - 2 (fcEPCO)

Beznau - 2 (NOK)

Ringhala - 2 (SW.ST.Pow.

Ko-Rl (Korea E l e c t . C o . )

Mihama - 3

Chinshan (Taiwan Pwr.Co.

EN EL - 4

Gfi - 13 Uni t s » 4»468 SOT

on December 1C-, 1?

Size
LOfe(Net)

11

256

16

150

250

12

237

580 (190 each)

153

550

342

440

520

440

306

762

500

550

Brd)809

564

826

) 600

785

Westinghouse -

Date of
Operation

10/62

10/64

11/61

5/64

12/66

11/63
11/66

10/69

7/68

12/69

12/69

e/7c
7/70

10/70

10/71

12/72

4/72

4/72

7/74

7/74

8/74

1975

1975

11 Units 1 4.389

ffestinghouse

Vest

GE

GE

feat

GE

GE

GE

West

West

GE

GE

West

GE

GE

GE

West

West

«est

Vest

West

GE

GE

1 4,569 IW.



NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS IN THE UNITED STATES
The nuclear power plants included in this map are ones whose power is
being transmitted or is scheduled to be transmitted over utility electric
power grids and for which reactor suppliers have been selected

NUCLEAR PLANT CAPACITY
(KILOWATTS)

OPERABLE
BEING BUILT
P L A N N E D REACTORS ORDERED

REACTORS NOT ORDERED
TOTAL

4.271,700
38,455,200
30,883,000
7,645,000

81,254,900
ELECTRIC UTILITY CAPACITY BY CONVENTIONAL MEANS
AS OF OCT. 31. 1969 323.610.431 KILOWATTS

OPERABLE • (16)
BEING BUILT A (48)
PLANNED IHeaclcn Ofder.d) • (34)

*B more plants have been announced for which

reactors have not yet been ordered U.S.Atomic Energy Commission

December 31, 1969
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NUCLEAR ENERGY IN ITALY

By

Carlo Salvetti *

AbBtract

1969 was the final year of CNEN's - I t a l i a n Committee for Nuclear
Energy - second Five-year Plan, in the course of which, the foundations
were la id for the l ines of nuclear development in the next decade, and
even beyond i t ,

CNEN'a pr incipal programmes are the following!

- CIIlLNE heavy water reactor programme within which a 35 MWe pressure
tube heavy water moderated reactor prototype i s under construction at
Latina, The reactor will use natural or s l igh t ly enriched uranium
and cooled by l i g h t water in a two-phase water/steam mixturej

- the Fast Reactors Programme i s finalized in the construction of PEC a
fuel element t e s t i ng reactor with a 116 MWt rated power and 140 MWt
maximum power;

- as the r e su l t of the collaboration between CHEN and the I t a l i an Navy
will be constructed the "Enrico Fermi" a l o g i s t i c support ship of
18,000 t , powered by an 80 MWt PVffij

- other CNEN reactor programme concerns ROVT organic moderated reactors
for desalination with a capacity of fresh water per day from 50.000
to 200.000 ra.^s

- as to fuel reprocessing a c t i v i t i e s two p i lo t plantB are in operation,
namely fiUfiEX a t Saluggia and ITREC a t Trieaiaj

- EUM.X 2 a ful l s ize indus t r ia l reprocessing p lant , will be constructed
in the near future - jo in t ly by CNEN and I t a l i a n industry;

- CNEN's a c t i v i t i e s refer also to research and development work for
uranium enrichment p lants , to fuel fabricat ion, to plutonium fuel
development, to biology, to agr icu l ture , to geomineralogy and high
energy nuclear physics.

ENEL - the I ta l ian National E lec t r i c i ty Board - has recently
awarded the contract for the fourth I t a l i an Nuclear Plant, a 785 MWe
BWR. The a ther I t a l i an power plants in operation are namely the Latina
200 MWe GCR, the Garigliano 150 MWe BTffi and the Trino Vercellese
247 MWe

Italy ia present in a well-defined position in the great contest

which will soon lead nuclear energy to absorb the largest

* Vice Chairman* Comitato Nafcionale Energia Nucleare, Italy.
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investment in the field of power generation.

2. This position is that of an industry which on the one hand is

operating in a system in which social problems and the general interest

must find the proper balance with the specific interest of the product-

ion sector, and on the other is faced with the necessity of reaching

the new technological positions of nuclear specialization in conformity

with the standards of market whioh is becoming increasingly internati-

onalized through a steady disappearance of the barriers of economic

protectionism.

3* The first of these two conditions demands that the industry

quickly achieve a mastery of the design and construction problems invo-

lved in the various types of facilities making up the cycle of peaceful

use of the atom, so that it can meet the demand which national planners

are preparing to address to the industry, with a view to coping with a

national energy requirement now increasing at an annual rate in excess

of nine per cent. I shall just briefly mention that from this viewpoint

a major role is played by the general economic planning process condu-

oted through the work of the Italian Economic Planning Committee, CIPE.

This technical-political body lays down in general the objectives and

means to achieve them and, as far as the nuclear sector is concerned,

it tends, with the due allowance for the skills and knowledge acquired

in the last few years by publio and private industry, to orient the

technical guidelines towards the objectives of the national power

programme*

4* In connection with the second of the two conditions, instead,

it should be noted that industry, in perfecting its specialization in

the nuclear field and in planning its investments, is operating under

conditions of free competitions with foreign nuclear industries and in

a market whioh will only gradually achieve sufficient dimensions to

permit the co-exietence of several enterprises in the individual phases

of nuclear production. In the short-term range, therefore, the problem

of industrial efficiency demands the concentration and coordination of

industrial efforts and capabilities.

5* This, in its essential lines, is the political-economic frame-

work in which CHEN - the Italian Committee for Nuclear Energy- as the
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State's research arm, in called upon to perform its taska. The latter

belong in a aphere of action which differs materially from that of the

atomic Commissions or Authorities of 'nany other countries that have

achieved f» V,igh decree of nuclear development, since CNLN does not act-

ively intervene in the area of the production and marketing of indust-

rial products, does not act as an industrial architect, nor does it

rigidly lay down technical guidelines which industry must necessarily

follow on pain of being excluded from the industrial sector, but rather

striven to promote induntry's interest and active participation In its

own research and development pro.'Tanines even before to reach the level

of industrial exploitation, so as to maximise the chances that the

development lines followed in the stage of research and experimentat-

ion will then yield concrete economic and industrial results.

6. The enn of 1969 coincides with the terminal phase of CNlN's

second five-year plan, in the course of which the foundations were laid

for the lines of nuclear development in the next decade und even beyond

it. In this five-year period, which started in 196;? and provided for

the spending of about 250 millions dollars, not only has major progress

been made in the development of pilot plants and in the desiring of

prototypes, but there was also consolidated, in parallel with CNLN's

programme, the industrial organization and the fabric of inter-industry

arrangements which will permit a rational development of the productive

sector connected with the exploitation of the atom.

7. To make my discussion easier I shall divide CNEN's programme

into activities concerning reactors and projects pertaining to fuels.

8. A B regards reactors I shall mention first of all the CIRKNE

project which CNKN is carrying out in cooperation with the National

Electric Power Agency- ENEL - and for which the Ansaldo Meccanico

Nucleare Company has been entrusted with the role of 'industrial parti-

cipant'. Within the framework of this project a 35 MWe pressure tube

heavy-water moderated reactor prototype is l?eing constructed at Latina,

in the area of the existing 200 MWe GCH, The reactor will use natural

or slightly enriched uranium and cooled by a light water "fog".

9« In any case, enrichment will have to be so low as to exclude

the economic advisability of reprocessing the spent fuel. A possible
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change in the project envisages the operation of the reactor on the

U « 238-Pu cycle* This solution would enable to re-use the Pu formed

in the reactor during operation. A third change on the fuel cycle is

the one contemplating the use of thorium. By adding the latter to the

nuclear fuel it would be possible to obtain a production of new fissi-

onable material in the form of U-233 which would enable a high convers-

ion factor.

10. The CIRENE prototype - entirely coneeived in Italy - will consti-

tute for CNEN a test bench for the research and development conducted

in the last few yearB on reactors in this new line and, for industry,

a design and construction experience which can be extrapolated to indu-

strial - scale plants.

11. Another, longer-term programme concerns fast reactors, the aims

being not only to obtain for the country, beginning in the early eighties,

a more economical source of energy, but also to solve the problems of

the utilization of the plutonium produced in Italy's water reactors.

In its present stage the programme is finalized in the construction of

PEC (Fuel Element Testing Reactor) and of a Test plant for sodium

cooling circuits and in particular for intermediate heat exchangers and

steam generators.

12. The PEG reactor will be built by 1974 - on the CNEN site "Brasi

mone" near Bologna - by SNAM PROGETTI (ENI Group) which has established

an "ad hoc" consortium with Societa Italiana Impianti (IRI Group). The

fixed - price contract is worth about 40 million dollars.

13« This reactor, with a 116 MWt rated power and a 140 MWt maximum

power, will be used for the development of fast reactor fuel and the

performance of instrumented experiments on whole fuel elements.

14* The conceptual design of the reactor, worked out by CNEN Fast

Reactor Program, will be brought to final stage by CNEN and industry

designers.

15» The basic realtor characteristics are the following. The core

is divided into two r.inea i.e. a testing zone and a driver zone. Primary

sodium will have an inlet temper U.re of 37O°C and an outlet temperature

of 525 C» Sodium will be used also for the secondary circuit and heat

will be dispersed in the air.
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16, The experimental space will include three tent channels with a

volume of about 100 Iitre3 each within a separate cooling circuit. The

inside diameter of each channel is about 100 ram, with a useful height

of about 900 mm. The primary sodium of the three independent circuits,

will have an inlet temperature of 4^0°C and an outlet temperature of

600 C. The structures of the three channels can be readily converted

BO aa to be united and form a single channel. The central core zone

includes three more positions, where instrumented experimental elements

cooled by the main circuit can be loaded.

17« The reactor will enable fxperinu-nts to be conducted under stat-

ionary and transient conditions and the experimental mult-down of some

rods in the testing zone may be obtained, while operation with vented-

type elements will also be possible.

18. The primary task of PKC will be the development of a fuel ele-

ment for power reactors with ^ very high average burn-up rate, of the

order of 100,000 MWd/t. The vented-type element, with the discharge of

fisBion products into the coolant, will be stainless steel - clad.

19. In the course of this second Five-Year Plan, important work was

also done in the field of reactors of ship propulsion, as a result of

the activities of a Committee of Fxperts formed with the sponsorship of

CNEN and composed of representatives of the various industrial sectors

and governement agencies concerned. An agreement between CNEN and the

Italian Navy has then resulted in the overcoming of the last obstacles

to the launching of a programme for the building of a Naval logistic-

support ship, powered by a piessurized-water reactor.

20. The FIAT has forwarded an offer for the nuclear power Bystem

and it is considered that definition of the industrial agreement will

be reached very soon. 90$ of the nuclear plant components, including

all the internal reactor parts, will be built by the national industry.

CNEN will obviously have responsibility for the more strictly nuclt-ar

aspects of the project, including the critical experiment which will

be completed in the next days at the CNEN Casaccia Center, while the

Italian Navy will handle the building of thr vonscl.

21. The Enrico Per.:'. logistic support ship, will have an 18,000 t
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displacement, and the power plant, with an 80 MWt IWR, will have a

22f000 SUP power and a maximum speed of 20 knots. With the definition

of industrial contracts, times may be apeeded up and it is considered

tmt the ship will be at sea by 1972/3- The overall project cost is

estimated at about 35 million dollars.

22. When interest turned away from organic-moderated reactors for

power generation purposes in larye plants, a study was made by CNEN

with attractive prospects, of the possibility of utilising the organic

concept in small and medium plants for the generation of industrial

steam, which is of special inter&st to many developing countries in

connection with its possible application in water desalting plants.

CNEN thus promoted the formation of a consortium of Italian Industries

which took note of the favourable prospects of the ROVI process Bteam

organic reactor for desalination, and decided to start work on the

commercial promotion of the enterprise.

23. The now completed design has confirmed that ROVI-type reactors,

with thermal power ranging from 100 to 400 MW, are particularly suited

to the production of low-temperaturd steam for the operation of desali-

nation plants capable of producing from 50,000 to 200,000 cu m/d of

fresh water.

24. The advantages of this type of plants include that of being

exclusively designed for desalination without being tied to the simul-

taneous production of electric power so as to obtain economical costs.

Hence this original Italian contribution has met interest in many deve-

loping countries, especially in the Mediterranean area.

25• This first phase of the project provides for the building of a

prototype reactor in an Italian area.

26. Another advantage of the ROVI project is that the materials and

technology to be adopted make it possible for the whole reactor to be

built in Italy by the seven member companies of the Consortiums Breda,

Fiat, Montecatini-Edison, Snam Progetti, Snia Viscosa - BFD, Societa

Italians Impianti, and Soi-in.

27. The second major chapter of CNEN's activities iB concerned with

fuel. In the last few years there has been built up in Italy, through
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the activities oi CN1.N supplemented by those of industry, a satisfactory

body of know-how on the problems of fabricating metal rod fuels for gas

reactors and ceramic rod elements for water reactors. We are now capable

of fabricating under license fuels Tor tested reactors and of introducing

in the processes purchased above now and original modifications, euch as

the sol-gel process, deriving from national rtsearch.

20. The second goal to be achievpei, towards which the present

programmes are turned, is that of thv acquisition of a fuel desi^ri know-

how, providing a national alternative to the purchasing of foreign

licenses and leading at a later sta^e to an industrial fuel policy based

on a rational concentration of production activities.

2l). This line of development of an independent know-how is exempli-

fied with particular evidence by CNKN's Plutonium Program, the main

objective of which is to acquire in the shortest possible time the know-

ledge required for the development of plutonium-based ceramic fuel, solv-

ing among other things the difficult problems involved in handling a

highly toxic material. The special equipment for this line of experi-

ments was built by Sorin, a joint venture of Fiat and Montecatini-Edison

and installed in CNEN's Plutonium Laboratory at Caaaccia Center which

is fully operating since 1969.

30. If then from the stage of production we move on to that of the

reprocessing of irradiated fuel we can state that the Italian industry,

through i t s participation in CKEN's programmes, has achieved a consider-

able degree of progress. Two pilot plants, Eurex and Itrec built by

national industry, are about to go into operation in CNEN Centers.

They are now both undergoing the cold rune.

31. The EUKEX pilot plant has been designed and optimised for the

reprocessing of highly-enriched MTR-type uranium fuel element. At the

same time i t is sufficiently flexible to permit a plant-scale research

on the reprocessing of fuel elements of natural uranium or uranium enri-

ched up to 5$, clad with aluminium, magnesium, sirconium or Btainless

steel. The EUI&X plant will be capable of reprocessing 25 to 30 tons a

year of uranium enriched up to 5X»

32. The purpose of the plant is to test, on a scale to which the
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results can be r-xtrapolated to larger plants, both new chemical extract-

ion processes and the resistance and adequacy of the equipment and control

instrumentation. This is with respect to both highly enriched uranium

fuels natural or slightly enriched uranium like those now used in Italy's

three nuclear power stations*

33. The ITKEC plant of C1IEN was inaugurated in 1968 at the Trisaia

nuclear research centre in the South of Italy. The Trisaia Plant for

the reprocessing and re-fabrication of fuel elements will handle, for

about two and a half years, the reprocessing of the spent Th-U-235 oxide

fuel making up the first core of the BWR at Elk River, Minnesota, U.S*A.,

the plant may be then utilized for the reprocessing of U-Th fuels of such

advanced reactors, while a subsequent and important utilization will be

reprocessing of fast reactor Pu fuels.

34* Furthermore, the construct, on of an industrial plant which Is

to meet the demand for fuel reprocessing in Italy in the late seventies

has been planned.

35* The plant should be realized by a company to be formed by

(about 70/S of the capital) by IRI Group (about 10$ capital) and by

private Industry (about 20$ capital). The initial capacity of the

plant should be of about 500 tons/year.

36. Also CHEN will be associated totte undertaking in view of the

extensive knowledge acquired by the Committee in the field of repro-

cessing.

37« In view of the realization of this project, in April 1969 CHEN

and Snam Progetti have concluded an agreement for the designing of the

plant, which has been named EUREX-2.

38. Among the programmes that will result in the neiir future in

technological developments must be mentioned, because of their import-

ance, the activities promoted by CNEN in relation to the uranium

enrichment problem. This matter is now in the limelight of European

attention, and Italy sincerely hopes that the decision will be made to

proceed with the construction of an European enrichnent plant, using

the technique that will be Judged most appropriate in relation to the

size of the European requirements.
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CHIN acted in th is f ie ld to stimulate the in te res t of the most

I t a l i a n indust r ies , eatablinhing the I ta l ian Uranium Enrichment

Uioup (GIAU), the industr ia l par t ic ipants in which include Efln-Breda,

Fia t , Iri-Firaneccanica, Montecatini-Edlson, Bnia-Viacosa and 3nam Progett i .

The purpose of th is project i s to conduct a technical f eas ib i l i t y study

and d i s t r ibu te among the various indust r ies , in relat ion to thei r speci-

alized s k i l l s , the various design and construction aspects of an enrich-

ment plant . The programme i s underway and the f i r s t resu l t s have been

proved to be sa t is factory.

40. The CNLN'3 principal effort has !•< > n rnnncnti ;•»• <\ mainly on

applied research; at the u;une time intr-nul •< < I f'r.rt \> <:•• been devoted to

fundamental research, the main part of wfiich n-rardu high energy nuclear

physics. The most important fac i l i ty in Uih; field is Adone, the 1.5 GeV

electron and pooitron intersect ing storage r ing , designed and constructed

at CNLN National Laboratories at PraBcati.

41. Other important research has been conducted into biology, agricu-

l tu re and geo-mineralogy.

42. Biological research haB dealt mainly with radiation interaction

in man as a means of protect ing human beings and, more par t i cu la r ly , of

repairing damage caused by radia t ion.

43* As far as agr icul ture i s concerned research has been principally

directed towards using radia t ion to improve plant genetics, and to protect

agr icu l tu ra l produce.

44. The presence of MEL ( the I t a l i an National E lec t r i c i ty Board)

in the nuclear sector i s proved by the operation of, three power plantsi

the Latina 200 MWe GCR, the Garigaliano 150 MWe BVffi and the Trino

Vercellese 247 Mwe PTO.

45. Few weeks ago ENiiL ordered the fourth I ta l ian nuclear plant ,

awarding the contract to the Ansaldo Meccanico Nucleare Company ( of the

IRI- Finmeccanica Group) which submitted the bid joint ly with General

Electr ic Company. The Nuclear stat ion will be equipped with a 785 MWe

BYJR and wi l l be located a t Mezzanone near Placensa in the North of I ta ly .

The to ta l cost of the project a t the moment of f i r s t plant operation

(inclusive of a l l indirect costs) will be about 224 million dol la rs .
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Italian industry will supply about 80# of the value of the station, to

be operational in 1975-

46* This order is the first step - now that nuolear energy has become

competitive - of ENEL'a second stage nuclear station construction progra-

mme* This programme includes, as EHEL has announced, the order of the

fifth nuclear plant to be awarded in the immediate future.

47. In the year which followed the construction of the first three

plants, the Italian nuclear industry has oontinued to work both in the

national and in the international markets with courage and confidence.

While some re-organizational moves have taken plaoe, new companies,

have entered the field.

48. About 40 firms have full capability in manufacturing equipment

for nuolear installations (both power stations and fuel - fabrication

or reprocessing - facilities)* Of them, six companies qualify as

"general contractors" for the construction of complete plants, acting

also as "ohef de file" of consortia or groups %.d with possible conne-

ctions with international manufacturers. Three of these are public

concerns! Snam Progetti of Sandonato Milanese, as company in the field

for the ENI State Groupj Ansaldo Meccanico Nucleare of Genao, as the

loading company for the IRI-Finmeccanica State Group and Breda-Termo-

me canica & Locomotive of Milan as leading company for the EFIM State

uroup* The other three are private concerns! FIAT of Turin whose

activities in the nuolear field include also the construction of the

reactor for the Italian nuclear ship Enrico Fermi > Montecatini Edison,

which has concentrated the experience of Edison in the construction of

the Trino Veroellese plant, and the activities undertaken by the nuolear

section of Montecatini 1 and SNIA Viscoaa of Bombrinl Parodi-Delfino, the

chemical company active In the construction for CNEN of the fuel plants

EUREX and PCUT.

49« Rcom the review of the activities carried out in Italy the

conclusion can be drawn that nuclear energy is becoming one of the

essential factors that determine the economic growth and the progress

of this country.



NUCLEAR ENEHGY IN SWEDEN - 1970

By

H. Brynielsson

Abstract

In Sweden 3J00 MW(e) capacity in nuclear power is under oon-
etruction and by 1965 it is expected to shoot up to 15,000 MW(e).
Prospects of the uranium ores in the shales of Billlngen are bright.
The roles played by various industrial establishments in collaboration
with the Government in the nuclear programmes of Sweden exemplify th«
need and efficiency of such cooperations, especially that of the new
company ASEA-ATOM. The Atomic Energy Company which 1B the authori-
tative adviser to the State, also looks after the various development
programmes at the Studsvik Research Centre*

In 1969 Sweden had ar. installed electric generating capacity

of about 14,000 MW and an fclectricity consumption of about 65 TWh.

According to the present forecasts the demand for electricity will

double in the 1970s and probably double once more in the 1980s. As

the hydro power resources will soon be exploited the new stations

muBt be thermal and for economical reasons nuclear power will domi-

nate. Already nuclear units with a total capacity of 3*300 MW are

under construction or ordered, thus giving Sweden "the highest nuclear

per capita commitment in the world. The forecasts for 1980 and

1985 are about 3,00C ilW and 15,000 MW respectively representing a

very large nuclear programme for a country with only 8 million inhabit-

ants.

2. One reason for this nuclear energy programme is that Sweden-with

* Board Member &. Adviser, - AB Atomenergi, Sweden,
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no known resources of coal, oil or natural gas - ha* very large re-
eerres of uranium, although In low grade deposits. Qf the one million
tons of ureniun In the shales of Bllllngen some 300,000 tons are
accessible with today's mining technology. The present large-eoale
pilot plant at Ranstad with a capacity of 120 tons/year has proved that
extraotlon on an industrial scale Is possible and eventually might be
of importance although the shale only contains 300 grams U per me trio
ton or 300 p.p.m* A 3 year d evelopment programme oostlng 5 million $
Is under way In order to verify further the production cost in a large
scale plant, estimated at about 10 9 / lb . This price i s not competitive
today but may well be so in the 1980s. It is not prohibitive for thermal
reaotors and quite acceptable for fast reactorB*

3* It Is Important to note, however, that even though the amount of
uranium, 300,000 tons, Is very large, Bllllngen must be looted upon as
a national reserve rather than a world reserve. The reason is as
follows. Usir^ Buch a low grade ore the masses to be mined and disposed
of are enormous and the operation will result in a marked change in the
landscape. Billingen i s located in an old cultural area where it would
be possible to find a site for one plant with capacity of say 2,000 tons/
year, although such an operation would mean some "landscape engineering".
r build 5 or 10 such plants, however, would totally destroy the land-
scape and character of the district and would therefore not be acceptable
It i s mentioned here because i t is a factor which we always must bear In
mind when discussing the utilization of low grade deposits*

4. When the first Swedish plans for nuclear power were drawn up In

the 1950s the availability of 17-235 was very uncertain and this was the
main reason for us io start with a reactor type - tha heavy water
reactor - which oculd efficiently burn natural uranium. This situation
changed some years ago anl we now have long term agreements for the
supply of enriched uranium with the United States, United Kingdom and
recently with the Soviet Union. The plans to build additional enriching
oapaoity In Europe are also being followed with great Interest. The
thermal power reactors during the 1970s are now planned as light water
reactors* The fact that we used tha pressure vessel concept for the
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heavy water reactors made it possible for Swediwh industry to adapt the
experience from the heavy water prototypee to light water reactors with-
out lloenae agreements with foreign companies.

5« Table 1 shows the Swedish nuclear power plants planned upto 1980.

6. Jtgesta> which has been In operation since 1964, i s aleo being

used as a test faci l i ty for full scale fuel ^lenentB both for heavy and
light water reactors*

7» Marriken was originally planned for testing also nuclear superheat
but these planB have now been chenged an<l it will be operated as a
boiling heavy water reactor with saturated steam only. The nuclear
superheat would have introduced certain problems and the current interest
from the ut i l i t ies in this feature is very limited. Two of the superheat
channels will be utilised for fuel element teat fac i l i t ies offering s t i l l
better conditions than in Age eta. The project is delayed by about a
year and full power operation will not start until 1971*

8. Oskarshamn I is the first commercial light water station, built
by ASEA-ATOM for the uti l ity group OKG. It uses a 400 KWe BWR. The
projeot is well advanced and at present the fuel elementB are being
delivered and criticality will take place later this year*

9. At RinghalB two big units for the State Power Board are under

construction, one 760 MW BWR from ASEA-ATOM and one 830 MW PWR from

Weetlnghouse scheduled for operation In 1973 and 1974 respectively.

10* A second reactor at OBkarshamn and a first reactor at Barseback,

both 580 MW BWBs, are on order from ASEA-ATOM by private ut i l i t i es ,

11. The subsequent stations in the table are in the planning stage

end at least one will be ordered thiB year* The total capacity of the

stations In the table Is 7,500 MW.

12# One aim of the Swedish nuclear programme has been to develop a

competitive nuclear industry. The development organisation, the Atomio

Bmx«y Company, was formed in collaboration between the State and
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private industry and the d evelopmont work Including the prototype
reactors Xgesta and Harvlken has been carried out In close contact with
industry, especially the ASEA Company, which WAS the main contractor for
these projects*

13. In addition ASEA also oarried out independent development work
and evolved a boiling light water reactor, the design of which is based
to a considerable extent on experience from the development of the heavy
water reactors. An agreement on collaboration in light water technology
and development of light water reactor fuel was concluded with the Atomio
Energy Company in 1965* A further step in this collaboration was the
formation on January 1st 1969 of the new company ASEA-ATOM, having a
share oapltal of 60 million Swedish orowne (12 million t ) owned in equal
parts by the Swedish Government and ASEA* The new company has taken over
a l l the nuclear activities of ASEA as well as the fuel element factory
and some skilled personnel from the Atomic Energy Company and has thus
access to the accumulated experience within the field of reactors and fuel
elements.

14• ASEA-ATCM's programme embraces the development, manufacture and
marketing of nuclear reactors, fuel and components. It ie a member of
the ASEA Group and uses the international sales organisation of ASEA in
i t s marketing and service activit ies . Through the close cooperation with
the Atomic Energy Company, i t has access to the development faci l i t ies
at the Studsvik research station. ASEA-ATOM now has four BWRs with a
total power of 2,350 MW(e) under construction or on order.

15 • Another representative of Swedish, nuclear industry is the
Sandviken Steel Works which made their first deliveries to the Agesta
reactor already in 1961. It has specialised in components of Zircaloy
and stainless steel* Tubes of Zircaloy and various grades of stainless
s tee l , heat exchanger tubes, components for control rods etc. have been
delivered to nuclear reactors in many countries. Since 1968 production
of zirconium tubes i s also in progress at the Sandvik Special Metal
Plant in USA, owned jointly by the Sandvik company and United Nuddar
Corp.
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16. In order to increase the manufacturing resources in Sweden for
steel preesure vessels for water reactors, a new company, Uddcoab £te«dan,
was formed in 1969 as a joint enterprise between the Swediah state,
Uddeholms AB and the American Combustion Engineering Inc. The Swedish
etate owns half of the shares of the company and tl» two other partici-
pants one quarter each. Uddcomb will manufacture and sell heavy con-
ponentB for nuclear power stations and the chemical industry.

17» Several Swedish companies act as component suppliers both to
ASEA-ATOM aiA foreign reactor companies. Some of these have formed a
Joint company, "Monitor", collaborating with Wostinghouse in the build-
ing of the second reactor at Ringhals.

18* In connection with the increased Government participation in
the industrial nuclear f ield, especially the formation of ASEA-ATOH,
the Atomic Energy Company has been reorganised into a wholly state-owned
company for nuclear research and development. It will concentrate it*
activities to the research station etudsvik. The direct participation
in Industrial reactor projects will gradually decrease and the company
pi l l devote i t s resources to the support of the nuclear manulacturing
industry and the ut i l i t ies as well as to long range research and develop-
ment work, reactor safety etc . The new status as a wholly state-owned
company will give the company a more official character and increase thi
possibility to act as a formal authority and direct adviser to the
Government. The company will continue as Swedish representative In
international projects such as Halden, Dragon and Eurochemic*

19, These are mentioned as examples of collaboration between the

Government and private industry and also between Swedish and foreign

enterprises.

80. To secure a continuous exchange of views between the company,
industry and the power-utilities regarding the company's development
programme for reactors and fuel, an advisory council has been set up
with representatives from these parties. A corresponding programme-
oouncil for long-term research has also been formed.
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21. In Jaruary 1970 the Government approved In principle the 5 year
programme submitted by the Atomic Energy Company, and proposed to
Parliament a sum of roughly 300 million Swedish crowns (60 million • )
for this period. To this sun should be added grants from the research
counoils (about 10 million crowns (2 million t) during 1969) and the in-
come from paid reaearoh and development contracts for Swedish and foreign
customers (about 25 million orowns (some 5 million • ) during 1969)»

22. The highest priority in the 5 year programme i s given to basic
technological development work for thermal reactors and reactor fuel*
This work forms a necessary basis for carrying out contracted research
and development, producing results which are the property of the customer.
It is expected that this contract work will increase during the period*

23. An important part of the programme deals with further development
of thermal reactors. One is the development of pressure vessels of
prestreased concrete specifically adapted to water reactors as i t is
considered that such vessels have similar advantages in economy and
safety compared to steel vessels as i s the case for gas cooled reactors.
A model vessel (inner dimensions 2 x 4 m), with removable lid and special
Insulation, has been built in Studsvik as a joint project of the four
Nordic countries with participation also of industries and power u t i l i -
t i e s . If successful this design could be used both for light and heavy
water reactors, avoiding the present limitations in shop fabrication
fac i l i t i e s and transport. The f irst experiments with the model tank
have just successfully been concluded in Studsvik and have eo far con-
firmed the calculations. An evaluation study of a 750 MW heavy water
boiling reactor with pressure vessel of preBtressed concrete designed
jointly by teams of the Nordic countries is now carried out by Bechtel
for the national laboratories of the Nordic countries.

24. In the fast reactor field, the 5-year-plan foresees e close
collaboration with one of the leading nuclear countries as i t will hot
bt possible for Sweden to c arry out the same independent work in this
f ield as far thermal reactors. Negotiations have been pursued with
some countries and a decision is expected within some monthB. Whereas
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the objective would be to build fast reactors under a license agreeosnt
a mort Independent position 1B aimed at xegardlng fast realtor fuel.

25. In oonnsotlon with the current negotiations between the Ifordlo
Governments about a closer economic cooperation, dlsousslons are also
going on about the possibilities of joint Industrial activities In the
nuclear field and a closer collaboration on the research and development
side.

26« When the Atomic Energy Company has concentrated its development
activit ies to Studsvik, the staff for auolear work - thermal and fast
reactors, fuel elements, fundamental research, Isotopes end research
contracts for cue tone re - will amount to about 1000 persons. This Is
considered too small a number for the efficient running of the station.
JOT soms years efforts hare been - as In other countries - to take up
other activities within the company or to locate other suitable research
organisations at the station. Some results have been attained In the
fields of heat transfer, control of pollution In air/and water» materials
testing, analysis e t c Recently It has been proposed to locate the
Government Testing Institute at Studsvlk as many of the faci l i t ies there
could be of direct value for the Institute* For a long time, however,
nuclear ersrgy work will continue to dominate. International collabora-
tion will be increasingly Important In the 1970s and, a» before, scien-
t i s t s from otiier countries are welcome to work in Studsvik.
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[jr=j] OPEARTING NUCLEAR PLANTS

•
UNDER CONSTRUCTION
NUCLEAR PLANTS

Q PLANNEO NUCLEAR PLANTS

OTHER FACILITIES

HGURE SITES OF NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS AND
OTHER FACILITIES IN SWEDEN
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Attachment! Explanation of the figure Sitea of Nuolear Power stations
and other facilities In Sweden

1. GaVle, power greater than 500 MW to be installed about 1980*
Total planned oapaoity 2000 MW.

2. tgesta, power 80 MW(t) of whioh 10 MW(e), in operation
sinoe ^

3. Sbdertbrn, total planned oapaoity to be greater than 2000 Mi,
installations to start about 1980*

4. Marviken, power 140 MW(e), expeoted to go in operation 1B 1971*

5. Oskarshtnn I, power 440 MW, Aexpeoted to be in operation in 1970.

oskarshamn II, power 5B0 MW, expeoted to be in operation ia 1974 •

6. Sarsebaok, power 380 MW, expeoted to be in operation 1975.

Total planned oapaoity ** 2000 MW.

7. Ringhala I, power 760 MW, to be in operation 1973*

Ringhals II, power 800 MW, to be in operation 1974*
Total planned capacity «->> 3000 MW.

8. Goteborg, two units of 750 MW each* to be Installed about 1976-79.

9. Vartan, power 500 MW, to be installed about 1976-77*

10* Trosa, aggregate power 700 MW, to be Installed in 1976.
Total planned capacity <v 3000 MW.

11* Horrkoping, preliminary construction planned for nuolear
Power station in the late seventies.

12. Studsvik, Nuolear Researoh Centre-

13* Ranstad, Uranium Mill

14* Sannas, site for eventual reprocessing plant



DISCUSSION - III

3. Ma.1umdar (India) I- I would like to know from Mr. Ramey whether In

the USA any research work Is going on about the feasibility of a

Heaotor based on fusion principle ?

James T. Ramey (P.S»A.)i- Intensive controlled thermonuclear research

is going on in several different locations in the U.S. at a total level

of around thirty million dollars per year. Small and interned! ate-

aized prototype devices are being built or are in use. At our Los

Alamos Laboratories, the effort is focused on SCTLLA-III, a theta-

pinoh open-ended device* At Princeton University* the SPHERATOR is a

low-beta closed system* Several systems are under study at the Lawrence

Radiation Laboratory. The Gulf General Atomic Company and the USAEC

jointly sponsor a programme at GGA laboratories in San Diego.

A major USAEC decision has reoently been made that the Oak

Ridge National Laboratory should proceed with the design, construction,

and testing of the ORMAK, reflecting technical advances in CTR recently

reported by the USSR with their TOKAM&K device at the Kurchatov Atomio

Energy Institute in Moscow.

Concurrent with the increasing optimism in the CTR basic

research has been a revival of Interest in the technique of transfer-

ring the results to a practical scale. A conference on nuclear fusion

reactors was held on September 17-19. 1969 at the UKAEA Gulham Labora-

tory. A paper by Steiner on OBNL research will soon appear in ANS's

"Nuclear Applications and Technology". Another ORNL paper on engineer-

ing feasibility by Rose will be published in the IAE& journal, "Nuclear

Fusion".

An LiilA conference on Plasma Physics and CTR was held at

Novosibirsk in 1966.

B.D. Nag Chaudhuri (India):- We had three very interesting and differ-

ent views of U.S. which now is thinking of a very serious programme of

166
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breeder reactors in view of the total fuel economy over a long rang©

of time, then of Sweden which ie still involved in light and heavy

water reactors end breeders are a long way off, and if my xmderstand-

ing ia correct Italy is in an intermediate position* This is very re-

levant to the understanding of our problems because we are embarking

on an atomio power programme whioh I hope will be of increasing dimen-

sions in the future. Now the plausible question is whether to leap-

frog into the technology which is now developing or to follow the tail.

This io a bothering thing for the newly emerging countries. I think

Prof. Selvetti and Dr. Brynielsson may make some comments about the

appropriateness of following their respective courses.

H. Brynielsson (Sweden.)i- Speaking about Sweden's interest in the Past

Reactor I can assure you that we will very much like to introduce this

as soon as they become economical. The reason that we cannot pursue

a developmental programme of the same character as we have done for

thermal reactors ia that ours 1B a small country and fast breeder deve-

lopment is a very expensive programme. The collaborations we hope to

have with some of the leading countries will however be made in a signi-

ficant way so that the Swedish industry is made to participate aa acti-

vely as possible. As I mentioned, in the field of fast reactor fuel

which is an extrapolation of the thermal reactor technology, we hope

to maintain greater independence than for the reactor system itself.

I would like to say that the first fast reactor in Sweden would come

around 1900- ten years from now.

C» Salvetti (Italy) i- I am glad to expand this point. In Italy we

have started, in a certain sense, our activities in the field of fast

reactors. Sweden had an industrial independence in the development of

thermal reactors for quite some time. But we started very late in the

field of thermal reactors. We do not want this to happen in the

case of fast reactors. However, we do not intend now to build a proto-

type fast breeder power reactor. But we would like to have the know-

how in component constructions and fuel fabrioation. This is similar

to the problem you have in India, You know it is more difficult to

develop a fuel element than fabricating or testing it. Also it re-
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quires hug© Investments lit modern capital. So to do really significant
experiments we operate on a different politico-eoonomlcal frame, that
is» the Western European Common Market* Hence, we are trying to conduct
really significant experiments, significant from commercial and indus-
trial point of view, on a multi-national basis*

Vlkram A«Sarabhai (?ndia)i- In the field of fast reactors I don't
know how we could progress without our basis of thermal reactors. You
must have several thousand MWs from thermal reactors before we can
hope to have enough plutonium unless we spend $ 500 million for an en-
richment pleat. Of course, that too is an investment I Plutonium for
fast breeders is the material of choice from a variety of points of
physics. Also I think that the fact many countries are going in at
this stage in breeder technology is because they want to be in this
industrial technology. I think i t ia not the principle that is in dis-
pute, but the industrial experience of making all the hardware in the
country which is a crucial one . Even making a prototype is a very
valuable way of gaining this capability. Of course, as Prof.Salvetti
mentioned about the fuel elements I accept i t is also a vital faotor.



INDIAN EXPERIENCE IN CONSTRUCTION OF NUCLEAR POWER REACTORS

By

V. Suiya Rao*

Abstract

Advance made in the field of Atomic Energy is considered
aa an index to the state of development of science and technology
of a country. A 380 MWe nuclear power station like at Tarapur
going on stream is an epoch making event almost anywhere in the
world. Department of Atomic Energy with its ambitious progra-
mme for achieving self-sufficiency in this field has embarked,
in collaboration with Canada, on the installation of Rajasthan
Atomic Power Project - a 400 MWe nuclear power station. With
the transfer of know-how of design and engineering from Canada,
self-sufficiency is being achieved by gathering experience and
first hand knowledge in construction - a sole responsibility of
DAE. This has brought in its wake abundant problems like pro-
curement of equipment, utilization of available materials, and
adopting modern techniques for maximizing the utility of these
materials both in manufacture and during construction with
guarantted assurance leading to safety. It is a matter of gra-
tification that RAPP has overcome satisfactorily most of the
above problems including a large scale indigenization programme
and has effectively set the pace in India for further nuclear
power stationu.

I . INTRODUCTION

Construction of a p ro jec t presents a many sided problem,

par t of which i s unique only to that p r o j e c t . In highly indus t -

rialised countries, the desitTi of a particular project is always

• Chief Proje^w Engineer, Rajasthan Atomic Power Project.
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in very close consonance with the state of technology, industrial

development and the so called "know how" of the art and hence the

construction problems hardly ever pose a major obstacle in the pro-

cess of achieving targets. - The problem becomes more apparent with

the widening gap or lag between the targetted objectives and the

state of industrial and technological preparedness in the country.

In developing countries, projects of consequence (with some exce-

ptions, may be) have always been built with collaboration and

technical assistance of industrialised countries. This has taken

the shape of turn-key jobs, supply erection contracts or transfer

of know how with minimal direct assistance in construction. The

problems encountered by the client country are, therefore, inversely

proportional to the degree of collaboration from the aiding country.

However, due to reasons of prestige or a more earnest desire for self

sufficiency in the technological field, developing countries are beco-

ming more prone to assuming greater responsibilities and subsist on a

minimal external assistance in building a project. Consequently they

face greater obstacles from almost the very beginning. To generalise

these problems would be as difficult as to be specific about them

because of the variety, extent or complexity.

2. The Department of Atomic Energy while embarking on a progress-

ive scheme of development and construction of research reactors lead-

ing to power reactor installations, was straightaway confronted

with a galaxy of problems, apparently insurmountable in initial stages.

Soon with the successful steps adopted, the Department evolved what

would well appear to a developing nation as a very ambitious scheme.

It is perhaps true to say that in its present stage of development, the

scheme still appears formidable, especially if one pauses to consider

that total value of the Rajasthan Atomic Power Project alone on comp-

letion of the two units is estimated to be about $ 200 million, includ-

ing the rupee and dollar contingents. The Rajasthan Atomic Power Project ii

being built with Canadian collaboration for engineering services and design)
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including procurement for which purpose a Canadian loan has also been

raised.

3. The Department of Atomic Energy - DAE has assumed full responsi-

bility for organising and mobilising all the construction requirementa,

planning for timely receipt of materials and equipment, scheduling,

expediting, sub-contracting as much as possible to Indian firms with a

view to conservation of dollar expenditure while still meeting the high

quality standards consistent with nuclear requirements, indigenisation

of materials and not the least of all, establishing a cadre of skilled

manpower which would ensure maintenance of the required high standards

of construction.

4» In the pages that follow some of the problems and steps taken

to oveiooms them are highlighted.

II. ROLE OF FOREIGN COLLABORATIONS;

5. Installation experience in India todate pivots round two roles

played by the aiding country:

i. In the case of TAPP as a turn key job, installation is the

prime responsibility of the aiding nation (USA in this instance). This

is fulfilled by locating at site, highly experienced supervisors/techni-

cians from abroad, assisted by Indian engineers and craftsmen hired by

the aiding country as the main contractor.

ii. In the case of RAPP, all installation is the sole responsibility

of the Department of Atomic Energy. The aiding country (Canada in this

instance) ensures by locating at site, a small Resident Engineer staff

of the Canadian Consultants, both nuclear and conventional (AECL & MECO),

that installation practices and procedures by the Indisi staff adhere to

codes and specifications stipulated by the designer. The resident staff

also include a small corps of quality surveyors assisted in detailed

inspection and quality control by an Indian group. Thus, the consulta-

nt's responsibility at site starts and finishes by and large with over-

seeing activities, whilst the ultitrate res:rT-r i.'::iiity for all installa-

tions rests with the I'epartment of Atonic Lr.---.-y.

6. That the role as in TAPP has been effective, is established by
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the fact that the two units (boiling water reactors) are in commercial

operation, the Indian operating and maintenance staff now assuming their

prime role.

7. Experience in EAPP has developed an awareness in the Indian

engineering eud constructions staff, of the close interplay necessary

between design and construction.

III. ROLE OF INDIAN MANUFACTURERS AND CONTRACTORSi

8, It is a common feature in industrialised countries, whioh inclu-

des Japan as a sole oandidate from eastern hemisphere, that nuclear

stations are built by the Private sector either by a single Company or i

ft Consortium. We in India are lagging behind in such a participation

from the industrial sector and the onus of undertaking such huge respo-

nsibility of mobilizing men and material rests with the Department of

Atomic Energy. Thanks to the untieing efforts by senior executives of

the department, a gradual willingness on the part of the Private sector

to undertake some of the Jobs is becoming apparent. The response and

final performance of the Indian Contractor for RAPP-1 unit has been a

mixed bag of achievements and debacles. The civil works, using special

techniques for chilled concrete, mechanizing the placement, forming

heavy density concrete and pre-stressing, have been good achievements

by international standards, as also certain fabricated jobs of stainless

steel tanks for the Moderator System, and the electrical outdoor and

indoor works. At the same time some conventional jobs like large diame-

ter mild steel piping, and structural steel fabrication have been aband-

oned by the Contractor, half way through, thereby causing delays and

extra burden on departmental forces. One of the most intricate Jobs of

the station, namely the Piping System comprising fabrication and field

assembly of the huge maze of equipment and associated carbon steel and

stainless steel piping has run into rough weather and is in constant'

need of amelioration to salvage the job and save the Project schedule.

9* Lessons learnt from these experiences will certainly go a long

way in improving quality on the one hand and the governmental approach

to the problem of awarding high quality contracts on the other hand.

An interesting point is that the recent industrial recession in the
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country has been a boon to Atomic Energy, In the sense that i d l e plant

oapaoity of many manufacturers has made them accept challenging tasks

for us which would have been almost impossible otherwise.

IV. CHOICE OF TYPE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR AND THEREAFTER*

10. Right ly or wrongly, developing countr ies , in the ir national

p o l i c i e s , seem to be more swayed by the ir need for s e l f - s u f f i c i e n c y and

s e l f propel lency in the f i e l d of Atomic Energy. Thus, exp lo i ta t ion and

u t i l i z a t i o n of avai lable natural resources, a t l e a s t the raw materials

of Atomic Energy development, occupy a pride of place. Xn India, therefore

with i t s po ten t ia l resources of natural uranium, and i t s es tabl i shed capa-

c i t y for producing nuclear f u e l , heavy water and zirconium, part icularly

has led to a l o g i c a l choice of natural uranium, heavy water moderated and

cooled system for i t s f i r s t phase power reactor development. I t i s

recognised that t h i s type of reactor presents much more engineering,

manufacture and construction effort, than other reactor systems. Henoe a

more intensive effort was cal led for in India for se l f -suff ic iency,

V. INBIGENISATION OF EQUIPMENT!

11. It iB one of the most Hme-worn cliches, that development of indu-

stries and projects in India is severely hampered by shortage Of foreign

exchange. At the same time there is the wide spread complaint of under

utilization of existing capacity in the country.

12. The rapid indigenisation of equipment and construction services

for nuclear power ia therefore a phenomenon which ought to be of interest

to all utilities as well as process industries in India and its neighb-

ours. For, the remarkable fact is that already for Bajasthan Atomic Power

Project, Dnit-2, procurement in India includes most of the sophisticated

heavy equipment, e.g»

Reactor Calandria

Reactor End Fittings

End Shields and End Shield Fdngs

Reactor Auxiliaries

Dump Tank
Natural Uraniuo Fuel and fuel fabrication
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Shielding, including lead shielding and casks.

Steam Generators.

Feedwater Heaters.

Miscellaneous Heat Exchangers.

Structural Steel.

Cranes, Hoists, Gantries, Gates, etc.

Condenser.

Pumps (excepting a few).

Motors.

Transiormers.

Electrical Switch and Controlgear (except certain protection).

Cabling (except certain varieties).

Control panels*

Instrumentation (except pneumatic control equipment and

certain electronic equipment).

This scale of indigenisation is occuring almost for the first time in

India, and represents a story of great enterprise on the part of public

sector, private sector, and Department of Atomic Energy's own organisa-

tions. The highlights of this effort are the 200 MW Steam Condenser and

Transformers ordered from Heavy Eleotricals, the Reactor Calandrla,

Boilers, Heat Exchangers, Pumps, arid pipe work being contracted by Indu-

strial sector Companies, fuel from the Atomic Fuel Division of BAIiC,

sophisticated Instrumentation from the ECIL (Electronics Corporation of

India Ltd) of DAE, and finally, enormous for sheer volume and variety,

the embedded parts, structural a and components which are made by the

si te workshops of RAPP.

VI. CONSTRUCTION PROBLEMSt

13* Even though the response from Indian Contractors for undertaking

s o p h i s t i c a t e d jobs o f various types as described has been encouraging

and promising, i t has been found that for implementation, departmental

coordination required for the satisfactory execution of oontracts i s

required to a very high degree. This includes almost complete design

guidance, transfer of know-how for preparation of detailed procedures

and plans both for fabrication and quality control, solving of technical

problems during fabrioation and erection, supply of imported equipment
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for special jobs, supply of consumables of various types even though

available in local market, and in extreme eases, take over of partially

completed jobs. Contractually even if all the various guarantees and

responsibilities are written into the contracts and are legally binding,

a rigid attitude will not work and will only result in delays or litiga-

tions* At the current development sta^e vis-a-vis the contractor's state

of rrt, only a close and informal cooperation between the contractors,

designers, and users will enable the works to be built at all, and the

brunt of the responsibility for this rests unavoidably with the intere-

sted developmental agency, in this case, the Department of Atomic

Energy. This problem 1B a familiar one even in highly industrialized

oountries, but whereas there, the development agency is primarily faced

with nucleax systems and components, in India we face similar problems

with conventional systems as well. Manufacture of a conventional over-

head crane, but to rigid quality requirements is a typical example.

14* On the other front, namely the departmental responsibilities at

the Project Site, the problem runs through the whole gamut of planning,

budgeting, scheduling, market surveys, inspection and testing, departme-

ntal fabrication and installation and the very high degree of coordina-

tion required to keep things moving without hold ups. Jast to cite a

few typical examplesi

Planning Techniquest

15. An analysis of the Job activities involved shows a total of ovar

6,000 discernible activities covering the range from issuing a fabrica-

tion drawing through placing order to final installation and acceptance

of a particular system. These activities have mutual inter-dependence

and require timely action and coordination. Such inter-dependence and

out off points cannot be analysed by standard tools of planning. Hence

these have been computerized to give information for prompt action and

•PERT' and 'CPU' methods are adopted for channelizing the activities on

the field. These modem methods, though at first reluctantly accepted

by engineers, have now proved to be indispensable tools in planning.

16. As a further effective step forward in Indian!zation, programm-

ing, periodical review and updating these computerized runs has been
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completely taken over midstream by DAE from Canadian consultants, even

for the firat unit of, RAPP. Orientation of this process for a near two

years assures a successful application at all stages, of th» 'CPM' for

the subsequent Projects of the department.

Materials Availability*

17, While it will be seen that truly remarkable progress has been

made in the indigenous procurement of equipment for nuclear power, one

of the major bottlenecks is the non-availability or shortage of superior

materials; notably stainless steels, alloy eteels, and superior grades

of carbon steels. For this reason, though for Unit-2 of Rajasthan Atomic

Power Project and for Unit-1 of the Madras Atomic Power Project even

the most sophisticated heavy equipment have been ordered in India, raw

materials for these have to be imported. Important materials which have

to continue to be imported in quantity arei

Austenitic stainless steel plate, seamless pipe, welded pipe

and tube, superior carbon steels with guaranteed low temper-

ature impact properties; seamless carbon steel pipe, and

carbon Bteel pipe fittings; copper and nickel alloy tubing

and fittings,

18. Ordinary carbon steels of the structural grades are locally

available. As these form a very substantial part of the requirements

lor the project in terms of tonnage, it has been possible to utilise

these fully even for RAPP-1, thanks to the remarkable growth of fabri-

cation capability both within RAPP and by Contractors. The structural

work includes (a) fairly complicated embedded parts such as frames,

sleeves, hatches and pipe, (b) equipment supports, hangers, platforms

etoi (c) liner plate, of which for containment and leak proofing reasons

there is a considerable requirement; (d) cranes, gantries, hoists,

gates, doors, cabinets etc; (e) tankage; (f) non-critical piping such as

cooling water and service water; (g) ventilation and gas ducting; (h)

structural steel for buildingB and roofs etc. - Some interesting figures

will highlight the contribution of these items for RAPP-1:
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Bnbedded partBi ... 500 tons.

Structuralet ... 1,100 tons.

Fabricated pipe, tanks etci ... 1»000 tons.

Carbon steel liner plate and
ducting* •.. 260 tons.

Total: 2,660 tons.

All these are fabricated of Indian etructurals steels, primarily grades

IS1 2062 and ISt 226.

19. Welding electrodes are almost exclusively Indian supply. The

Indian electrodes industry now has the capacity to cater to the needs for

carbon steel and stainless steel, as well as some types of alloy steels.

In fact, there is vigorous competition in common types of electrodes.

The ready availability of electrodes is not only a saving in foreign

exchange, but is also a considerable boost to fabrication enterprise.

The following figures of consumption of the commonest types of electrodes

for EAPP site todate (that is, for a substantial part of RAPP-1 and

email part of BAPP-2) will be of interest!

E 6010 Electrodesi ... 520,000 Nos.

E 6015 Electrodesi ... 1,260,000 NOB.

E 7016 Electrodes: ».. 340,000 Nos.

E 7018 Electrodes* ... 475tOOO Nos.

Problems with indigenous materialss

20. While ordinary mild steels such as ISi 2062 suffice for many of

the bulk structural, tank and non-critical pipe requirements, there are

problems of ensuring, even in these, quality levels commensurate with

the reliability requirements of a nuclear, or for that matter any kind

of power plant. The positive heat identification and certification

systems of the steel mills are inadequate for guaranteed and verifiable

weldability. This results in the critical users being put to an enormous

amount of trouble and expense in materials testing.

21. Further, ISi 2062, which is the common weldable mild steel, is in

short supply, while the chemistry of the more readily available ISi 226
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is too wide open for welding assurance. Neither of these grades carries

positive identification marks on each plate or section to avoid mix-up

in correlation to certificates. Currently the onus of making up for

these inadequacies by testing, identification and records falls on the

fabricators and erectors. Only few major governmental or contractor

organizations have the capability or the willingness to do the meticu-

lous work involved. An improvement at the mills end in this respect,

which rightly falls in their scope will be a boost to high quality fabri-

cation in India.

22. With electrodes, the situation is more encouraging, and several

vendors declare themselves capable of meeting stringent quality require-

ments. However, it may be remarked that the routine quality control and

certification measures of the electrodes manufacturers are actually

statistical and fall short of positive identification and certification

requirements now common abroad. Some improvement in this respect is

desirable for superior grades such as low hydrogen electrodes. There

exists evidence that leading manufacturers can perform the additional

quality control, possibly at a premium, and also that certain manufactu-

rers can supply electrodes tested for impact properties.

Materials Testing*

2J. Structural grades of steels require routine chemical and mechani-

cal testing for which facilities are widely available in the country.

Superior grades of materials are still imported and come in tested condi-

tion. However, it is still occaaionally necessary to tent special prope-

rties and study microstructures resulting from fabrication operations,

such as welding and heat treatment. Facilities and know-how for critical

work in these areas are still very limited and represent a limitation,

which must be overcome as the use and production of the higher grade of

materials develop. Fortunately, the Bhabha Atomic Research Centre is

well equipped with metallurgical laboratories which, in addition to carry-

ing on basic research are proving a help to the Power Projects for applied

technology. V/e havet

the laboratories of the Atomic Fuel Division assisting in

Betallographic studies and non-destructive testingj the
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Analytical Chemistry Division and Metallurgy Division assisting

in chemical analysis and corrosion research} The Central Work-

shops well equipped with mechanical test equipment, including

low temperature impact testing.

Capabilities in certain developmental areas of great practical importance

for Power Projects are, however, extremely limited, such asi

large scale testiaj of low temperature properties} fracture

mechanics and tests related to fracture toughness; fatigue

properties testing.

There is need for more communication and searching to exploit capabilities

which may exist in laboratories all ov< r the country for the practical

purposes of nuclear power projects.

Quality Control & Inspection:

24> 'A'ith lar e scale indigenous procurement and erection, quality

control assumes a particularly important role. Also aa the equipment ia

fabricated for the first time, i t assumes some features of prototype pro-

duction. Quality control may be categorised as follows:

(a) Material testing.

(b) Non-destructive testing of fabricated components and eystems.

(c) Load and performance testing.

25. Non-destructive -.cstin enables us to establish that completed

fabrications are froc froir. objectionable defects. The principal methods

of non-destructive? testing employed in fabrication and erection are;

Radiography, Liquid Penetrants, Ma-netic Particle Testing

Ultrasonic and Leak Testing.

All these are very well developed in the Department of Atomic Energy.

26. In fact, the equipment for industrial radiottraphy, namely gamma

ray isotopes and cameras, are manufactured in India by the Isotope

Division of the Bhabha Atomic Research Centre. Liquid Penetrant Fluidr

and Magnetic Particle Powder ar<? avail ble from sources in India. Became

of stringent requirements of leak tî litre;<n in nuclear coolant, moderator

and waste systems, helium leak detection is of particular importance in
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nuclear systems. This technique is very well developed in RAPP and BABC.

The Technical Physics Division of BARC has manufactured complete models

of Helium Leak Detectors which are in successful use at RAPP.

27. The Rajasthan Atomic Power Project, the Atomic Fuels Division

and the Central Workshops of BARC, have some of the most experienced

non-destructive test engineers and technicians in the country.

28. However, there are some limitations to currently available non-

destructive testing facilities, which, it is hoped, will be overcome in

the near future. For example, X-ray equipment is not readily available

and, for certain high quality works, gamma radiography is inadequate.

This problem will be increasingly felt as thick sections, such as boiler

drums, have to be radiographed economically and to high sensitivity.

Indigenous consumables for liquid penetrant and magnetic particle tests

are not of adequate quality.

29* It should finally be noted that in fabrication and equipment

inspection, more depends on the experienced judgement of the Inspectors

than on any test method. The accumulating experience of the inspection

wings of liAPP and BARC augurs well for the future of nuclear power

projects. Necessity of all the above techniques has been felt from time

to time for construction activities. It has been possible to meet these

demands at RAPP site by careful preplanning.

Fabrication problemsi

30. Though not initially anticipated in a full measure, the DAE itself

became the fabricator of many special items as well as everything that

could not be sub-contracted within reasonable delivery periods with

assurance of good quality. The central workshop of BABC has fabricated

a number of such special items like steel thermal shields, vault access

doors, air locks, etc. RAPP site workshop has fabricated for RAPP unit-1

to date about 1000 tons of embedded parts, gtructurals, ducting and pipe.

51. The experience at RAPP site indicates that for fabrication of

miscellaneous structurals, embedded parts and components, a modestly

equipped site workshop is adequate. Further, experience shows that for

these items which are in enormous numbers and variety, coordination betw-

een design, and erection wings is by far more effective with fabrication
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of these done at eite. With such a system, delayB due to conflict of

interests, rework, etc., are reduced to a minimum, priorities can be

assigned in accordance with erection schedules, lead times reduced, and

overall efficiency much improved. For special facilities, such as heat

treatment and large machining jobs, facilities of outside organisations

oan still be utilised on a job basis. It continues to be attractive to

contract large and well defined components auch as tanko, roof trusses

and pipes, which however can be reverted to site workshop if Contractors

fail to meet schedules or quality. RAPP Site Workshops, with only a

very modest outlay of machine toolB but spaciously laid out, have proved

remarkably able to be flexible in meeting the requirements of the Projeot.

No serious problems were encountered in fabrication in site workshops.

VII. INSTALLATION OF NUCLEAR EQUIPMENTi

32. During the last decade, the DAE, looking ahead, has involved many

of its engineers and craftsmen on the construction of nuclear installa-

tions like the three research rsactors and the Plutonium Plant at Trombay

and the Uranium Mill, some 800 miles away from Trombay. This built up a

nuclear construction organisation wit.h sufficient confidence to accept

the challenge in larger installations like RAPP. The installation work

itself in RAPP has resulted in a self propelling process of building up

the con3truetion organization for future nuclear installations. In fact,

even with what appeared to be an inadequate strength of such trained

personnel, the complicated and sophisticated nuclear installations for

EAPP-1 have proceeded by and large, with no insurmountable problems.

53. It is however, a fallacy, that even for common-place conventional

installations like that of hydro and thermal power plants, and other

industries, in a country like India, it is a regular practice to import

foreign erectors and technicians. Industrial sector in India is however,

fast catching up and within the next few years, this gap would perhaps be

effectively bridged. Incentive for this arises from the fact that Indian

manufacturers have been making rapid strides in the manufacture of power

station equipment. To complete the picture, provision of ancilliaxy

services like erection, servicing etc. are being keenly followed up by

them.
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54* Following axe some of the critical nuclear equipment requiring

extreme care in handling (all being subject to requirement of absolute

leak tightness) and close alignment requirements in the order of thousa-

ndth part of an inch and have been very successfully installed by

departmental forces t

Eight steam generators with a total weight of over 400 tonsi

Two End Shields each of 120 tons}

Stainless steel Calandria weighing 65 tons}

Dump Tank weighing 70 tons}

Shield Tank weighing 85 tone}

Installation of Zircalloy Tubing in the Calandria}

Installation of high Pressure Coolant Channels in the Reactor 1

Fuelling Machines and Fuel Handling System (in progress)*

35* All the instrumentation work, process as well as electronic controls

are installed departmentally. These are very delicate Jobs requiring utmost

care in handling and installation.

36* Organizing the above jobs required advance planning* procurement

of necessary toolsr most of them of special nature, pre-auditing the Insta-

llation methods by mock-ups, including special techniques of welding,

stress relieving, fitments, etc., and very close inspection and survei-

llance during installation. Having1 had no ready made skilled workers

for these jobs, careful advance action in recruitment and training were

token* Following are the areas where such special training was imparted 1

Welding to ASME codes and beyond code applications for

Carbon Steels, Stainless Steel and Alloy Steels;

Pressure tight mechanical joints like "Swagelocks", and

Zircalloy to stainless ste«*l rolled joints}

Optical alignment using latest sensitive optical instruments;

Helium Leak Testing;

Non-destructive testing like gamma radiography, dye penetrant

check and magnetic particle testing;

Application of special paints in radioactive zones}

Quality Control of concrefe and heavy concrete.
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VIII. TRANSPORTATION OF CONSIGNMENTS!

37. Of special importance has been the problem of transportation of

large equipment to the project site. For the first unit of RAPPt a total

of 22 components came under the classification of over dimensioned consi-

gnments. These are loads which by virtue of their size, or weight, or

both, oannot be transported by existing methods of road and rail transpo-

rtation* Consignments of this type which needed special attention while

transported by rail are the 220 MW Generator Stator weighing 165 tons,

unloaded at Bombay harbour and carried by a special bogie wagon, and two

Reactor End Shields each weighing 120 tons transported from Bhopal where they

finish fabricated. These loads were hauled by special trains. The End

Shields had to be transported on a locally manufactured bogie wagon with

articulated yoke frame with hydraulic jacking incorporated in it to clear

surface and overhead obstructions. Special arrangements at the receiving

end of Kota Railway Siding included in some instances, re-laying the track,

strengthening surrounding areas, locating railway cranes for adequate

handling of the loads etc.

38. A very careful analysis was made for the problem of road haulage

of consignments too big to be carried by the railways. Being very much

inland, the Project can be reached by road for ocean freight, from Bombay

or Kandla ports each over 600 miles away. Route from Bombay had to be

dropped in favour of Kandla route due to a few insurmountable obstruct-

ions for the size of the loads, though Bombay port has better load handl-

ing facilities. The Kandla route passes through the States of Gujarat

and Rajasthan and a good a-nount of inter-State coordination was achieved

for the safe passage of equipment. Railways, Public Works, Highways,

Electricity Boards, P & T, and the Police Departments cooperated extremely

well in executing the following preparatory work*

Widening of railway level crossings?

Increasing width of roads, specially in Ghat sections!

Modifying longitudinal and cross sections of roads for under

bed clearance of tractor trailers?

Reducing auper-elevationo of steep curves due to high centre of

gravity of consignments!
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Providing by-passes for small hamlets and villages, weak

bridges and culvertsj

Removal of Octroi posts, traffic roundabouts in towns,

raising of overhead telephone and power lines}

Provision of Police escort to convoys\

Provision of wireless telegraphy relay stations for continuous

monitoring of the convoy movements.

39. The following will give an idea of the cost involved in organi-

zing these operations1

Road improvementst ••• Re. 50 00 000.00

Cost of heavy vehicles! ... RB. 35 00 000*00

Communicationst ••• Rs. 60 000*00 per
annum

Only a part of cost of road improvements waa borne by the Project.

40. On an average each convoy movement which in fact takes a total

of a month for the turn around, costs the Project a sum of Rs.20,000/-

A fascinating logistics problem arises due to the climatic conditions of

Canada and India. In Canada, many of the over dimensioned components

manufactured in the Ontario-Quebec region have to be transported to coastal

ports via the St. Lawrence Seaway which is closed to shipping traffic from

December to early April being snow bound. In India, due to non-availabi-

lity of all-weather roads for heavy traffic, convoy movement is not possi-

ble from mid June to end September. Since ships take on an average 45 days

of sailing time between Canada and India, any consignment which is behind

sohedule and can not meet the Deoember shipment in Canada will have to

wait for April shipment for which there j.s barely one chance for beating

the monsoon restrictions in India. Any bad luck in the timing results

in a total delay of 10 months for the receipt of the consignment at the

projeot. The problem does not end with this alone since, to minimize

dollar expenditure, the Project is constrained to use Indian cargo ships

for the sea transportation. Only few of these have sufficient hold and

derrick capacities to carry and unload the huge components at Kandla port,

which has no wharf load handling capability to speak of. Add to these,

the unforeseen dock strikes at Canadian ports, and you have a decent

sized problem just in the shipping of critical components. However, this
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problem, though appearing very formidable in the beginning, has been

resolved with a fair aaount of success for RAPP-1 and the problems for

HAPP-2 will dwindle considerably due to greater indigenization of major

components and streamlining of coastal shipping and road haulage works.

The above taaka which formed a sub-project in itself has been handled

exclusively by an all Indian rigging and transportation group brought

together by the Department but headed and efficiently steered by an

experienced Canadian Supervisor.

IX. CONCLUSION

41. The subject touched in this paper, vast and complex as it is,

could at best be covered by ramblin^s on problems and achievements.

However, nothing could whittle down failings that occur, which alone are

stepping stones to success. At a stage when as a national expediency,

international collaboration diminishes, failings could be most costly,

time and moneywise, if planning for the future by the developing country

does not carry with it continuing efforts for improvements both by the

users and suppliers in the country, of the various services.

42. The experiences gained in the atomic power projects particularly

in reference to RAPP, have been by and large beneficial to India. In

placing the country on a road to self sufficiency, the Department of

Atomic Ejiergy has to inescapably involve itself in co-ordinating with

industries in addition to developing its own resources, for many years

to come. This perhaps is not unwelcome, in that it perforce diverts a

part of the large scientific and technical energies latent in its orga-

nisation to immediately useful projects. In this respect, the "fall out"

from the Nuclear Establishment is a positive benefit to the country.

43« There is, however, always a price to be paid for development.

Due to unexpected twists and turns in the provision of the large scale

services and supplies, both foreign and indigenous, arising primarily

from the fact of itB being the first time, and due to the developmental

stage of nuclear technology itself, the project has fallen behind schedule

by over an year and haa gone up in costs. It must oe noted that estimates

for new developmental projects are apt to be approximate at best, even

in highly industrialised countries. In India, estimates based on foreign
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parallels can be very much off the mark, as nearly all materials, equi-

pment and services are at a high premium and inspite of apparently lower

labour costs, the cost of projects tends to be high. It should be hoped

that with increasing tempo in the growth of nuclear power in the country

and with the advent of sophisticated undertakings, capital costs of power

and process industries will diminish steadily, just as they have in civil

works.

44* I* may thus be seen, the challenge both to the aiding and bene-

ficiary countries of installing a nuclear power station in a developing

country, are of a kalediosoopic nature* They are nevertheless of an

equally colourful nature warranting the acceptance of these, for the

aiding nation, depending on the state of advancement of the beneficiary

nation, these may be for a decades whilst for the beneficiary nation,

these are of a permanent nature and sustain its economic growth for an

ultimate higher standard of living.
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THE CONSTRUCTION PROBLEMS AT KALPAXKAM

By

M.R. Srinivasan*

Abstract

At Kalpakkam, near Madras, a twin unit CANDU type Atomic Power
Station with each unit having an ottput of about 200 MWe, is planned
and work has commenced on the first unit. Though the basic features
of the reaotor system are similar to those of the Raj as than reactors,
a number of changes are being incorporated for reasons of economics or
as a result of local conditions. The reactor containment building is
being executed as a pre-streased oonorete structure designed to with-
stand the full internal pressure under the maximum credible accident.
As part of the post-accident safety system, a pressure suppression pool
i s being incorporated into the reactor building in order to keep both
the temperature and pressure conditions in the areas occupied by perso-
nnel to safe values. A double containment principle is adopted for the
reactor building as the inner pre-stressed wall i s enclosed by an outer
shielding wall with provision made for venting of the gases in a contro-
l led manner through a stack. Certain 'features of construction at
Kalpakkam on the conventional side of the plant merit special mention.
For example, the shore line on the eastern sea coast of India is subje-
cted to heavy littoral drift and i s also visited by cyclones of high
Intensity more or less regularly. This has necessitated the adoption
of submarine tunnel for drawing the cooling water for the condensers
and the construction of an approach Jetty extending about 300 metres
into the open sea in order to facilitate the construction of the intake
structure and also enable i t s maintenance. The existence of a high
sub-so11 water tables has dictated the ohoice of the continuous cast
diaphragm wall technique for a number of sub structures of the power
station. So far as the equipment is concerned, most of i t both nuclear
and non-nuclear i s being contracted out to industry in India.

The third nuclear power station in India is being built at
Kalpakkam on the east coast of India about 60 kilometres south of Madras.
This site i s very close to Mahabalipuran, once a centre of great arti-
atio activity in India and from where maritime trade with countries of

South East Asia flourished. This project has a special importance in
_ . «»„„„•_—«•.„«.____»«•_«—»«-_-————.———"—-——-»—••-———-———-

• Chief Construction Engineer, Madras Atomlo Power Project.
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the nuclear power programme of the country as it marks the coming of

age of the programme as full responsibility for the execution of the

project including design, engineering and construction rests with

Indians. A twin unit station using Candu type reactors each with an

output of about 200 MW is planned and work has commenced on the first

unit.

2* This station will feed into the power system serving the Madras

State. The installed capacity available to the system at present is

1600 MW of which 969 MW is from hydro stations and 631 MW from thermal

stations. By the time the Kalpakkam station starts feeding the installed

capacity will be 2615 MV/ with a hydroelectric capacity of 1434 MW and a

thermal capaoity of 1181 MW supplied from coal and lignite fuelled stat-

ions. The Madras system has interconnections with the systems of adjacent

states and bulk transfer of power is a regular feature at present. In

the past, the Madras system has suffered serious dislocation during years

of drought due to excessive dependence on hydro stations. The cost of

coal is high as it has to be transported over distances of 600 kms or

more. These considerations have favoured installation of a nuclear power

station in this region.

3. While the basic features of the reactor system adopted for

Kalpakkam are similar to those of the Rajasthan reactors, a number of

changes are being incorporated for reasons of economics or due to condi-

tions special to the site. In this brief talk it is proposed to high-

light some of the more important changes that have been considered for

adoption at Kalpakkam.

4* In the case of the Rajas than reactors and the Douglas Point

reactor which has served as a prototype from which designs for the

Rajasthan reactors are derived, post accident safety has been achieved

by adoption of a dousing system. This consists of large tank of water

placed inside the reactor building at the highest elevation and through

fast acting valves, water is allowed to flow past areas where gases and

vapours accumulate following an accident, thus resulting in condensation

and subsequent pressure reduction. For the reactors at Kalpakkam, how-

ever, the containment building will be constructed to withstand the maxi-

mum pressure following a maximum oredible accident without resorting to
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dousing. It has been estimated that the maximum internal pressure in

iuch an accident condition will be about 1.16 Kgs. per square centimetre.

The reactor containment building will be constructed in prestressed

oonorete with a wall thickness of 60 cms. From considerations of radi-

ation shielding it has been found necessary to have an additional shiel-

ding wall 71 cms. in thickness. This shielding wall is being constructed

as a separate free standing wall outside the prestressed wall of the

reactor building and there is an annular &ap of 107 cms. The gas in the

annular space will be vented in a controlled manner so that the release

of radioactivity to the environment in the event of an aocident would b«

reduced significantly. The double containment principle is expected to

be particularly advantageous lor future locations where it may become

necessary to site nuclear power stations closer to population centres or

load centres.

5. The elimination of dousing however gives rise to the possibility

of unacceptable hazards to occupational personnel who may be in the

reaotor building at certain locations which require to be manned during

the operation of the reactors. To overcome this problem a pressure

suppression pool is being incorporated in the basement of the reactor

building and the hot gases and vapours from the reactor boiler rooms

ave arranged to pass through the suppression chamber. With this arrang-
i

ement it is estimated that the pressure and temperature conditions in

the portion of the reactor building where operating personnel may be

present would be kept down to 0.48 kg per square centimetre and 52.2 C.

6. We may now look at certain features of this Bite which have

favoured the adoption of the above design features. The site has in

general an over burden of sand for a depth of 9 to 12 metreB on an aver-

age, overlying a granitio gneiss, geologically classified as chamokite.

The rook is fine to coarse grained granite and is capable of withstand-

ing heavy foundation loads. The sub-soil water level is however rather

high (can be as close as 1.5 to 2.9 m from the surface) and open exca-

vations of large sizes would involve expensive dewatering techniques.

The technique of continuous cast diaphragm wall using bentonite elurry

has proved very successful and in this manner a diaphragm wsJ.1 61 cms.

thick with an internal diameter of 42.97 metres has been constructed for
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each of the two reactor buildings. This wall enables the construction

of the preatressed concrete wall of the reactor building to be taken

up essentially in dry conditions. In addition the diaphragm wall will

also support the shielding* wall which envelopes the preatressed concrete

perimeter wall.

7. The arrangements proposed for drawing the cooling water from N

the sea at Kalpakkam are of particular interest. It may be mentioned

in passing that we have been constrained to select either coastal loca -

tions or locations near hydro electric/irrigation storage reservoirs for

the nuclear power stations under construction in India as it is difficult

to obtain larce quantities of cooling water from the rivers, as most of

the rivers in India have extremely low dry weather flows though they may

have very larjje flood flow9. Use of cool in/: towers though attractive

irom the point of view of investment coat, poses a penalty in efficiency

and this is particularly serious for the water reactors which inherently

have a limitation on the thennodynamic efficiency that can be obtained.

It is for these reason? that both the Tarapur and Kalpakkam power stat-

ions have been located on the sea shore.

8. The east coast of India is characterised by very large littoral

drift and it is estimated that at the Madras coast roughly about a rail-

lion tonnes of sand and silt move across a given section in a year.

The littoral drift is known to extend to about 8 metres depth of water.

This coast is also visited by cyclones of high intensity practically

every year in the months of November/December.

9. A number of alternative methods of obtaining the cooling water

were considered and these included pipes laid on the bed of the sea,

pipes supported on a submerged jetty structure and syphon pipes supported

on a jetty connected to a pump houee on 3hore, pressure pipes supported

on an elevated jetty with the pump house in the sea and lastly a submar-

ine tunnel connected to an intake structure in the sea and a pump house

on shore. The choice was finally in favour of a submarine tunnel conne-

cted to an intake structure located approximately about 500 metres irom

the high wat^r line* In this design the coastal regime is not interfe-

red with and also major compom»n1;s of the intake system are not exposed
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to the hagarda of cyclonic conditions. The tunnel which will be common

lor both the units of the power station will be driven about 22 metres

belovf the bed rock and will terminate in an on shore vertical shaft

joining with the pump house.

10. Construction of the intake structure in the sea presents some

problems. There are no harbour- facilities in the vicinity of the site

and the nearest such facility is at Madras which is about 60 kilometres

from the site. Floating craft with shallow draft and high lifting capa-

city cranes are not available easily in India. These factors have led

to a solution wherein it is proposed to. Qonstruct the intake structure

entirely from the land, r'or this purpose an approach jetty approximately

500 metres long is being constructed. The jetty will consist essentially

of a single row of piles of 1.22 metres diameter spaced at 1̂ .24 metres

intervals. The jetty will support a road way about 3.660 metres wide.

The jetty will not only enable the construction of the intake structure

in the sea but will also provide a maintenance access to the intake

structure.

11. The coastal ourrents near the site have been studied and it is

observed that the general pattern is that the current flows from south

to north for about 6 months in a year from March to September and from

north to south for the rest of the year. The design of the outfall

structure for the cooling water has to ensure that there is no possibi-

lity of the hot effluent flowing towards the intake. For this purpose

a multi baffled open channel outfall is proposed wherein the discharging

water will be directed in phase with the prevailing coastal current so

that the hot effluent is carried well away from the intake structure.

12. The switchyard will be located about 500 metres from the sea.

While some protection will be afforded by the reactor and turbine

buildings located on the seaward side of the switchyard, contamination

of high voltage insulators from salt Bpray may not be eliminated fully.

In order to overcome this problem various alternatives including the

possibility of an enclosed mritchtfsxd a:..- r •#, studied. Experiments at

site are afoot to determine the intensity of salt deposition on insulator

stacks, suspension and strain insulators. The extent of shielding that
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may be afforded by buildings and by a growth of tall trees which would

aot as shielding against salt spray will also be studied.

13. We may now look at the procurement of equipment required for the

power station. Orders have been let out to Indian fabricators for the

fabrication of the calandria, end Bhield rings, dump tank, shield tank

etc. The primary circuit pumps required for circulating the heavy water

through the reactors will also be manufactured in India. The fuelling

machines will be made by the Bhabha Atomic Research Centre. The control

and instrumentation will be supplied by the Electronics Corporation of

India Ltd.» a company operating under the Department of Atomic Energy.

The zirconium alloy components) namely the calandria tubes, pressure

tubes, and fuel sheathing will come from the Nuclear Fuel Complex of the

Department of Atomic Energy being set up at Hyderabad. The uranium dio-

xide fuel pellets will also be produced at Hyderabad. Heavy water requ-

ired for the Kalpakkam reactors will come from the heavy water plants in

India.

14* On the conventional side also practically all the equipment will

be of indigenous origin. Thus for example, the turbine generator, the

main transformer, the large circulating water pumps, condenser, will all

be supplied froai Indian manufacturers. In relation to these conventional

equipment new demands are being made regarding increased sizes; for exam-

ple the turbine generator with a rating of 264 KVA will be the largest

of its kind to be made in the country. This is also true of the circula-

ting water pumps. Indeed the design of the systems has had to be adapted

suitably to accept the size and capacity of equipment that can be produced

indigenously.

15. A brief mention may be made about' the problem of transportation

of some of the heavy and over dimensioned components to the site. Though

the proximity of the Madras harbour to Kalpakkam and the existence of a

good road between Madras and Kalpakkam have mitigated the problems in

comparison tc those faced by the Rajasthan Atomic Power Project, the

fact that many of the heavy and over-dimensioned components have to move

from fabricators located in the interior of the country has meant an

intensive survey of the transport capability from these locations. In
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many instances improvements to the road system and overcoming of infri-

ngements for rail transport have had to be taken up.

16. The execution of the nuolear power projeot at Kalpakkaa there-

fore poses many challenges over a wide range of technology. In the area

of civil conBtructiont the preetressed concrete containment building and

the submarine tunnel will be executed for the first time in th» untry.

In the area of fabrication of equipment and manufacture of components

all the speciallaid equipment and oomponentB required for the nuclear

portion of the plant including those using special materials are being

taken up by Indian industry* So far as conventional equipment la con-

cerned, new demands regarding increased sizes or special performance

features are being placed and industry is being encouraged to fulfil

these demands. It will thus be Been that the execution of this project

will act as a pace setter and catalyst to technological developments

which would be Invaluable in the realisation of a large nuolear power

programme In the country in the years to come.
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B y

John T. Erlewine *

Abstract

In theee tinea of constantly Increasing demands for ensrgy, the
development of nuclear power is of special interest and Importance
throughout the world. However, i t is evident that actual achievement of
this potential through the development of nuclear power to the point
where i t contributes in a substantial way to the livsn and welfare of
the citizens of any country is a challenging task fraught with many pro-
blems, not a l l of which are scientific or technical In nature. This
paper describes, how in the United States, contracting was used as a
tool of management In solving some of the non-technical problems In de-
veloping a commercial nuclear power industry.

We would like to begin the paper with a brief historical succ
of some of the principal uses of the contract by the United States Atomic
Energy Commission. The USAEC was legislated into existence in January,
1947a It then aseumed responsibility for an existing operation which
had been created by a wartime organisation c ailed the Manhattan Engineer
District. This research, development and manufacturing operation was
carried on in Government owned facil it ies operated under contract prima-
ri ly by privately owned commercial companies. The contracts were of a
cost-reimbursement type, some with end some without fee.

2« The newly created Commission elected to retain the general pattern

of contract operation which i t inherited from the Manhattan Engineer
District. This decision, taken initially primarily in the best Interest
of the Commission in carrying out its responsibilities for achieving â

• Assistant General Manager for Operations, United States Atomic
Energy Commissions
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smooth takeover of a going enterprise, aoon proved to be a first step
and an Important one in the early development of a commercial atomio
industry in the United States. Prom 1947 until passage of the Atonde
Bnergy Act of 1954, atomic energy was virtually a Government monopoly
in the United States, and i t naa through experience gained aa o on tract
operators of Coanlaaion laboratory and production fac i l i t ies that com-
panies such aa General Blactrio and Weatinghouse were able to start to
prepare to launch subsequent commercial endeavours in the power reaotor
f ie ld .

3. Other reasons for continuing with contract operation instead of
changing to use of direct Government Personnel are the following} a)
the contraot method la a good means of obtaining the abilities and ao
called "know-how" of industrial or educational organisations} and b) to
obtain some of the advantages of corporate flexibility in lieu of the more
rigid rules applicable to direct Government activities*

4* The organisation which the Atomic Energy Commission inherited in
1947 consisted of about 5,000 Government employees and some 50,000 con-
tractor employees. By staying with the principle of contractor opera-
tion, the AEC was able to accomplish subsequent major expansions of i t s
fac i l i t ies and activities without major growth of i t s own staff* Contra-
ctor work force under AEC contracts has grown to about 120,000 workers
while AEC direct employment has remained around 7,000 for several years.

5* Accepting contractor operation of its faci l i t ies as the basic
method for carrying out i t s statutory responsibilities, the Commission
proceeded to develop contracting as an important and flexible management
tool. The range of contract ope rations was very broad and the type of
contractor organisation was varied. In addition to major industrial
companies such ae GE and Westinghouse, AEC entered into operating contra-
ctB with universities and non-profit corporations. Contract scopes
ranged from operation of existing production fac i l i t i e s to creation and
operation of major scientific laboratories. For examplef one of the early
decisions of the Commission nas to contract with the University of Chicago
to create a major nuclear laboratory in the area of Chicago, Illinois to
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take owr from and build upon the iapartant scientific i tMinh work
pexfomed by the wartime Metallurgical laboratory which wae located on
tta* campus of the University of Chicago. It waa there, of oouree, that
Snrloo Fermi f irot demonstrated the concept of a controlled chain reac-
t ion.

6. -Thus i t was that the internationally known Argoona Rational
laboratory oame Into existence and the contractual documant between the
ABO and the University of Chicago which waa the vehicle for lta oraatlon,
afford* an excellent example of what Conmiaeioner Barney has tented the
"administrative contract". The contract is a coet-reiaburaeaent type,
which waa negotiated between the parties, rotter than awardded on the
basis of competitive bids* It waa drafted in contemplation of a conti-
nuing relationship in operating the laboratory over a substantial period
of time, in contrast to a more defined and United procuressnt action
auch as the purchase of off-the-ehell items or the construction of a
conventional building* The contract document was negotiated as a genu-
ine mutual agreement tailored to cover the essentials of a close and con-
tinuing relationship with express or tacit recognition that the details
would be worked out as the relationship proceeded. Thus, in many respBto,
an administrative contract partakes more of the nature of a charter than
a contract although it also meets thB basic legal requirements of the
latter.

7* Par ths init ial year or two of i ts existence, the Comaiasion
preoccupied with more urgent natters than tie development of nuclear
rcaotors for the production of electric power although it did state In
1947 that i t connldesed su3h development to be "one of the nora import-
ant tasks placed upon i t by the Congress"(O. The Commission also noted
that on the basis of research work to that time, a major effort would be
required In order to develop practical and economical power reactors,

8 . Tha*e difficulties, coupled with other higher priority demands
on the Commission resources, resulted In the civilian power reaotor pro-
gramme now achieving a very energetic start. Another factor which tended
to Inhibit a widespread civilian power programme In th* early y#a« mma
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the built-in reBtrlotiTenese of the Atomio Energy Act of 1946. Specif!-
aally, *ha* legislation did not permit private ownership of either
reactors or the special nuolear materials for the reactor fuels.

9. However, during the late 1940* B both the Commission and industry
began to start searching for nays to broaden participation in this new
field which appeared to hold so much promise. In 1950 the AEC began to
rtoeive specific requests from Industry for access to information that
would permit surveying the potential of nuclear power for the generation
of electricity. Then in 1951, at the Conmlssion's invitation, four
groups each consisting of a utility and either an engineering or a che-
mical firm, were formed to study the feasibility of private construction
and operation of a materials and power producing reactor. Such ctudies
oontinued on into 1952 and 1953 while the AEC worked on the shaping of •
Government funded five-year programme for the development of power reac-
tors. The outlines of the plan were set forth In a report issued in
1954(2).

10* As a policy matter, AEC proposed to undertake responsibility to
promote the construction of experimental reactors which appeared to
contribute substantially to the power reactor art and would constitute
useful contributions to the design of economic proposals* In December of
1953, ABC issued an Invitation for proposals for a cooperative project
to design and construct a nuclear power plant. Industry was to bear the
cost of obtaining the s i te and constructing the turbine generator portion
of the plant while AEC would fund the design and construction of the
nuclear portion. Vine proposals were received in 1954 and from these AEC
selected the one submitted by the Duquesne Light Company of Pennsylvania
for negotiation of a contraot under which the power plant would be con-
structed and operated. This f irst large-scale (90,000 KW) civilian
power plant constructed in the USA was called the Shipplngport Atomic
Power Station — It has performed and continues to perform an important
role in the development of nuclear power. Not the least of i ts contri-
butions was the establishment of the pattern of contracting for coopera-
tive rs&eiior projects that later became known as the Power Beaotor Demon-
stration Programs.
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11. The year 1954 became even more eventful Mien on August 30, a

signif icantly revlBed Atomic Energy Act be came the law of the land.

This new l eg i s la t ion , known as the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, spec i f l -

oa l ly permitted private ownership and operation of nuclear reactors

although continuing the requirement of Government ownership of special

nuclear material. Taking advantage of the new Act, the Atomic Energy

CommlflBion, in January 1955, issued a new invitation to private indu-

stry to cooperate with AEC in the assumption of the risk of construc-

t ion t ownership and operation of power reactors designed to demonstrate

their value for industrial and commercial purposes. The Government

offered to enter into contracts under which i t would provide the follow-

ing types of cooperative assistance to successful proposersi (a) a

waiver of the use charges for the loan of special nuclear material for

the reactor fuel up to an agreed upon amount; (b) performance in AEC

laboratories without charge of certain mutually agreed upon research and

development work; and (c) entering Into research and development contra-

c t s for lite technical and economic information resulting from the pro-

poser's e f for t s . This last type of assistance was intended to bring

private resources into the development of engineering information an the

performance of power reactors, which would hopefully advance the time

when nuclear power would become economically competitive. In return,

the u t i l i t i e s submitting proposals, were expected to commit themselves

t o carry out the design, construction and operation for a minimum period

of years of a prototype nuclear power plant•

12. Pour proposals resulted from this invitation which later was

referred tc ss the "First Round11. Contracts were negotiated with three

of the proposers under which were constructed the f i r s t Yankee Atomic

Power Plant, a pressurized water reactor; the Enrico Fermi fast reactor

power ^ilant; and the Hallara, Nebraska plant which Included a sodium-

eooled, graphite - moderated reactor. The fourth proposal, from the

Coaaonwealth Edison Company of Chicago, I l l i n o i s , did not result in a

contract because no Government assistance was sought. However, that

company did proceed to construct the Dresden Nuclear Power Station which

became another important milestone in the development of nuclear power In
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the United States.

13. In 1955 toe ABC leeued a new Invitation known ae the "Second

Bound" which solicited cooperative proposals for the design and oon-

etruction of smaller power reactors (below 40,000 KWe In addition to

the typee of Government assistance offered under the First Roundt the

Commission offered to finance the construction of the nuclear portion

of the power plant. In anticipation of having to ohoose among numerous

proposals rather than accepting a l l , the AEC established a new criterion

for selection, namely that i t would consider the extent of technological

advancement represented by a proposed reactor design* Of the seven pro-

posals received, four were selected for negotiation but only two con-

tracts ver« ultimately completed. Host of the proposing ut i l i t i e s were

•unioipally or cooperative owned, and they experienced difficulty in mak-

ing definitive long-term contractual commitments which involved the

assumption of financial risks beyond what would be expected of them for

and equivalent size conventional plant*

14. In the summer of 1957, the Congress of the United StateB establiw

shed new procedural requirements for the authorization of cooperative

Power Reactor Demonstration Programme projects* The process involved

specific review by and authorization of the Joint Committee on Atomic

Energy which watches over the operations of the Atomic Energy Commission

on behalf of the nongresB. Without going into the detai ls of the re-

quirement and limitations imposed by the Joint Committee with regard to

cooperative power plant projects, we may note that such requirements did

plaoe additional importance on the negotiation of the arrangements for

the projects. It became neoessary to carry out such negotiations In two

phases. Phase I involved the negotiation of a statement of understandings

between -the parties, which, although fa l l ing ehort of constituting &

contract, spelled out in considerable detail what was to be Incorporated

into a subsequent contract or ccntracts between the parties* The state-

ment of understandings provided the Information for the basis of the

proposed arrangement which was submitted to the Joint Committee for i t s

review* Phase II of the negotiation involved the negotiations cftttre
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actual contracts for the cooperative arrangement after Congressional
review had been completed*

15. In 1957 the ABC issued i t s Third Round Invitation under which
Government assistance offered was similar to the First Round. It diff-
ered from previous rounds in that there was no deadline for submission
of proposals but there was a specified date by which canstiuction of a
proposed reactor must be completed. There was no limitation on the
types or sizes of reactors proposed. Three nuclear power plants were
built pursuant to this invitation.

16. Then in 1962, in an effort to encourage the constxuction of larger
size plants (400,000 KWe or greater) the USAEO issued i ts Modified
Third Sound Invitation which was l i f t e d to proven reactor types - for
this reason no research and development assistance was offered by the
Government although funding of certain types of plant design costs WBB
provided far* The 490,000 KW(e) Connecticut Yankee Plant at Haddam Neck,
Connecticut, was built under a contract which met Modified Third Round
Criteria.

17» Of necessity we have eliminated many of the details about the
Power Reactor Demonstration Programme. Some of the prototype nuclear
Power plants constructed under the Programme were more successful than
others, but, overall, the Programme served an important role in the
development of civilian power reactors in the United States. Starting
in 1965, American uti l i ty companies began to place orders for commercial
nuclear plants in ever-increasing numbers and far larger and larger
size plants. In so far as light-water-cooled reactors were concerened,
i t became clear that Power Reactor Demonstration Programme assistance
was no longer seeded to encourage building of nuclear power plants in
the United States.

ia# The contracting aspects of the Prograame were of importance even
beyond that of recording and making formal the eonanitaente • of the
contracting parties. The contract negotiation process provided an es-
oellent opportunity for al l persons and organisations involved to really
focus on the project and to understand i t . Vfaen properly carried out
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oontraot negotiationa will Identify areas of technical uncertainty; re-
quire the parties to articulate their objectives in becoming parties to
a project} and cause Binoere soul-aearching regarding commitements, risks
and resources. The process can make or break proposed projects and this
too can be a valuable service to both the Government and to the proposer.
There are many other important aspects of contracting aa utilized by the
Atomic Energy Commission and i t s contractors such as tailoring of con-
tract types and provisions to help attain higher quality control stand-
ards in reactor components! which we have not discussed*

19* Finally, i t is worth pointing out that the Atomic Energy Commi-
ssion is once again utilising the cooperative contract approach to en-
oourage the construction of faBt reactor demonstration plants* The
first phase of this programme has been Initiated by the award of con-
tracts to three reactor equipment companies for the development of ape-
cifio parameters of fast reactor power plants to be proposed for con-
struction under cooperative contracts with the Government* The Atomic
Energy Commission e xpacts to start negotiations for the construction of
the first demonstration plant in a boat one year.

HEFEEHTCES

1 . U.S.Atomic Energy Commission, Second Semi-annual Report to
Ccmgres, July 22 , 1947, p«2.

2» U.S. Congress, Jo int Committee on Atomic Erargy, Report in Five
Tear Power Reactor Development Programme prepared by the Atomio
Energy Commission, 83rd Congress, 2nd Ses s ion , 1954.



NATIONAL NUCLEAR CENTRES IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

H. N. Sethna *

Abstract

Developing countr ies which for economio reasons wish to
develop nuolear power and use nuc lear energy for peaceful purposes
are faced with the problem of the creat ion of a cadre of s c i e n t i f i c
and technical personnel who could provide the necessary guidance. The
problem could never the less be handled by s e t t i n g up a nat ional complex
for research and development. This in i t s turn requi res a s u b s t a n t i a l
f inanc ia l and technical investment, paucity of which i s the main handi-
cap of developing coun t r i e s . The methodology of expansion of a c t i v i -
t i e s and the growth of th i s cent re i s described in t h i s paper.

# # *

Developing countries which for economic reasons wish to deve-

lop nuclear power and use nuclear energy for peaceful purposes are

faced with the problem of tne creation of a cadre of scientific and

technical personnel who are capable of advising national authorities

on making appropriate and correct decisions. The process of decision

making requires a thorough knowledge of local conditions and the chara-

cter and genius of the country. This aspect limits the usefulness of

obtaining the services of outside experts either directly or through

agencies like the International Atomic Energy Agency. Generation of

local'expertise still remains the best and only form which can fit into

national programmes.

2. The Indian nuclear energy programme was started with an aw&i*e-

ness of this aspect and we would like to share with you the problems

which we have encountered and t is methods we adopted in setting up a

national centre capable of providing not only the necessary trained

manpower bat also acting as a catalyst in the general scientific and

technological development of the country.

• Direotor, Bhabha Atomic Research Centre 4 Member for Research
& Development, Indian Atomic Energy Commission.
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J. The sotting up of a national centre for research and development

in any technology in a developing country like India requires a substan-

tial financial and teohnioal investment. Moat developing countries are

short of capital and the main problem is one of optimum utilisation of

the limited resouroes available to them with long term objectives in

view. Such countries cannot afford the creation of more than one

national centre to begin with. They are further handicaped by the non-

availability of supporting institutions capable of undertaking a part

of the development effort. One main characteristic of developing coun-

tries is the absence of conventional technology. In advanced countries,

nuclear technology entered the arena with a strong base of conventional

technology and it needed for its growth mostly the extension of already

advanced conventional technology. On the other hand, in India, the era

of nuclear power is concurrent with the era for large scale steel

making, the installation of fertilizer plants and other conventional

chemical industry with imported knowhow. The absence of a basic industry

not only leads to the non-availability of back-up technology but <ilso

explains the absence of generation of large scale capital which cao be

invested in the development of nuclear technology. Hence the problems

encountered by developing countries and advanced countries in the

development of nuclear power are very different.

4* Nuclear technology or for that matter any new technology

requires an.interaction among various soientific disciplines and the

translation of this interaction into practical reality. Our national

Institute for nuclear science and technology which was originally called

the Atomio Energy Establishment Trombay and is now known as the Hiabha

Atomio Research Centre started in a very modest way. Even though the

Atomio Energy Aot was passed in 1948, it wcs not till August 1954 that

the Government of India launched a full-fledged Department of Atomic

Energy. Till that time the work of the Atomic Energy Commission had

been restricted to mineral surveys, setting up of the Indian Rare Earths

plant at Alwaye, the thorium plant at Trombay and limited research

activity in the area of electronics, methods of chemical analysis of

minerals and the recovery of valuable elements from available minerals.

The scientific and technical personnel of the organisation was
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approximately 1J0. This has grown over the years and has reached a

total of over 6000 today.

5. The fundamental criterion in setting up this national centre

was that the institution should grow depending on the ability of the

various groups to expand fruitfully. Quoting the founder of the Indian

Nuclear Energy Programme, the late Dr. Homi Bhabha, " while i t may

seem much slower and harder at the beginning, i t has the capacity for

continuous growth and to develop the people i t needs and its faster

growth rate in later years more than compensates for the slow begi-

nning " . Within the broad lines of the overall policy, members of

staff were given maximum freedom to develop initiative in choosing

fruitful lines of work and developing new ideas. The emphasis has

always been on developing knowhow indigenously and on the ability to

create i t for tackling the tasks which lie ahead. The main object is

the generation of self-confidence and the ability to engineer and

execute indiB t r ia l projects without foreign technical assistance.

6. This spirit was reflected in th- f irst major undertaking of the

centre, namely, the building of a swimming pool type reactor in 1955*

We did not ask for i t from the advanced countries, but went about i t

on our own and except for the fuel elements which were obtained from

the United Kingdom, the reactor and all i ts equipment were designed

and built in the country.

7. In 1955 we received an offer of assistance from the Government

of Canada in setting up a research reactor of the NRX type. A detailed

study showed that the reactor would suit our needs and this generous

offer of the Canadian Government was accepted. Thia co-operative

project between the Atomic Energy of Canada Limited and ourselves gave

our scientists, engineers and technicians the necessary self-confidence

which permitted us to undertake the tasks that lay ahead.

8. At a time when the production of nuclear grade uranium metal

and the fabrication of fuel elements were considered highly specialiaed

areas of nuclear technology, we undertook to set up plants for produc-

ing nuclear grade uranium metal and fuel elements for the HBX type

reactor in time to fuel i t in i ts first year of operation. The success
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Of this venture is proved by the fact that the reactor has been in

operation with indigenous fuel from the beginning except for the first

start-up charge. The experience thus gained gave us confidence to embark

on setting up a plant for the reprocessing of irradiated fuel from this

reactor. It is well known that at the time this decision was taken,

reprocessing facilities existed only in four or five countries. In 1961

construetion work commenced and this demonstration plant was completed

in 1964.

9. The period from 1955 to 1964 also saw the expansion of the acti-

vities of the centre in various other directions. From the beginning,

it was realised that a strong base in electronics was an essential re-

quirement for the development of nuclear power. Starting with the con-

trol system for the swimming pool reactor, our efforts in electronics

grew steadily and to such an extent as to necessitate the setting up of

a separate industrial unit, The Electronics Corporation of India, for

the production of not only electronic systems to the most sophisticated

specifications but quality electronic components. The Electronics Cor-

poration of India was the outcome of the expertise generated in the

Bhabha Atomic Research Centre. The Electronics Group of the Centre is

in a position to design and fabricate on-line computers and their manu-

facture will be taken up by the Electronics Corporation as a production

activity. The control instrumentation for the Rajasthan and Madras

reactors are also being built by this company.

10, Safety being one of the basic requirements in the area of nuclear

Bcience and engineering, the radiation protection groups grew along with

the rest of the centre and have established their own standards and norms

suited to the working conditions of the .country and in conformity with

international standards. The success of the efforts of these groups can

be seen in the excellent safety record of our reactors and plants. These

groups have also developed indigenous expertise for safety evaluation and

surveillance of power reactors and associated plants for the fuel cycle.

We do not need external help in this area of specialisation. In fact

senior scientists from the centre have served as experts in the Interna-

tional Atomic Energy Agency and in some countries of Africa and Latin

America.
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11. Other areas where considerable expansion took place during

this period were nuclear and so l id state physics, biology, radiation

medicine and vacuum teohnology. The Isotope Division today produces

a large variety of radio-isotopes for use in research, medicine and

industry. I t i s now producing some 350 different radioactive prepa-

rations. A strong school has developed in the area of preservation

of food using ionising radiations along with other methods and the

f a c i l i t i e s at Trombay are comparable to some of the best in the World.

All these f a c i l i t i e s had humble beginnings and grew with the growth

of expertise generated in the centre.

12. The Centre is also engaged in developing methods of detection

of nuclear explosions. The f a c i l i t i e s at Gauribidanur and elsewhere

in the country set up by the Centre have made i t possible to detect

underground explosions as well as surface explosions with a remarkable

degree of accuracy. The se t t ing up of these stations has resulted in

the formation of research groups for the study of Seismology and Geo-

Physics in general. At present we are proposing to collaborate with

the Kolar Gold Fields which i s one of the deepest mines in the world

for the study of the phenomenon of rock bursts.

13. Around 1964» i t was realised that the centre had grown to a

point where i t can generate growth outside of i t se l f and can function

as a catalyst to larger tasks. The f irst such activity was the design

and construction of a plant for the production of uranium concentrates

from Indian ores. While the process design was carried out by the

scient ists and engineers of the centre, the construction and engineer-

ing responsibility was entrusted to the Indian Rare Earths, a public

sector company and a firm of Indian consultants. The services of

engineers from the ®ntre were made available in the construction and

commissioning stages after which the production unit started function-

ing as a public sector corporation and progressively the engineers

and sc ient i s t s loaned from the centre were withdrawn. A similar approach

i s being adopted in the se t t ing up of the nuclear fuel complex for the

production of fuel elements for power reactors. This plant is expected

to oommence operations in about a year. A plant for the production of

heavy water using the HgS - ^ 0 exchange process is under construction
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adjoining the Ranapratapsagar nuolear power station. The oentre will
provide the necessary process data whilst the engineering will be
carried out by a firm of consultants.

14* The experience gained in the construction and operation of the
Trombay Plutonium Plant has enabled the centra to undertake the design
and construction of a plant of a larger capacity for processing the
irradiated fuel from the Tarapur and Raj as than reactors. The cost at
which this plant will be built is about 40 per cent of the cost reported
for plantB of a similar oapaoity elsewhere. This advantageous economics
has been possible essentially due to the experience gained indigenously
and the confidence the scientists of the centre have built up for the
execution of such a project. The plant is under construction and is
expected to go into operation in 1973* in time to receive irradiated
fuel from the power stations.

15. The most substantial dividends for this policy of growing
science and technology have been realised in the nuclear power reactor
programme. As you are all aware, the participation of Indian Scientists
and engineers in the construction of the power stations has been
steadily stepped up from the turnkey job at the Tarapur Nuclear Power
Station to full responsibility for the Madras Nuclear Power Station.
Even in the Tarapur Station the scientists of the centre participated
directly in the iiite selection and tender evaluation. A large propor-
tion of the operation staff for this power station were earlier trained
in reactor operations in the centre. An independent safety evaluation
for the power station before taking over was again carried out by a team
of senior scientists from the Bhabha Atomic Research Centre. The centre
was also responsible for the manufacture of control panels* health
instrumentation and dummy fuel elements.

16. The contribution of the Hiabha Atomic Research Centre to the
Rajasthan Station is of a larger order in so far as a large percentage
of the senior engineers as well as those at a junior level have been
drawn from among the experienced ones in the Biabha Atomic Research
Centre and from the Training School conducted by the Centre. A substan-
t ial amount of equipment is being fabricated in the workshops at Trombay
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'as well as half of the initial fuel charge. The design responsibili-
ties of the Madras Atomic Station rests with the Power Projects
Engineering Division. This division was formed by drawing engineers
from th» Reactor Engineering Division, the Reactor Operations Division
and other divisions of the Ehabha Atomic Research Centre, thereby
pooling the talent that has been generated.

17. The founder's dream of establishing a fountain head of knowhow
in the form of a national nuclear centre, has been realised through
a dedicated and practical approach. The firm belief that Indian gra-
duates in science and engineering are no way inferior to those of other
countries has been justified. However, we were not unaware of the gape
and limitations in the curricula in Indian Universities. To f i l l this
void, a Training School was started in 1957* We take about 150 gradua-
tes in science and engineering and train them in a broad-based progra-
mme in nuclear soience and engineering equipping them to adapt to the
work in any of the areas they areaasigned. Their training in speciali-
sed areas follows their absorption in the centre in particular divisions
or projects or in allied institutions. Today more than 50 Per oent of
the scientists and engineers in the Ehabha Atomic Research Centre and
the projects of the Department of Atomic Energy are graduates from the
Training School. The selection for admission to the Training School
is stringent as can be seen from the fact that only 150 - 200 are
selected from among 6000 - 8000 first class graduates who apply for the
training.

18. In addition to such formal training, courses ara organised
for specialised operations like reactor operations and the operation
of chemical plants like the uranium metal plant, plutonium plant etc.
Here the training is more job-oriented but includes a base of theore-
tical education. Again fresh graduates or those with a high scnool
education are reoruited rather than experienced personnel. The success
of this approach has vindicated the policy that this centre should not
and need aot grow at the expense of depletion of talented manpower
from other ins t i tut ions of higher education and research. In faot the
time has come when the Bhabha Atomic Research Centre is in a position
to send out i t s trained scientists to universities for research and
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teaching In order to improve the standards of sc i ent i f i c education in

Indian Universities, especially in the areas of specialisation we are

interested in .

19. In order to share our experiences in the creation of necessary

personnel for the development of nuclear power with our neighbouring

countries, the Bhabha Atomic Researoh Centre has a programme of exchan-

ging sc ient i s t s in various branches of nuclear science. I would parti- .

cularly l ike to refer to the successful projeot known as the IFA which

i s a joint collaborative programme between the International Atomic

Energy Agency* the Philippines and India in the f ie ld of ut i l i sat ion

of research reactors. In this project, which has operated for the last

five years, Indian sc ient i s t s along with sc ient ists from Philippines,

Thailand, Korea, Taiwan and Indonesia have carried out research in the

f ie ld of sol id state using neutrons from the reactor at Manila. The

collaboration has been particularly satisfactory in view of the fact

that i t has produced research work of high quality. I t has also brought

together the sc ient is ts of the region to collaborate with one another

on problems of mutual interest . In a similar way we hope to share our

experiences in the f i e l d of power reactors and nuclear science in

general knowing that our problems are very similar. We believe that

as a result of Buch act iv i t i es our national centre has not only been

of benefit to ourselves but to the entire region.

20* In the earlier part of this talk, i t has been mentioned that

the development of nuclear technology aots as a oatalyst for the spread

of scienoe and technology as a whole in the country. Our attempts to

maximise Indian components in our power stations and a l l i ed plants have

created an awareness in industry of the need to work to stringent speci-

f ications and inspection standards. Industry both in the private and

publio sector is becoming conscious of i t s potent ia l i t ies for excellence

given the lnoentive and guidance. Cases in instance would be the

200 We turbo alternator for the Madras Atomic Power Station and the

various large components for the reactors proposed to be made in India.

Because of the many new sk i l l s that have been developed at the Centre

and the general industrial progress in the country, we are now in the
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process of se t t ing up a 60 MeV Variable Energy Cyclotron at Calcutta.

Almost a l l the parts of the machine are being fabricated in India and

the machine i s expected to be ready for operation early in 197}. The

cyclotron will be made available to a l l research workers in universi-

t i e s and institutions in the country and i t i s hoped that the sett ing

up of this machine wil l bring new impetus to nuclear research. In this

way the Centre wi l l have contributed to the general progress of research,

as f a c i l i t i e s such as the Cyolotron cannot be undertaken by individual

institutions in view of i t s very high technical and capital costB.

21. Work in the f ield of nuclear fuels and materials has generated

internal demands for advanced materials of construction and for the

means and methods of producing them to the standards required. The

techniques developed for the extrusion of zircaloy wil l , for instance,

find application in extrusion of alloy steel tubes. The experience

gained in the operation of highly instrumented plants in nuclear

industry will permit indigenous design of chemical plants. Expertise

developed in vacuum melting and casting of uranium and the sintering

of uranium oxide can have a healthy feed back to the production of

metals and alloys of controlled composition and to the progress of

powder metallurgy. One can enumerate a large number of such instances

of beneficial fal l -outs to the country's industrial development.

22. Given the environment and f a c i l i t i e s , i t has been possible to

foster talent even within the framework of governmental regulations and

procedures.

23. India had inherited a type of administration designed for

preservation of law and order, administration of justice and control

of finance. This type of administration i s not suitable to foster the

growth of science and technology nor for that matter for the operation

of industrial enterprises. The absence of suitable administrative envi-

ronment can prove to be a greater handicap than the paucity of scientists

and technolAglets. The administration of science and technology is best

done by sc ient i s t s and technologists. In the case of our centre scientists

and engineers who are entrusted with responsibil it ies are given sufficient

powers to permit them to tackle their tasks eff iciently and this responsi-
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bil ity and authority i s delegated right down th« l ine , 1MB approach
has fbrned tha corner stone of all our activities. Experience has,
however, shown that we have yet to go a long way before eyolTing a
type of administration best suited to the continuous growth of soience
and technology.

24. The progress aade in India in the field of nuolear technology
in a decade and a half, while not speotacular by the standards of the
advanced countries, has laid a firm foundation for an exponential
growth in the future. Suoh optiaism would have bfen Misplaced if the
National Centre had not been the produot of national talent. It is a
hard way but the only way for a developing country.



DISCUSSION - IY

S.H. Dlvekar (India)i- My question is-addresaed to Dr. Srinivaaan,

What are economic and technical advantages of replacing dousing tank

by pleasure vessel designed for higher prsssurs and suppression pool?

M.R. Srinivaaan (India).!.- While the cost of building will be higher

in the case of using a pre-atressed concrete building designed for

higher prparvjre, there will be savings on the dousing system even

aftei allowiiig for the suppression tank. The net effect i s a saving

in the total coat.

J.C. Garni (India) t- toy question is to Mr. Erlewine of USAEC While

awarding i-he contract on the cost basis how do you ensure that the

contractor works at the optimum cost?

John A. Erlcwine (U.S.A.)i- Tailor the contract to achieve what i s

most important to you. If keeping with a coat ceiling is most import-

ant i t is probably better to use a fixed-priae contract. If quali ty

is of greatest concern, i t may be best to uae a best type contract.

Optimum performance under a cost - type contract can beat bft

achieved by f i r s t choosing a reputable contractor who ie interested

in having the contract and who wants to be known for doing good work-

Supplement this with careful administration of the contract by ex-

perienced people acting on your own behalf. Except in special in-

stances, I doubt that incentive free arrangements in best-type con-

tracts do much to assure lower overall cost of performance.

B.J. Nag Chaudhuri ( India) i - One general question might be ra ised,

I wonder, which is addressed to everybody here concerning with

management of such large programmes. Is there any canparable data

between the contracting methods of getting a task done and d i rec t

performance by the Government or l>7 any Inst i tut ion? This would

212
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eanble us to compare the two s i tua t ions .

James T. Hamey (U.S.A)i- We cannot easily give a d i rect comparison

because USAEC operates so few f a c i l i t i e s Itself with Government

employees. We have considered the poss ibi l i ty of Government opera-

t ion, though, as indicated in Mr. Erlewine's paper, we believe that

we get many benefi ts , and probably greater efficiency from contract

operation.

B.P. Nag Chaudhuri (India) t- Any body else would l ike to make any

comments on th is? Dr> Sarabhai, would you l ike to comment about

our experience in th is area?

Vikram A. SarabhsJ. (India) i - I find that there is a scope for feasi-

b i l i t y in both the systems. You cannot get the best economy and

efficiency unless yoi' Lave a group of dedicated persons, in any type

of organization whether private or Government. I find that the

key element here i s really to entrust the ;)ob to those who are keenly

interested not purely from financial point of view but because they

regard this as a challenging task and I would myself feel that a

measure of competition on the other hand i s a good thing whether an

organization i s managed privately or by Government.



FAST BREEDER REACTORS

G.Vendryes

Abstract

Tula paper descr ibes the problems encountered by French
A.K.C. in the course of the development of t h e i r Past Breeder Reactor*.
I t also poin ts out the areas in which fur ther r e sea r ch and development
ie required for successful opera t ion and maintenance of future Fas t
Reactors .

This paper on f a s t breeder reactorg e s s e n t i a l l y dealB with

French r e s u l t s , and there are only few fore ign r e f e rences . For tuna te ly

there i s an almost general agreement in d i f f e r e n t countr ies on a number

of p o i n t s , which are emphasized in t h i s paper .

2. Breeding- is in the long run a very important o b j e c t i v e . I t in

found t h a t the t o t a l amount of na tura l uranium which wil l be consumed

in nuc lear p l an t s of p re sen t ly proven type, in the whole world, t i l l th»

turn of the century, i s of the order of 3 Mi l l i on tons and t h a t i n the

year 2000 alone about 300,000 tons of uranium w i l l be r equ i red . On the

other s i d e , the world 's uranium resources a t a p r i ce not exceeding 10 t

por pound of 0, 0Q have been estimated a t 500,000 tons and in order to

meet the requirements which a re quoted for the 30 years to come, t h i s

p r i ce could poss ibly go up to 30 3 . These es t ima tes may be considered

somewhat p e s s i m i s t i c , t ak ing in to account the f ac t tha t the sea rch "or

new depoei ta wi l l esrpand and progress in ore e x t r a c t i n g technology wil l

be made. Neverthelesa, t rends toward cont inuously inreaa lng uranium

* Chief, Fast Reactor Group, Adjoint D i r ec t eu r , Direct ion des p i l e s
AtomiquBB and Chef du Department de Recherche Physique, Commissa-
r i a t A L" Energie Atomique, France.
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prices are moat l ikely, and this fact shows the overwhelming need

for power produoing systems making a much bet ter use of natural

uranium than the present ones, the operation of which will ba basically

independent of the price of the fuel mined from earth.

5. AB important as breeding may be to cope with the energy needs

in the distant future, i t is clear that breeder reactors will develop

only as far as they prove to be competitive on a commercial basis with

exist ing power plants of any kind. This w not be an eaay taak,

since breeders will have to hit a moving target . Figure 1 shows as

a mere indication, the results of some prospective and preliminary

studies we made recently on the investment cost of large power stations

using as a s tar t ing point the actual cost of our Phenix demonstration

plant (250 MWe). I t indicates the cost of Phenix as 320 3 per

ins ta l led KW (without taxes, without in teres ts during construction).

The curve A shows the trend of the cost, taking into account the

effect of the increase in size alone. This size effect, however impor-

tant i t may be, will not be sufficient to achieve competitivity of power

stat ions in the range of 1000 Me and some contribution coming from

progress in technology has to be added. Such improvements can reaso-

nably be expected, as i t is shown by common technological experience.

Curve B takes these improvements into account by representing costs

20$ lower than those of curve A and one can guess that actual figures

will stay in between.

4. The strongest economic incentive for breeder reactors will be

the i r low fuel cycle cost . Table I gives typical values of fuel cycle

data for a 600 MWe FBR power plant, as they can be foreseen for the day

after tomorrow if not for tomorrow. Making use of euch prospects, one

can reasonably expect to achieve competitivity but before thia goal is

reached much time and efforts will s t i l l be required.

5' The 30 years t i l l the year 2000 are a rough measure of the

delay during which we could possibly do without breeder reactors ,

whil# not suffering a big penalty. This give us enough time to
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master t he i r d i f f i cu l t technology and i t would be unwise to take big

r i sks , which could jeopardize tha whole undertaking. tfe must progress

step by s t ep , making sure of each of them, l i ke a mountaineer climbing

upward on a rockwall. In France we.decided to proceed on a l i nea r

vay, that means the construction of each reactor i s s tar ted only when

enough experience has been gained from the operation of the preceding

one.

6,r I t is a remarkable fact that among the many conceivable typea

of fast reactora, one has taken a definite ''•••ad. All fast breeder

reactors bu i l t or under construction to date are sodium cooled, and

there 1B also a atrong consensus in favour of mixed uranium and p lu to-

nium oxide fue l . We do know that other types of fast reactors have

also enthus ias t ic supporters, l ike , for ins tance, the gas cooled fast

reactor . We think that his kind of reactor wil l develop in due time

aa a natural extension of the thermal neutron high temperature gas

cooled reac tor . As thrre is no urgency at a l l , one does not see any

reason to hurry before the technical prerequis i tes l ike a sa t i s fac tory

high ra t ing fuel and large gas turbines do e x i s t . To come back to

sodium cooled fast breeder reactora, the fact tha t the efforts of many

countries are converging towards a common object ive is a very favourable

factor for the final success.

7. Now a few comments about the main l ines of research and deve-

lopment for PBH would be made. Aa usual, but especially in this ci-ise,

fuel is the key point and there are at l eas t two reasons for i t . F i r s t ,

among a l l the components of a F8K, the fuel subassembly is the one

which undergoes the most severe conditions and the only one from which

extremely high performances are required. Second, a low cost of the

fuel cycle is absolutely necessary for the commercial success of KBR.

6. At the present time, strong emphasis is being given on mixed

oxide (UO^-PuO ) as fuel mater ia l , which appears as a natural extension

of the U02 fuel for l i gh t water reactora. I t may be that in the future

mixed oarbidea UC-PuC appear even better due to the i r higher thermal

conductivity and density, which may allow l inea r power values in excess
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of 1 KA'/cm, hence high ratings and low fuel inventory. But the

problems of swelling of the carbide under irradiation and compatibl-

l i ty with cladding material have to be solved firsts and fabrication

and reprocessing coats must be strongly reduced. Concerning UOg-PuO

present reaulis are quite encouraging. Figure-2 shown the distribu~

tion of burn-up attained by fuel pins in Hapsodie. Even higher burn-ups

h.ive been achieved in the British DFR, as was reported recently by Sir

John Hill, who quoted that 400 pins have been ta;:en to a burn-up in

PX0PS3 of ^'o, that well over 200 have reached ifo and somt- have reached

10,' burn-up. Significant results can also be expected in a near

future from experimental pins Irradiated in EBR II in Idaho. As for

us, we have now covered a wide range of compositions, densities, s toi-

chiometriea and linear power up to values well in excess of 400 w/cra.

If our stat is t ics on irradiated pins are good, our s ta t i s t i cs on pin

Failures are poor, as is shown on Table 2.

9. At the present time, the most bothering problem is the swelling

of 9tain'eas steel cladding under irradiation. Two figures will show

vividly how much the cladding material endures during operation : In a

large F.B.R. power station, each atom of the clad will be hit once a

day by some neutron or recoil nucleus. And at the end of i ts l i fe,

at)out 0,5 gram of fast neutrons have crossed each square centimetre of

the clad. It is thought that this swelling increases as the square of

the fluence, with a temperature dependence which shows a maximum well

in the 4OO-5OO°C range, and there is yet no experimental evidence on

whether this effect undergoes saturation. Fluxes and fluence3 experi-

mented so far have not exceeded the third to the half of the one3 we

need for big power plants. It is not ruled out that we stumble here

against a basic obstacle, and that we have to review thoroughly the

design of the fuel subassembly, in order to accommodate the deformations,

especially the bowing due to differential swellings. This problem may

involve financial penalties. But we remember that In the preceding years

we faced already raany suspenses i fiasLon gas release, oxide swelling,

not to spesJc about the thr i l l aroused by the increase in the plutonium-

alpha value. S t i l l the fuel survived. Although thia laat attack seems

to be more serious, we are not too pessimistic about the final issue.
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'10. The second area in which a strong effort ia necessary i s the

field of sodium technology. This ia s t i l l a very new one, as sodium

was never used on a oignifioant scale for indus t r ia l purposes before

the advent of the atomic ago and is s t i l l considered as an exotic and

suspicious material by many non nuclear industr ies and even by some

u t i l i t i e s . One may recall the joke of Admiral Rickover, who said that

he would agree to f i t submarines with sodium cooled reactors only if

the aea were made of sodium. S t i l l , the Sea tfolf was built and was

launched in 1956» which at that time was a remarkable achievement.

Since then, considerable improvements have been made in sodium

technology, and there is no doubt that i t will be mastered. In reactor*

like PFR or Phenix, more than a thousand tons of hot sodium will be

handled. This is not yet the sea, but not at a l l a bad pond indeed.

As an example of the r e l i a b i l i t y of sodium cooled fast reactors , one

can see on Table 3 a balance sheet of the operation of Rapsodie since

September 1, 1967» when full power operation was star ted. From these

figures one can see that en the average during these f i r s t 28 months

the avai labi l i ty of the reactor was 83$ and the load factor 60^.

Planned shut down periods are, of course, more frequent and longer

with an experimental reactor where various t es t s and changes are stea-

dily performed than with a power producing un i t .

11. We have not been free from troubles, and recently, we had to

face a di f f icul t a i tuat ion, which may be mentioned here. In the las t

days of November 1969, at the end of refuelSing operations ( i t means

that th® reactor was shut down) and after a rather complicated sequence

of incidental events which will not be described here in de t a i l , the

pressure of argon covergaa in the reactor vessel dropped considerably

( - 350 mbar ) below i t s normal value. As a consequence, 12 l i t r e s

of tl>e tin-bismuth alloy of the rotat ing plugs seal , which waa liquid

at this time, was sucked out of i t s container and drawn down into the

reactor vessel. About half fe l l down into the Bodium and half so l id i -

fied between the large and the email ro ta t ing plugs, This l a t t e r

part of the alloy, which prevented the rotat ion of the small plug has

already been removed and the elimination of the bismuth which dropped
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into the sodium is now underway. We dissolve i t in the primary sodium

by heating the sodium and remove the bismuth by cold trapping. We

expect to s t a r t again the reactor at the beginning of February. <^uit«

Renervilly the operation diff icul t ies we met with Rapsodie occured

during fuel handling periods when the reactor waa shut down. Thus,

the beat recipe which we can advise to avoid troubles and which is by

no means a truism, can be said » "If you want that your reactor runs

longer and farther, never stop i t " We also learned that

everything goes generally very well as long as i t is under the sodium

level . The troubles take place principally at the surface or above

the sodium level. For instance on the stainless ateel walls in contact

with the argon cover gas, the sodium vapor condenses and becomes oxi-

dized, forming a sor t of caking. These unpleasant deposits can cause

much trouble while plugging small pipes, .jamming mechanisms, e t c . . I t

is1 l ikely that future commercial power reactors may get r id of such

a cause of troubles.

12. During a long time, fast reactors have been supposed to be

devices devoted to precision mechanics, with veiy small gaps and

clearances. The trend will surely go iB opposite d i rec t ion. I t is

not yet possible to compare them with farming machines, but i t seems

that they will and should be more and more simple, rough and robust.

13• The general design of large power plants i s directed at the

present time along two different schemes : the loop type and the pool

type. An almost equal favour is shared by each of then. Figure 3

shows a drawing of the British demonstration plant PFR which io being

buil t at Dounreay. Phenix, which is under construction at Marcoule,

i«> also a pool type reactor.

14. Figure 4 ahows a drawing of the loop type Rus3iaa reactor

M 350, under constx-uctioa at Chevtcbenko. Both types use vessels

whera the sodium level is covered by argon gas. In the loop type,

these containers fre rather numerous, some for the oore, some for

pumps aad heat exchangers, and are connected through pipework. IE

the pool type, pumps and heat exchangers are hanging in the yery vessel

which contains the oore and i t s neutronic shiffldiag. This type in
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characterized - and i t ia f in our view, i t s main advantage by a

veasal of much simpler form, even i f i t i s much l a r g e r i a s i z e . W«

feel that the leak hazards are minimized and tha t the safety requ i re -

ments can be met more eas i ly . Bit on the reverse , the upper closure

is obviously more complex. In other words, in one case, one has au

in t r i ca t e pan and a simple l i d , while in ths o ther , oae has a simple

pan and an i n t r i c a t e l i d .

15. At the present time, i t can not be s t a t ed tha t one system i s

basically be t t e r than the other , and we must await the operation

experience of several power plants of each type to s e t t l e upon.

16. As for components, some of them are developing in a wall

defined d i rec t ion , l ike for instance mechanical centr i fugal sodium

pumps with v e r t i c a l shaft , upper conventional bearing in argon gas

and lower hydrostat ic bearing immersed in sodium. For others t the

choice wil l for a long time remain open and many design changes and

fabricat ion improvements are expected. Typical of th i s l a s t case ia

the steam generator, which ra i ses d i f f i cu l t design problems and requires

very s t r i c t qual i ty control during fabr ica t ion . In most countries

a big effort has been given to the development of sodium water heat

exchangers. In France we are s t a r t i n g r ight now the operation of a

50 MWt t e s t s t a t i o n specia l ly bu i l t by E l ec t r i o i t e 1 de France for

that purpose.

17« Since the beginning fas t reactor safety has been a matter of

concern, which focused a t ten t ion on a number of points * short neutron

l i fet ime, prompt posit ive coeff ic ient due to bowing, sodium void

coeff icient , delayed sodium vaporization, reac t ion between melted fuel

aad hot sodium and 30 on. The case of the Fermi reaotor shows tha t

safeguards which are taken against very hypothetical dangers may

introduce ex t ra r i sks aad give r i s e to aotual acc iden ts . A more r e a l i -

Btic approach of safety problems in the future wi l l allow a l l of us

to free ourselves from cer ta in constraints which we had self imposed

somewhat a p r i o r i aad which resu l ted in design complicat Loss and ex t ra

cos t s . S t i l l some important questions re la ted to safety have yet to ba

cleared up. For instance TO must make sure tha t a pvidrien plugging of
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one BubafifcmMy during operation of che reactor or power can not

ini t ia te the melt-down of a large fraction of the core.

1M. ,ip> art now «t .he beginning of the seventies. During the tea

yarn to cotni», several n«v? experimental fast reactors will be commi-

tted. They will display improved features and enlarged capabilities

as com; .red with j>r»Hentiy exioting ones. BOR 60, in USSR, is

pxi.ci:t»ii t . ro into operation on power within the coming months. This

y:\r alno ** expert the st;irt-up of the German nodium cooled thermal

-i«^rtnr I-MK , which will be conv*i-ted two years from now into a fast

ren.-tor. The construction of three ether experimental fast reactors

ia now s

19. The PEC rea l tor built in I ta ly under the direct ion of the CNKN

will have a power level of 140 MW(t) a neutron flux of A x 10 n/cmc 1

an1 will be equlpp«d with .5 tent loops. The FFTK project of the U.iAEC

will be a 400 lvfW(t) test r-u-tor . The expected neutron flux is

7 x 10 J n/cra<" a aid S big loops are envisaged. In Japan the JEKH will

h-ive a power level of 100 M,V(t) and a neutron flux of 4 x 10 n/cmc.s.

All these experimental reactors will be used mainly as t e s t beda for

i r radiat ing fuels of various Kinds. At the same time they will prove

quite useful for test ing components, except that most of them will not

be equipped with steam generators. So they are in fact dual purpose

reactors.

2Oo It is also very likely that before the end of the seventies

at least nine FHR power plants with a power of the onJer of 300 M<Ve

will be built all over the world. These are usually called demonstra-

tion plants. Altogether they will gather in 1980 something like 40

years of operational experience so that we can reasonably hope that

the demonatration will be well established and that we will be able to

cast out the nines. Designed for the main objective of producing

electr ici ty, these demonstration plants will also bear some experimen-

tal aspects, at least during their f i r s t years of operation. This ifl

particularly true for the three such power plants which are already

under aonstructioa, that is BN J50, PPR and Phenix. They are expected
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time, they will be the only places where the behaviour of fuel cam

be tested under representative conditions under faat fluxes of
15 2

7 x 10 a/era -a. Next to this f irst generatioe of demonstration

plants, the f i rs t power stations of the order of 1000 MWe will

presumably appear on the scene around I960. For sodium cooled

reactors, at least 2 billion 8. have been spent so far all over the

world. During the next tea years, an increasing effort of research

and development will be put forth by a growing number of countries

implementing a lot of reactors, experimental faci l i t ies and test

installations.

21. There are all reasons to believe that ths remaiaing problems

the moat important of which we mentioned im this paper, will be

solved ten y*ars from HOW and we are confidant that the commercial

developmeat of sodium cooled faat breeders will s tar t on a large

scale during the eighties, at a time when plenty of plutonium pro-

duced by thermal neutron power p itions will be available.
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Table 1 Fuel Cycle Parameters ©f t, Typical 600 **(•)

Fast Braedar Reactor

Electrical power

Thermal efficiency

Load, factor

la core inventory

Out of reactor turn around tiae

Total breeding rate

Fuel fabrication cost

Fuel reprocessing coot

Blanket fabrication coat

Blanket reprocessing coat

Plutonium price

Annual interest rate o> Pu

600 l»e

42̂ 6

0.77

2.6 kg f i s s i l * Pu/IR*

1 year

1,28

200 l/kg(0 • Pu)

70 S/kg (0 • Pu)

26 SA« D

30 I/kg 0

10

Meaja burn up Fuel cycle coat

50000 MWd/te

70000 MWd/te

1.54 mlll/kwh

1.00

Table Rapsodie Fuel Data

Total aujaber of IKL - PuO.

fuel piaa i r radiated i a

HAPSODIE as of Jaauary 1f 1970

Total aumber of fuel claddiag

ruptures as of January 1, -i

3*901
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Table 3 Rapsodie Operation Data August JO, 1967 -

December J1, 1969

SITUATION

FULL POWER OPERATION

VARIOUS TfclJTS

FUEL HANDLING

MAINTLTJANCE WORK

FAILUBES AHD REPAIHS

SPECIAL EVENTS

TOTAL

TIME ( h )

12,216

400

2,125

1.B40

3,473
466

20,520

#

60

2

10

9

17

2

100
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Attaohment to

1 . TRANSACT FLASK
2 . CHARGE MACHINE CONSOLE
5 . CHARGE MACHINE
4 . PUMPS
5 . VALVE
6 . FALSE FLOOR
7 . ROTATING SHIELD
B. ROTATING 3HIELD DRIVE
9 . ROTOR 3WKEF ARM

1 0 . ROTOH DRIVK
1 1 . ROTOH
1 2 . DISCHARGE TUBE
15. LOAD/UNLOAD TUBE

F i g u r e 3

1 4 . BIOLOGICAL SHIELD
1 5 . SHOCK ABORBER
1 6 . CONTROL RODS
1 7 . HEAT EXCHANGER
1 8 . NEUTRON SHIELD
1 9 . CORE
2 0 . CORE SUB-ASSEMBLY SUPPORTS
2 1 . CORE SWEEP ARM
2 2 . DIAGRID
2 3 . REACTOR JACKET
2 4 . DIAGRID SUPPORT STRUCTURE
2 5 . PRIMARY VESSEL
2 6 . LEAK JACKET



STATUS OP HEAVY WATER MODERATED REACTORS

By

L.R. Haywood *

Abstract

Some 10 countries have active construction and/or research and
development programmes for heavy water moderated reactors with a total
capacity operating, under construction or committed of about 7000 MWe.
A number of varieties of this reactor type are being developed, some of
which are now being offered commercially in hijhly competitive and
complex markets.

The Canadian programme 1B advancing essentially according to
plans. The NPD Btation continues to operate satisfactorily. Some of
the problems usual to the first years of operation continue to concern
DOUGHS POINT operators and designers but none are insoluble and none
provide any basis for concern over the future prospects of this type of
reactor. The designs for both the PICKERING and BRUCE stations and
particularly the latter incorporate major improvements over that for
DOUGLAS POINT.

The major areas of development in the Canadian programme
include fuels, coolants, materials, fuel reprocessing, heavy water
production and mechanical equipment. In view of the increasing1 coat
of unscheduled outages as unit sizes increase, greater emphasis must
be put on reliability. Confidence in a continuing competitive position
f r heavy water moderated reactors is expressed.

I. HCTHODUCTIOMi

Over a period of many years a variety of heavy water moderated

power reactors have been the subject of study and more or less extennive

research and development in many countries. Some of the versions have

emerged from the laboratory stage and arc now being offered commercially.

Principally the variations concern alternative coolants, pressure tube

and pressure vessel versions, direct and indirect cycles, and fuelling

* Vice President, Chalk Mver Nuclear Laboratories, Atomic Energy of
Canada Limited, Canada.
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either with natural or slightly enriched uranium. The technical and

economic aspects of all these variations have been discussed at length

in the paat and we are sure will be the subjeot of more discussion in

the future. v«'e think it is sufficient on this occasion to recognize

that each variation has its merits and limitations, depending upon tha

circumstances of application, and to note that the maturing of heavy

water reactors to the commercial stage is welcome although at the same

time unwelcome in the sense that fully free exchange of technical

information is thereby inhibited.

II. ACTIVll'IiS IN OTHER GOUNThlt-S

2. WB would like first of all to review very briefly the activity

in various countries other than Canada and then to bring you up to date

in more detail on the Canadian picture.

3. The EL-4 station, a ^aa cooled, pressure tube type using

enriched uranium, went into operation in France initially in 1966.

Currently the .b'rench CIA and associated industrial concerns are conti-

nuing their study of the technical and economic merits of the Canadian

pressurized heavy water version of CAKDU. It is expected that by the

summer of this year definitive results of this study will be made

known.

4. Germany's l.EFR, a pressure vessel, heavy water cooled type

burning natural uranium, came into operation in 1965 and a 100 MW

version burning slightly enriched uranium, the KKN station, is expe-

cted to be critical this year. Additionally, the Siemens Company of

Germany have contracted with Argentina to provide a 319 MWe station of

this type. Crlticality of this Argentina reactor, known as ATUCHA, is

expected in 1972.

5. The programme in India is well advanced with cxiticality of

two, 200 MWe units expected in 1971 and 1974. These two units are

modelled after Canada's LOUGLAS POINT reactor, being equipped with

pressure tubes, burning natural uranium and being cooled with pressuri-

zed heavy water. We understand that one additional such unit haa been

authorized, while a fourth unit is in the evaluation sr.d planning

stage. These Indian power projects are supported by a substantial and

comprehenaiye technological programme in India.
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6. Consistent with the objectives of the Indian programme, it is

to be noted that although most of the major equipment for India1B first

200 MW unit was built in Canada, muoh of the same equipment for the

second unit is being fabricated in India. Thia includes euoh major

items as the calandria, end shields, boilers and fuelling equipment.

In addition, India haB developed a nuclear instrument capability and

is well along the road to aelf sufficiency in both heavy water and

CANBU-type fuel production.

7. In Italy, the programme on heavy water moderated reactors has

gone beyond the study stage and construction of a boiling light water

cooled version to be known as CIRENE is anticipated.

8. Japar. haa announced a two-part nuclear research and develop-

ment programme comprising last breeder reactors and an advanced thermal

reactor project. The latter contemplates construction of a pressure

tube, boiling light water cooled type of heavy water moderated reactor

which would be desisted for the optimum utilization of plutonium.

Canada has supplied three packages of relevant technical information

which Bhould permit earlier achievement of the objectives of this

project.

9. In Pakistan, the Canadian General Electric Company are complet-

ing the construction of KANUYP, a 125 MWe pressurized heavy water,

pressure tube version which will burn natural uranium. This plant is

expected to be on power before the end of this year. It is worth noting

that a rather tipht schedule has been met for this project. The design

started early in 1966, site work was begun in the fall of 1966 and

criticality is expected in mid 1970. This schedule Is somewhat compa-

rable to that for the 250 MWe GENTILLY station in Canada, where excavat-

ion commenced in November 1966 and we are expecting the plant to be in

service by March 1971 •

10. Sweden's MARVIKEN reactor, a 1?2 MWe boiling D?0 cooled, direct

cycle pressure vessel version burning enriched uranium is also expected

to be critical this year. Unfortunately, the Swedish power programme

apparently does not Include firm commitments of heavy water moderated

reactors for the immediate future.

11. The United Kingdom has done extensive work over a period of
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many years relevant to heavy water moderated reactors and has had its

93 MKe SGHWE, a direct cycle, boilivig light water cooled, pressure tube

version burning enriched uranium, in operation since .1967*

12. The status of the Czechoslovak BOHUWICE, 110 MWe, CO cooled,

pressure vessel type burning natural uranium, is not altogether certain

but it is understood that criticality is expected this year.

13. Turning- now to Canada, we would like to deal first of all with

NPD and D0: GLAS POINT, both of which have been in operation for some

time, then with the current construction programme and finally we will

dlscusa some asptotsof our development programme relevant to the reactors

now in operation, those under construction and those for which the in-

Bervice dates will be in the early '980'e.

III. KPD

14. Our NPD s ta t ion continues to perform wel l . I t was converted

in 1968 to a bo i l i ng DO cooling mode BS an experiment. The system

pressure waB reduced by about 15% and the coolant flow was reduced by

5O5&. Aa a consequence the coolant now enters the b o i l e r s as two phase

mater ia l , the qua l i ty being 1 J"i% steam by weight. The maximum steam

fract ion generated in any channel i s 247° by weight. The s ta t ion produ-

ces the same ful l power as i t did p r i o r to the conversion. We have

experienced nc s ign i f ican t d i f f i c u l t y with th i s mode of operation.

15. An event of in te res t t h i s year was the i n s t a l l a t i o n of new

fuell ing machines. The original machines were qu i te troublesome during

t h e i r f i r s t few yea r s ' of operat ion. The high f a i l u r e r a t e and heavy

maintenance load gave r i s e to a replacement programme based on our

early experience. I t i s of i n t e r e s t to note tha t by the time the new

machines were reacjy, modifications to the or ig ina l machines and, in

pa r t i cu l a r , more experience in using them had reduced the fa i lu re rat©

to a near neg l ig ib le level although the maintenance load was s t i l l

heavy. However, the new machines are now i n s t a l l e d , work beaut i fu l ly

and the design i s such that the maintenance load wi l l be considerably

reduced and the probabi l i ty of human e r ro r in operat ion i s very much

lower.

160 We experienced a fa i lu re in one of the tubes of the NPD heat
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•xchanger. This was repaired without much difficulty.

17. AB for the future, NFD will be used principally for steady

power production until some new experimental or other purpose is

identified.

IV. DOUGLAS POINT

18. We have had i n i t i a l d i f f i c u l t i e s with DOUGLAS POINT to some-

what the same extent as was e.cperienced with Ŝ D in i t s f i r s t year er

t*o of operat ion. The reasons, however{ have been generally d i f fe ren t .

1C , One of the reac t iv i ty mechanisms wore a hole in a calandria

tube which had to be replaced. We experienced pump bearing and shaft

seal troubles which necessi tated massive rework on the pumps.

20. We have had a few fuel f a i lu res , due pr inc ipa l ly to operation

at higher than design ra t ing of fuel which was clad with material of

somewhat l ess than adequate d t c t i l i t y . Although s teps will be taken

for the future to assure both more overpower margin and adequate sheath

duc t i l i t y in fuel design, we have not been great ly disturbed by these

fa i lu res . The percentage, 15 in JOO0, i s such as to signify no import-

ant increment to the fuell ing cost . Fortunately our fuel bundles are

only 50 cm long. If they had bten full core length each fai lure would

have required the remo.al of ten times the amount of fuel.

21. The escape rate of heavy water from the bo i le r room and the

ra te of leakage of l igh t water from equipment in the boi ler room haB

been unacceptably high. The in s t a l l a t i on of addi t ional recovery capa-

city has brought the s i tua t ion to a nearly acceptable s t a t e . Modifica-

tions to the design of PICKERING ctnd BRUCE s t a t i ons have been made on

the basis of thiB experience.

22. Our principal remaining di f f icul ty i s with the fuelling machi-

nes which were made to a desi n substant ia l ly di f ferent to that of the

NPD machines. Fortunately, none of the troubles which we have encount-

ered indicate any problem which cannot be solved by redesign and modi-

f ica t ion . We expect tha t , as in the case of NPD, i t i s a matter of

time, ef for t and operating erperience before a l l d i f f i cu l t i e s have been

ident i f ied and corrected.
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23. On the whole, although those directly concerned with DOUGLAS

POINT hoped to achieve continuing high capacity performance earlier

than has been possible, i t is fair to say that the capacity factor

achieved in i ts first full year of service is comparable to those

achieved by other nuclear plants of about the same generation. Table

1 provides the data for such a compariaion.

V. CONSTRUCTION PROGRAMME

24. Cons t ruc t ion of GPNTILLY i s a few weeks behind t h e o r i g i n a l

schedule. We are expecting to go c r i t i c a l l a te this year and to have

full power operation by the spring of 1971- No serious technical

d i f f icul t ies were encountered in the design phase; the anticipated cOBt

i s reasonably close to the original estimate. A principal contributor

to the revision of estimates has been increased cost of construction.

25« BLW continues to hold promise of an economic advantage over

the PfiW version. We will need a year or two of operation to verify the

original proposition that i t i s , on the whole, a superior concept.

Following successful opera'.ion ae original ly conceived, we will probably

increase the exit steam quality from a l l channels. Since our recent

studies indicate an optimum exit quali ty of 4O5& for larger BLW's, we

will attempt to operate a few channels under that condition.

26. The construction of the four 500 M7/e units at PICKLRING i s a

massive projr ct . Operation of the f i r s t and second units i s anticipa-

ted in 1'/71, followed by the third in 1972 and the fourth in 1973. AB

noted in the case o: (jUiTILLY, construction costs have been escalating

rapidly in Canada. And again as in the case with GEN7ILLY, the cost

of equipment has b<en en the average less than that originally estimated.

27- A good a tart has been made on the four 750 NWe units kcown as

the BRUJE station. A feature not incorporated in other Canadian stations

will be load following c

V I - Lh 0T.LCP: L :<"-• PiiC

28. As a result of opertitirv: experience, modifications of design

and development profrarinp results, quite remarkable improvements have

been achieved a a on vjork hag progressed from the DOUGLAS POINT through

to the desi£n for the Eh' ;t. unita. Figure 1 portrays measures of some
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of these improvements in a summary form. The improvements made are well

beyond those that would be expected due to increase of unit size alone.

29. The potential that we clearly see for further improvement is a

basiB for much of our current development programme. For example, we

expect th-it units designed for in i t i a l operation in the early 1'J8O'B

can have the economic advantage of a net thermal efficiency of about

32^ compared to 29.8p> for the BRUCE station. The efficiency for BLW

units will be somewhat higher.

Fuels

}0. The natural uranium oxide, zirconium allo> cl id multielement

fuel * or CAKLU's is now a satisfactorily cocur.erci "U product and for

tl.in reason the lelevant AE.CL development progra^iie co-irrrno eanentia-

lly only the extension of our technology to cove- a vi'ier range of

possible operating conditions. This wider ran,.re of conditions includes

particularly operation at higher heat ratings and with rrore subdivision

of U:i"' ! ue] • A principal objective is more power per channel.

51. Our work on uraniuiu s i l ic ide is proceeding satisfactorily and

continues to be justified on forecast economic advantage of 0.05 to

0.1 mill/ISWh over uranium oxide. We now have experiince of full size

bundle irradiation and ol burnups in excess of 1? l*>d/EyrU i t adequately

high heat r;f.irv,s. This fuel will not likely be ready lor full commer-

cial application before V)l?.

32. 'i'he development of the technology mcersary for the optimum

recycle of plutonium through the reactors that producfd i t will be

complete by the tine si^nificani qur.ntitits ol plutoniutn are available

in Canada for the purpose. Consideration is beinr given to both the

homogenized and spir>«.- type c* fuf-llinP:. fnphasis is currently placed

on development of plutonium based fuels for the booster rods that are

used for overcoming Xenon poisoning.

33. We have an ever ineieasing technological base in thorium fuels

as a result of i t s use Tor our <- x.-eriaiont-il piirposes. Our work on core

design and fuelling sche:n» .-, '.;cin tiioriujr. has reached the point that

we see practical means of b^rni-ir ttioriur.i t conon:i cally in heavy water

moderated reactors. A<; is the- case with plutcnium arising from the
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PICKLRING and BRUCE stations, we expect to be able to have the option

to recycle or sell the tf»2*>3 produced in thorium burning without a

significant difference in fuelling cycle economy. The principal advant-

ages foreseen for thorium burning ares a) a reduction of about 1/3 in

the amount of uranium required to be mined (compared to the case of

PICKERING for example); b) a very substantial reduction in frequency

of fuel changing and, c) a reduction in specific capital cost although

not much change in to-al unit energy cost is forecast.

Coolants

34. Due to the very successful operation of our HIR-1 reactor at the

WHIT^JHilLL establishment, we have been encouraged to continue a modest

prog* iiane of development relevant to organic cooled power reactors. We

expect that by the fall of this year satisfactory operation of ths WR-1

coolant at 400 C will be demonstrated. Th6 principal advantage of an

organic cooled reactor now certainly demonstrated is that the low radi-

ation field in the boiler room readily permits maintenance at full power.

The economy is forecast as being equivalent to that for boiling light

water cooled CAimU's.

35. We are also carrying out a modest programme on in-core super-

heat. Until some of our current experiments are complete, we are una-

ble to make any definitive statement as to combined economic and techni-

cal feasibility. Tfe can say, however, that we have been encouraged by

successful irradiation at Chalk River of U0 clad in three different

zirconium alloys at a cladding temperature of 500°C for 90 days.

Pressure Tube iiiateiials

36. Our development of zirconium-2s% niobium pressure tubes commen-

ced in 1959. The rewards have much more than justified the effort and

expense. This material is specified for KANUPP and for the PICKERING

~3 and -4 reactors and will be used in ensuing Canadian reactors until

such time as the programme on a better zirconium alloy is completed.

We expect this new alloy to be capable of operation up to 500°C with

physical properties and neutron wastage equivalent to those of zirconium-

-niobium. Pressure tubes of the new alloy complete with cladding are

now available lor proof testing. Satisfactory demonstration will permit

economically advantageous operation at the higher net thermal efficiency
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mentioned earlier in this paper. As an alternative application, we can

see the possibility of pressure tubes with a wall thickness down to

0.18 can being acceptable for PICK1SING operating conditions.

Fuel Reprocessing

37. 'Ye do not intend to repeat work already done elsewhere which

has provided the technology for existing fuel reprocessing plants.

However, we believe that it may be possible to devise a method of

reprocessing natural uianium fuels only which would be more economic

for that purpose than the process now in use for reprocessing enriched

fuels. To th'tt end, a modest programme is in hand at our WHITESHELL

centre. Keoulta so far have been very encouraging.

Heavy Water Production

38, Development of a process to extract deuterium from the synthesis

gas streams of ammonia production plants has advanced to the stage where

we could commence design of a prototype plant with an annual output of

70 tonnes of heavy water.

Components and Equipment

59- Programmes in hand covering a wide ran, e of mechanical compone-

nts and equipment have the objectives of increased reliability, coat

reduction and simplification. EmphasiB is bein, placed on fuelling

machine components, valves and mechanical joints and closures.

40. The items which have been briefly outlined above cover the

major aspects Df our development programme. The current expenditure

rate in Ai.CL laboratories for applied research and development specific

to the nuclear power programme is about $48 Million per year, which In

turn is su ported by a relevant "basic" research program at a level of

about S12 V.illion annually. Although higher rate9 or expenditure might

be justifiable on the basis of achieving the same objectives sooner, we

feel confident that with the substantial base already established and

with reasonable expectation of success in our development endeavours,

the CAOTU of the 1980'a will be an even stronger competition in appro-

priate market places than our designs for the 1970's. The attractive

characteristics made possible by heavy water moderation are such that
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varieties other than that which ie native to Canadawill also be compe-

titive in their appropriate market places provided they enjoy eountinu-

ing and adequate research and development support.
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fab le 1. Protetyp® Buolear Power S t a t i on Perfoiraanm

ANNUAL CAPACITY FACTOR

STATION

SHIPPING PORT

DRESDEN

YANKEE

INDIAN PT.1

BIG BOCK FT.

SGHWR

PEACH BOTTOM

DOUGLAS POIKT

HDMBOLOT BAY

ELK RIVER

CVTR

BONOS

HANPOED N

H.P.D.

YEAH 1

37
22.9
76

38

35.5
41.2

42.2

44.5

85.5

53
66.2

20.5

29.5

51

YEAR 2

34
55
55
24.6

42.2

57.4

59.9

75

70.7
26.0

57
95

YEAJR 3

45
74.5

69

46.4

29

56.5
66.1

51.3
B.6

70.5

YEAR 4

59
53.8

79*8

50.3

55.3

74.6

77.1

88.2

ran 5

62

56.2

64.6

68.3

60.7

81.5
7.6

45
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DISCUSSION - V

N.S. Siva (India) i- tfhat are the factors that have contributed to

the escalation of the construction coat of nuclear power stations

in Canada ? Could Dr. Haywood tell us which of these were unforeseea

or unforeseeable ?

L.R. Haywood (Canada)«- I think the answer to ths question dapende

a great deal on the particular station we are talking about. In the

caae of Gentilly, i t now appears that there will be, approximately

10$ increase in the overall nominal estimate of the final cost. Of

that, more than half is due to unexpectedly higher escalation of

construction labour expenditure, construction materials and overall

construction costs. The remaining increase is due to change in the

interest rate during construction and increase in the cost of heavy

water. All other items are much less significant. The hardware

foing in the plant, pumps, valves, calajidria and fuel etc. are going

to coat us less than we estimated in 1965. In the case of Pickering,

the principal, I would say 80/6 of the increase in cost over nominal

estimate is due to increase in the construction coat, cost increase

due to strikes and cost of construction materials. Again the hard-

wares came out to be somewhat under original estimate.

D.G. Gaml(India)1- What is included in the 7 million dollar cost

of 70 ton per year heavy water plant ? An then to what extent are

you confident that this prototype would produce at the rated capacity?

L.R.Haywood(Canada) t- All the capital cost is included in the

7 million dollar estimate for the plant. Actually the estimate in

bracketed, low 8 6 million and high 3 7 million, and I have used the

top figure. As to your second question, the baais of my confidence

to achieve the rated capacity is the substantial design and develop-

ment engineering including the experimental work.

242
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N. Veeraraghavan {India) >- Could Dr. Haywood comment on the future

prospects of heavy water moderated reactors as regards to ( i ) the

une of organic coolant, and ( i i ) the CANDU-BLW oonoept.

L.R. Haywood (Canada)t- Organic coolant is performing sa t i s fac t -

or i ly at the Whiteahell centre in Canada. One half of the 1R-1

reactor will be operated with a coolant temperature of 400*C by

this summer. One clearly demonstrated advantage of organic coolant

i s the almost negligible radiation from the coolant and coolant

c i rcui ts even a t full power.

An organic cooled heavy water moderated reactor would almost

certainly be successful but does not appear to be of sufficient

economic advantage over the Pressurized Heavy Water and BLW-Candu

to warrant a change in the programme in Canada.

Early estimates of potential advantages of BLW -Candu

appear likely to be confirmed.

The f i r s t fully commercial BLW-CANDU i s l ikely to be con-

structed in the Canadian province of Quebec. Even i f highly success-

ful, ins ta l la t ion of this system in the province of Ontario ia

unlikely before 1985 due to the momentum of the current programme on

PHW-CAHDU.

M.H. Phcrweuii ( I n d i a ) ; - Please e l a b o r a t e how the c o s t s of hardware

for l a rge r s t a t i o n s have been brought down? I s i t due to economics

of s ca l e , s i m p l i c i t y in design or exper ience gained by Canadian

fabricators.

L.R. Haywood (Canada)t- Many of the manufacturers had their fingers

burned when they had taken up the job for the f i r s t time. There i s

no doubt, that the prices went up for the second time, because sub-

s tant ia l allowances in estimates were made which were not necessary.

This and some other factors resulted in our costs coming down for

the hardware on the average below the estimates.
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G, Srikantiah ( I i d i a ) t - What are the orders of magnitude of averaga

conversion ra t ios attained by the Heavy Water reactors that you d is -

ouased and what are the approximate values of fuel burhup that you

expeot?

L.R. Haywood (Canada) t- I assume your question i s re la ted to orga-

nic and BLH reactors . B1W - 250 We (Gentilly) i s s tated to be not

less than 7000 MWD/TeU, that 1B the safe way of s t a t ing . I think

that the commercial versions of 500 MWe alze will probably come

out around 8200-8300 MTO/TeU.

So far organic is concerned i t is a d i f f icul t question to

answer. There are many types of fuel under study, including Ot-metal.

A bumup range between 8000 - 15000 MWD/T is not a bad one for this

system. The actual burnup very much depends on the detai led design

of an organic cooled reactor.

Goldschmidt (Prance)t- I would l ike to make a small comment. I

think that the audience is convinced on the need of breeder reactors

for future. Therefore, i t seems there was no discussion on that

topic.



FUEL CYCLES IN HEAVY WATER REACTORS

V.N.Meckoni * and B.P.Rastogi

Abstract

In . i ia 'g i n i t i a l nuc lea r power programme ia based on heavy
water modemt-d power reactcirs which are very e f f i c i e n t users of
na tu ra l uranium. The plutor.ium produced as a by-product from t h e s e
f i r s t genera t ion r eac to r s would be used in b r e e d e r s , thereby making
i t poss ib le to use the vas t thorium resources of the country for a
rapid growth of powei product ion. In t h i s paper various fuel cyc le
aspects of heavy water r e a c t o r s , such as n a t u r a l uranium cyc le , p l u -
tonium recyc le and u t i l i z a t i o n of thorium are d i scussed . I t i s seen
tha t to make a si;-ni.ficant nuclear con t r ibu t ion to the t o t a l energy-
requirements of the country, heavy water r e a c t o r s would play an
important r o l e .

I . INTRODUCTION

The need for nuclear power in India i s urgent and i t a c o n t r i -

bution to the t o t a l e l e c t r i c a l generat ing capac i ty would have to tw

large in the near fu tu re . I t has been ind ica t ed tha t by the end of

t h i s decade 5-8 mi l l ion KW(e) of nuclear power could be i n s t a l l e d

which would be only about 10-15 percent of the t o t a l i n s t a l l e d e l e c t r i -

cal genera t ing capacity in t h i s country. I f atomic energy were to make

a s i g n i f i c a n t con t r ibu t ion in the fu ture , nuc lea r power wi l l have to

grew with a doubling time of 5 years or even l e a s .

Head, Reactor Engineering Division, Ehabha Atomic Research
Ceatre and Head, Design Group, Power P r o j e c t s Engineering
Divis ioB, DAE.
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2. The nuclear power growth of such magnitude could be attained

only through very efficient u t i l i s a t i on of the limited natural uranium

resources in the country. After careful examination i t has been

dr i l led to base India"3 in i t i a l nuclear power programme on heavy water

m. •~--,i*.»d power reactors which are very efficient usera of natural

uranium. The plutonium produced as a by-product in these f i r s t gene-

ration reactors would then be used in breeders - reactors - which

produce more f i s s i l e material than they consume - thereby making i t

possible to use the vast thorium resources of the country for a rapid

growth of power production,

3. The study of fuel cycles i s quite complicated, as i t involves

on the one hand the inventories of fuel and by-products which depend

on the neutronic behaviour of the reactor , fuel conversion ra t io ,

specific f i s s i l e inventory, fuel exposure time and plant efficiency,

and on the other hand the costs of raw materials, fabrication, repro-

cessing and shipping costs and the prevailing economic ground rules .

In this paper some results of fuel cycle studies carried out in the

case of heavy water reactors are presented.

I I . PRiuiSUia TUBS AMD PltESSUî  ViSSHL CONCEITS

4^ During the las t two decades heavy water moderated reactors

have made a steady progress and today they belong to the family of

well developed systems. .A number of countries have participated in

the development of this system besides India, the foremost among them

twing Canada, Sweden, Prance, U.K., U.S.A., Germany and Czechoslovakia.

The design f l ex ib i l i ty provided by heavy water has led to many varia-

tions of this concept, depending on the method of pressurisation and

the coolant used. Broadly speaking, the heavy water reactors could be

classified into two types-, one based on the pressure tube concept in

«hich the pressure of the high temperature coolant is borne by the

indiv.dual pressure tubes and the other, the pressure vessel concept

in which the pressure of ths coolant and moderator is contained In a

Large pressure vessel . The temperature of the moderator in the pressure

tube reactor in re la t ively low whereas the moderator temperature in the
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pressure vessel reactor is high and influences neutre* economy.

5. In the pressure tube concept the fuel res ts in the pressure

tubes. The distance between the tubes remains fixed and can not be

changed according to the demands of the fuel cycle. On the other

hand, in a pressure vessel concept one oould change the fuel desigB

and the rat io cf moderator to fuel, according to the needs of the

fuel cycle. The NPD, Douglas Point, Pickering, and our RAPP a*id MAJ»P

Power Stations have pressure tube reactors, while Agesta, Marvikea

and Htucha Power Stations have pressure vessel type reactors. Figure 1

and 2 show the two concepts ( 2,5 )•

I I I . PLUTONIUM RECYCLE

6. The heavy water reactors are fuelled by Katural uranium.

When the fuel is irradiated in the reactor, i t s Isotopic compositiom

changes and fission products are produced. Because of th is , the

neutron regeneration factor changes and after some time ths chain

reaction stops. By properly fuelling a reactor i t is possible to get

high energy yield which is expressed in units of MWD/TeU. In the

'JANDU type reactors, with bi-directional fuell ing, i t is possible to

get a bura-up of 85OO MWD/TeU(4). The discharged fuel contains about

4 gm of valuable plutonium per KgU, of which 70 percent is f i s s i l e ( 5 ) .

Due to the use of natural uranium the fuel cyclft cost of CAĴDU systems

is very low, less than one paisa per KWh(6). This may be compared

with the unit fuelling cost of about 1.5 p/KWh in the case of enriched

uranium reactors such as Tarapur Atomic Power St-ition(7) and } to

3»5p/KWh in the case of a coal fired s ta t ion.

7. Plutonium produced in the heavy water reactors could be

recycled back in the same or other heavy water reactors or im enriched

uraaium reactors . I t has been estimated that plutoaium recycle i«

CANDD type reactors would approximately double the .fuel burs-up thereby

reduciag the natural uranium fuel consumptioa to about half (8) .

However, a fuel cycle of this type does not enable buildimg up of a

f i s s i l e inventory. Assuming the fabrication cost of th« plutonium
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bearing fuel to be about 20$ higher thaa tha t for a a tu r a l uramlum,

i t was found t h a t there would be ao saving in the un i t fue l l ing cost

i s th i s made of operat ion (9) •

IV. FUELLING OF TARAPUR RKACTORS

8. The Tarapur reactors U8e enriched uraaium which i s being

obtained from U.S.A. (10) . Plutonium produced in the heavy water

reactors could be used to fuel the Tarapur r e a c t o r s . I t has beea

estimated tha t in the equilibrium condi t ion, the Tarapur reactors

could be fuelled with natural uranium plus *ts s e l f produced plutonium

plus addi t ion- ! 2̂ ,C Kg of plutonium per annum. This quant i ty of plu-

toaium could be supplied by the CANDU type reac tors of RAPP and MAPP

power s t a t ions in case th is mode of operation is to be cons idered(H) .

V. PO,VKR GRO//TH THROUGH BRKKUKHS

9 . CANDU type of r e ac to r s wi th a capac i ty of 200 MW(e) produce

about 90 Kgms of plutonium per annum a t 80$ load f a c t o r . This p l u t o -

nium could be used to s e t up b r e e d e r s . In Figure } t he p o t e n t i a l of

such a nuclear power growth has been shown ( 1 2 ) . For t he purpose of

th is study a to ta l installed capacity of 5 millio* KW(e) based OH

heavy water reactors by the year 1985 has been assumed. The plutoaium

produced from heavy water reactors i s used to i n s t a l l breeder reactors.

Two types of breeders have been considered v iz . , l iquid metal coeled

fast breeder aad the molten aal t thermal breeder. The two fast

breeders indicated in the figure are the f i r s t and second generation

reactors . I t is to be noted from the figure that with 5 million KW(e)

instal led in heavy water reactors, an installed capacity of 15 to 35

milliom Kff(e) could be achieved by the end of thiB century without

additional commitment of aatural fuel resources.

VI. THORIUM FUEL CYCLE

10. Iadia has vast resources of thorium (15). Exploitatioa of

these reserves for power production is very v i ta l for the coumtry.
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11 . Thorium occurs in mature without any f iss ionable igotope

with i t . Hence, in order to s t a r t a thorium cycle i t has to be mixed

with some fissionable material l ike U-235, Pu or 0-233. The l a s t 1B

a good f issionable isotope and is produced by i r r ad ia t ion of thorium

in a reac to r .

12. I t was ea r l i e r mentioned that i t i s possible to obtaim as

energy y ie ld of about 8500 MflD/TeU by using natura l uranium la heavy

water r eac to r s . By using plutonium recycle t h i s yield could be about

doubled. However, i t is possible to a t t a in aa energy yield of about

30,000 MWD/TeU by recycling the plutonium produced with thorium. This

excess energy yield i s achieved because of the good nuclear proper t ies

of U-233. Thorium could also be used with separated U-235• I» t h i s

case aa energy yield of 50,000 MWD/TeU mined could be achieved (14) .

If bur»-up is reduced, i t i s possible to a t t a i n a se l f - sus ta in ing or

a s l i g h t l y breeding system leading to a very large energy y ie ld( i5)«

However, th i s would r e su l t i a a high fuel cycle cos t .

13. Thorium could be used im heavy water reactora if the fuellimg

cost i s t h i s mode of operation is comparable with that of na tura l

uranium cycle . This problem has been examined im de ta i l in a number

ef s tudies (15, 16, 17, 18). I t has been estimated that 1» a CANDU

type reac tor the fuel l ing cost using thorium with U-255 would be about

0o2 paise/KWh higher than the cost with na tura l uranium cycle baaed CB

the present fwst of uranium. If thorium i s used with plutonium t h i s

cost d i f f e ren t i a l would be about 0.3 paise/KWh. In the pressure vessel

type of reactors these cost differences would be s l igh t ly lower.

14» The economics of thorium fuel cycle i s very sens i t ive to fuel

fabr ica t ion , reprocessing and raw material c o s t s . I t is expected that

as nuclear power grows the fabricat ion and reprocessing costs would

decrease while natural uranium price may g» up. Umder these circum-

stances the thorium cycle would become competitive with matural uramiun

cycle.
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VII. VALO BREEDER

15. An iatereatiEg type of reactor which would have law fuel cycls

oe>8t has been propoeed by Dr.W.B. LewiB of Canada (19)- He calls it

'Valubreeder' which could be adopted when fuel fabricatian and repro-

cess lag costs are low. la this coacept the fuel supply is predominan-

tly natural uraaium, together with a small amount of cheapest availabls

fissile material and plain thorium. The reactar is aaaumed ta be

continuously fuelled on power with the standard GAKDU type bundles.

The fissile material is enriched uraaium ef 1.8$ enrichment which 1B

irradiated to about 18,000 MWD/TeU. Tharium is irradiated upta

35,000 MD/Te Th before it is discharged. In this fuelling scheme

ahwut 40% of the total power comes from the fissian af U-233 bred in

the thorium.

16. Results of the calculations are showa in Figure 4« In this

figure the fuel cycle cost for (a) U - 233 + thorium, (b) natural - D

with no plutonium credit, (c) enriched - U , (d) natural - D with

plutaaium credit, and (e) Valubreeder cycles are presented as a func-

tion of overall neutron economy of the reactor. These fuel cycle

costs have beea estimated under a set of ground rules which are preset-

ted in Figure 5>

17. It is to be noted from Figure 4 that the coat differentials

for U - 235 + thorium cycle and natural - U with plutoaium recycle

from the Valubreeder cycle are 0.18 and 0.08 mill/KWh respectiTely.

VIII FUTURE PROSPECTS

18. Similar cost differentials as a function of natural uranium

cost are shown in Figure 6(20). It is to be noted from this figure

that the fuel cyole cost for advanced fuel cycles in heavy water

reactors compares favourably even with the liquid metal coaled fast

breeders. Also this competitiveness is not last even when tha cost

af natural uranium increases by a factor of three.
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19. Heavy Water reactors are the th i rd to reach commercial

competit iveness, the f i r s t two being the gas oosled graphite

reac ters af U.K. and Prance aad the l i gh t water reactors developed

ia the U.J.A. The cap i ta l coat of heavy water reactors is s l i g h t l y

high at preaent which would reduoe as more experience builds up. I t

has beea estimated that when the system i s completely developed and

economy ef scale is fully exploited the cap i ta l cost of heavy water

reactors would be equal to the cost of fas t breeders and about

10% higher than that of the l i gh t water r e a c t o r s , which have tha

lowest cap i t a l ccst (21)» The advantages of na tura l uranium

fue l l ing and low fuel cycle coat in heavy water reactors are m«re

thaa sufficiemt tc compensate for the dif ference In the cap i t a l c»at .

X. CONCLUSION

20. To summarise, the low fuel cycle cost of heavy water

r e a c t e r s , the f l e x i b i l i t y for various fuel cycle schemes aad i t s

competitiveness »ven with the fast breeders when uranium pr ice g»es

up, has made i t a very important concept for the present as well as

for the fu tu re . The e f for t put om the development »f t h i s system

is goimg to pay for a long time t» come.
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FIGURE 5 STANDARD COST ASSIGNMENTS FOR YALPBIEEDSR

(A) I 2O/KgU EXCLUDING THE BASIC U COST

(B) % 3O/KgTh INCLUDING THE THORIUM

(C) I 2O/KgTh FOR PROCESSING THORIUM

(D) S 15/KgU FOR PROCESSING URANIUM

(E) $ 13 /g OF u 233

(F) $ 1O/g OF FISSILE Pu

(G) THE VALUES ASSIGNED TO ENRICHED URANIUM ARE

THE BASE COST PUNISHED BY OSAEC.
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ADVANCED REACTOR SYSTEMS

By

P.W. Mummery*

Abstract

The justification of national nuclear power development progra-
mmes and the investments required to initiate and sustain substantial
nuclear power installation programmes on a national scale requires con-
sideration of alternative strategies. These must take into account the
technical and economic characteristics of different reactor types and
different fuelling concepts and the plant and new investments required,
together with consideration of alternative methods of power generation.
Consideration must also be given to advanced reactors as well as to the
current commercially available nuclear power stations.

The paper illustrates the application of this philosophy to the
United Kingdom. It presents the present position on the U.K., need for
and development of advanced reactor systems, and comments on this in
tha perspective of the international scene. Reference is made to curr-
ent nuclear power installations and to the Mk III gag cooled reactor,
the SGHW, fast reactors and the utilisation of plutonium and thorium*

1. INTRODUCTION

In te rna t iona l co l l abora t ion in advanced technological develop-

ments was pioneered by nuc lea r energy. Despi te the commercial i n t e r e s t ,

e s sen t i a l now tha t nuclear power i s economic, i t i s s t i l l p r a c t i c a b l e

and appropr ia te to discuss advances in nuclear technology and to col la -

borate i n i t s development and exp lo i t a t i on .

2. A key issue for a l l coun t r i e s , whether they are so -ca l l ed

advanced1 or 'deve lop ing ' , i s the choice of fu ture nuclear power a c t i -

v i t i e s . The number of d i f f e r en t r eac to r types , although smaller than

was feared a t one time, i s s t i l l s u f f i c i e n t l y l a r g e to cause confusion

in making the necessary dec i s ions . Par t of the d i v e r s i t y a r i s e s beca-

use of the d i f fe ren t h i s t o r i c a l circumstances surrounding the choices

* Di rec to r , Dounreay Experimental Reactor Establ ishment , U.K.

260
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made in the past by some of the 'advanced' countries. For example, the

sarly U.S.A. nuclear power developments were concentrated on submarine

propulsion aa there were ample cheap fossil fuel resourcesj this led

naturally to the enriched uranium LWRe which subsequently became the base

for central power generation. The U.S.S.R appears to have had a similar

background. For the O.K. and France there was an early incentive for

both plutonium, for weapons, and power production and BO the dual purpose

natural uranium gaa cooled graphite reactors were born} the Hanford re-

actors being considered inappropriate as large exclusion distances appea-

red to be necessary. For Canada heavy water studies were started because

the original Ganadian-Prench-British team considered this to be the easi-

est way of achieving a research reactor with natural uranium.

3. For other countries the circumstances will be different and so

different choices will be possible. Now that nuclear power is economic

new decisions are required. The U,K. programmes for both nuclear power

station installation and development are outlined in this paper, toge-

ther with an indication of the type of analysis regularly carried out to

review and to justify these in relation to the international scene.

II. THL HEED FOR A NUCISAR POWER STRATEGY

4. Countries with a relatively high energy consumption per capita

possess substantial industrial power complexes. Within the next 10 to

20 years, however, the penetration of nuclear power is likely to create

a nuclear generating capability equal to the fossil generating capacity

of today. For countries with a relatively low energy consumption per

capita, the first substantial power complexes may well be based on nucl-

ear power. In both cases the overall national implications on finance,

foreign exchange and the demands on other resources cannot be ignored.

5« Typical forecasts suggest that by 1980 decisions will have been

taken to instal over 500,000 Megawatts of electrical generating capacity

throughout the world. At that time the annual capital Investment in new

stations is likely to exceed £2500 m or abou^ Rs.5,000 crores, with a

somewhat larger figure in terms of fuel business. These figures confirm

the soale of resources required. Furthermore, the emphasis must move

from developing and experimenting with different types of reactor to con-

centrating on relatively few with major emphasis on reliability, ease of
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maintenance and repa i rab i l i ty , in addition to the usual project management

requirements of completion meeting specifications to a timescale and with-

in a bud.,i't. The benefits of a reduction in cost of several £ per KW(o)

duo to desifcn and technical innovations, which requires considerable

flTort, can be completely offset by delays of a few months in commission-

ing, or the equival< nt reduction in load factor when in operation.

] 11. Pkh. >LNT POSITION 0N_ Th ]•_ INGVA: LATION OF NPJLIAft PpY/Eh STATIONS
IN TltL ».)..

6. Table 1 3hows the present position for nuclear powfr s ta t ions in

the U.K. owned by the Elec t r ic i ty Generating Boards, together with t he i r

yeneratin/c costs and comparable costs for the foss i l fuelled s ta t ions

commissioned a t the same time. Together with the output from the UKALA's

pioneer Galder Hall and Chapel Cross s ta t ions , more than 5000 UV/(e) of

Mk I G.C.xv.(matfiox) e lec t r ica l generating capacity i s already operating.

This is about 10,1 of the t o t a l , but i t generates nearly 15$ of the t o t a l .

For those reactors which have been commissioned for over a year the l i f e

tine load factors exceed 70$ in a l l but two cases which, due to some

early d i f f i cu l t i e s nov. oveicome, are ai out 5t>/̂ » In t n e l a s t complete

year, i . e . , '\fj6t':,-6'J a l l s ta t ions exceeded 72'-, the hiehest being 94%; and

durin the win'.er months, when the load demand i s j iea t t - s t a l l but two

exceeded <fi)L These two achieved 78?4 an.i J1f= respect ively . Expedience of this

kiiid is essent ia l when nuclear pov/er provides a substant ial fraction of

the e l e c t r i c i t y generated.

7. Table I also shows 4 s ta t ions providing 5000 MV/(e) of Mk I I Ci.C.R.

(AGIi) under construction a t generatin;.', costs subs tant ia l ly lower than

comparable foss i l fuelled s t a t i ons . Two new I.Ik I I G.C.ii. s ta t ions are

planned and contracts should bo placed in the next two years. I t i s an t i -

cipated that a l l these s ta t ions will benefit from the experience gained

in r e l i a b i l i t y and repa i rab i l i ty from the Mk I s t a t i ons .

8. The re la t ive ly poor economics of the J.Ik 1 reactors is due primarily

to the in te res t r a t e s , which axe about double those used when the original

decisions were taken over ten years ago.

IV. PKLUi'.N'i POSITION ON I'hl. IILJLUM'J-.NT OF MkV.Zili RLACTOhS IN Vi&, U.K.

y. Very brit fly the present position i s as follows for advanced thermal

r< actors•
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a. A 100 M7l(e) SGIJVJ prototype has been operating at power at

Win frith, U.K. since the end of 1967 and commercial designs

are available. The cumulative load factor to the first

major shutdown, for maintenance and inspection last year, is

5"l$. The power station is now back on power, the opportunity

havin/j been taken to show that pressure tubes can be repla-

ced easily even after substantial power operation.,

b. A l.lk ITI GCR(HTIi) design concept is available, based on the

tcchnolo.Ty and experience pained with the OECL/ENEA internat-

ional project DI.AGOIJ 20 J."7(n) experimental reactor operating

at V.'infrith, U.K. since 1966 and on othtr work, particularly

in the U.K., U.S.A. and Germany.

"0. The major development expenditure is associated with the fast

i-"-ictor. A ?5& L'.V(e) prototype fast reactor (PFR) ia under construction

;it Dounrcay, scheduled to be on power by the end of 1972. This is based

r>u substantial expnien e .vith the 60 MW(h) experimental fast reactor at

ounreay, JDPR. The LFli has been operating since 19591 just over ten years

- id it also gencratt-c 14 MVV of electricity which currently more than

:v-cts the Dounreay f.stablishment's needs and the remainder, about 9 W,

I-.- purchased and distributtd by the North of Scotland Electricity Eoard.

'.•' view of delays to ?F;<, quoted last year, it may be mentioned that the

;tnk roof, the cause 01 delay, has now been successfully completed and

'.c-sted at the factory and it has already arrived at Dounreay.

LABLY CONSIDERATIONS OF KPACTOli STRATEGIES IN TEE U.K.

'1. The first sifrns of a possible breakthrough into practicable elect-

icity generation by nuclear power were discussed at a Power Conference

in-Id at AEKE, Harwell in 1950. This conference, which was sponsored and

steered by the late Sir John Cockroft* w»g composed of an invited audience

e< scientists, engineers and administrators from within the Department

of Atomic Energy (as it then was), from Industry and electricity authori-

ties and from other Government Departments.

1?. As a result certain studies were set underway and these led, in

"V55; to the first iHhite Paper on the U.K. Nuclear Programme. The stra-

'•'•py at that tine was seen to be
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R. Natural uranium, graphite moderated gas cooled reactor

stations to become competitive,

b. Enriched uranium, probably natural water moderated and

oooled reactor stations to reduce costs further,

c. Fast reactor stations, fuelled with the plutcnium and

depleted uranium from the thermal reactors, to yitld even

lower costs and improve the uraniuin utilisation.

1J. Followinc the successful complpfion and operation of the proto-

type dual purpose station at Calmer Hall in ^^%, decisions were taken

to exploit £jac cooling as far as possible. This led to the enriched

Windscale AGR and to the Dragon International Project which was based on

a U.K. study for an HTh. Continued assessment of various water moder-

ated reactors led eventually to the SGHW. I t was thought that this comb-

ined the best features of natural water as a cheap coolant, heavy water

as an efficient moderator to give good fuel utilisation and the pressure

tube design to simplify construction and the design of stations with

different generating capacities (and possibly provide superheat capabi-

l i ty, although development of this was subsequently abandoned).

14- Throughout this period i t has been a Key point of the U.K. philo-

sophy that fast reactors should be developed. Figure 1 shows the progra-

mme since 1950 and projects i t forward to 1980c The simple argument be-

hind this point is that the fast reactor capital cost should be l i t t l e

different from thermal reactors and the fuel costs should be lower, even

for rising uranium prices, because the uranium utilisation should be well

over 10 and perhaps around 50 times that in thermal reactore.

15» Demonstration of the p r a c t i c a b i l i t y of ex t rac t ing uranium from

sea water means that the Successful fas t r eac to r Bhould ensure the avai -

l a b i l i t y of cheap energy for hundreds of yea r s , aince i t can afford to

pay a very much higher pr ice than thermal reactors„

VI. MORE RECENT CONSIDERATION OF REACTOR STRATEGICS IM THE U.K.

16« For some years now we have been using a sophis t ica ted ana lys i s In

which models of the U.n. power system growth and load requirements axe

combined with predicted performance c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s for fossi l s t a t i o n s

and various types of the nuclear s t a t i o n s . The ana lys is y ie lds l i k e l y
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installation rates, relevant financial information such as caah flow and

discounted cash flow, relevant material and plant reqtiirejnentB such as

uranium ore, plutonium aurplua or deficit, separative work and fuel fab-

rication and reprocessing requirements, economic benefits to compare with

development costs on a discount basis and so on» A key feature is the

uae of likely ranges of variation in the input data to ensure that concl-

usions drawn are not invalidated by likely uncertainties. Some of the

reactor parameters can be optimised from thia analysis to values diffe-

rent from those which are obtained if the individual reactor is treated

in isolation.

17, This type of computerised analysis, which has been applied gene-

rally as an investment appraisal technique is of considerable value in

ensuring that complex interactions can be examined swiftly and the whole

range of implications considered. It cannot, of course, provide better

information than is inherent in the input, data and the model.

18. It may be of interest to quote indicative information arising

from one such recent analysis. The nuclear power installation is trea^

ted as fixed at a total of 12,000 MW(e) by the end of 1975 and consider-

ation is given to alternative strategies after that date.

19. Figure 2 illustrates some of the parametric forecasts for the

different type of atations expressed interms of generating costs. It is

anticipated that nuclear station ordered in the next few years will be

competitive with untaxed oil stations and will yield costs more than

0.1 d/KTfih i.e., 1.0 mill/KWh below the coal and taxed oil stations. The
i

significant reductions associated with Increasing unit size, which are I

much greater than for fossil stations, are clearly shown together with

the equally substantial reductions anticipated by moving through advanced

thermal reactors to fast reactors. These figures are based on the consi-

deration of stations in isolation with assumed plutonium prices and a

constant uraniun: ore and separative work coat.

20. When the complete ayetems analysis is carried out the following

forecasts arise

a. Figure 3 shows the anticipated growth in electricity gener-

ating capacity and ita likely allocation to different kinds
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of stations. About 70# of all new installation is nuclear

which, after allowing for replacement of obsolete plants,

allows a very amall growth in net fossil capacity. In the

next 10 years it ia likely that orders will be placed for

between 20,000 and 50,000 MW(e) of thermal reactor stations

and between 10,000 and 20,000 MW(e) of fast reactor stations.

The nuclear generating capacity available in the early 1960's

will then be equal to the total present day capacity of all

kinds and vrill be about half of the total capacity in the

1980's. In the following 10 years, that 1B, between 1980 and

!99O» it is likely that a further 10,000 to 30,000 MW(e) of

thermal reactor stations ajid something in excess of 50,0U0

MW(e) of fast reactor stations will be ordered,

b. Table 2 shows the possible average annual rates of installation

including, as a variation, the choice of Mk III GCR or SGHW

as the advanced thermal reactor stations.

c. Figure 4 shows the annual and cumulative requirement for

uranium ore. Without fa3t reactors the annual requirement in

1905 will be 8,000 tonnes, rising to 20,000 tonnes by the

year 2000. With fast reactors the annual requirement reaches

a maximum of only 5,000 tonnes in the late 1980'a and declines

thereafter. The sep;irative work demand requirements follow a

similar pattern.

d. Figure 5 shows the impact of the U-235 fuelled fast reaotor

on uranium ore requirements. This could allow more fast re-

actors to be installed, at the expense of an increase in

uranium requirements initially but with a cumulative saving

after 1995. However, this ia beneficial only if the U-255

fuelled reactor is cheaper than its thermal reactor competitor.

e. The economic benefits of illustrative alternative strategies

of installation for operation after 1975 are shown in Figure

6 discounted to 1-1-1976 at an 8$ discount rate. The reference

strategy contains only the continuing installation of Mk II

GCR together with the first generation of fast reactors. The

effects of increasing the uranium ore price, establishing
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advanced thermal reactors (ATR), such as SGHW and Mk III GCR,

and of replacing the faat reactor by plutonlum recycle are

shown. The benefits of advanced thermal reactors are seen

to be about £ 300 million, and the benefits from first genera-

tion fast reactor are in the range £ 400 to 900 million with

further benefits to be expected as improvements are made.

VII, GENERAL OBSERVATIONS

21* These studies re-inforce the validity of the previous U.K. strategy

and enable attention to be focussed on key features. A further conclusion

of more general interest is that, in the U.K., plutonium should be stored,

not recycled, until fast reactors require it. This is true unless the fast

reactor programme is delayed by more than five years, i.e., first commer-

cial fast reactor not installed until early 1980'8 and large scale insta-

llation not starting until the late 19bO's| this is very unlikely.

22. The position is different in other countries. For example in the

U.S.A., with very large thermal reactor installations ordered and planned

but with a slowly developing fast reactor programme, it may be better to

recycle the plutonium or sell it. On the other hand for developing coun-

tries plutonium is likely to be of greater value over than in the U.K.,

because the choice of fast reactor or thermal reactor will be available to

them earlier in their installation programmes. Given satisfactory U-235

availability there may even be an incentive to install only faat reactors.

23. The use of thorium has also been re-examined. It is unfortunate

that thorium contains no 'fissile' material so that it must first compete

with much cheaper depleted, uranium rejected by thermal reaotora. Further-

more its nuclear properties in a fast reactor are inferior to those of

uranium, A number of ingenious schemes have been put forward from time to

time to increase nuclear fuel utilisation in thermal reactors by using

thorium fuel. However, this does not approach the utilisation expected

from faat reactors. In these oircumstanoes it seems that, unless faat reactors

suffer from a ao far unobserved problem which cannot be overcome, the

utilization of thorium fuel will lag substantially behind that of uranium.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

24* No attempt has been made to draw formal conclusions, but attention
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i s drawn to the increasing role of financial and technical appraisal
techniques! construction project management and plant reliability and
maintainability! al l of which follow the increasing scale of nuclear
power installations* The benefits of these must be considered, by
comparison with the benefits from design and technological innova-
tion, when planning the bfelance of future nuclear power developments.

25. Finally I venture to forecast that, Just as the 1950*6 saw the
emergence of nuclear power as a practicable means of generating
electricity and the 1960' s eaw the widespread commercial installation
of thermal reactor power stations, so the 1970's will see the emergence
of the fast reactor as a dominating influence in nuclear power, lead-
ing to a substantial installation in the 1980'e.
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Table 1 Nuolear Generating Coats in u.x.. (with some

comparative conventional generating coats.)

Berkeley

Bradwell

Hunterston A

Hinkley A

Trawafynydd

Dungeneaa A

Sizewell

Ferrybridge C

Oldbury

Tilbury B

%lfa

Pembroke

Drax I

Dungeness B

Hinkley B

Hunterston B

Haxtlepool

Drad I and II
combined

Capacity

(mw s.o.)

276
500

520

500

500

550
580

2,000

600

1,420

1,180

2,000

1,980

1,200

1,250

1,250

1,250

5,960

Year of
Commissioning type

1962
1962

1964

1965

1965
1965

1966
1966

1967
1968

1969
1970

1971
1972

1972

1972
1974

Magnox

Magnox

Magnox

Magnox

Magnox

Magnox

Magnox

Coal

Magnox

Coal

Magnox

Oil

Coal

A.G.R.

A«GaR.

AiGaR*

A.G.R.

Coal

Generating
Cost

(d/KWh «.o.)

1.25

1.14

1.07
0.96

0,78

0.74

0.55
0.74

0.73
0.70

0.59
O.64
0.56

0.52

0.52

0.61
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Table g Forecast of UC Nuclear Installation Rate ( io ' MWe)

Instailed
in 5 Year
Period

1976-1980

1981-1985

1986-1990

1991-1995
1996-2000

Possible

Thermal
(Mark III)

5.5
1.2

2.0

2.4
5.4

Annual Rate

Fast
(Pu)

0.6

5.8
5.8

5.4
6.8

Alternative

Thermal
(SGH77R)

5.3
0.4
0.6

1.2

2.0

Annual Bate

Fast
(IM)

0.6
4.6

5.2
6.6
6.2
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THE FUTURE OP ATOMIC POWER

By

B.D, Nag Ghaudhuri*

AbBtract

In th i s paper an attempt has been made t o s p e l l out the future
plan of development of atomic power In India. I t i s pointed out that
the programmes should be i n i t i a t e d towards the development of those
advanced reactor concepts which ensure an optinua u t i l i s a t i o n of our
resources of both f i s s i l e and f e r t i l e material*.

With the functioning of the Tarapur reactor and wi\Jn the

Rajasthan and Kalpakkam reactors well on the way, nuclear reactors

for the Bupply of e lectr ic power have come to stay in our country. It

i s therefore appropriate for us to enquire as to how do we eventually

achieve a viable power reactor programme so that in the foreseeable

future - say, 20 or 30 years from now - the atomic power plays an appro-

priate role in the national economy. The problems are known, the baeic

technologies are mastered or are already under study. We know what the

tasks are and presumably how to set about i t . What we need to do now i s

to lay down clearly what we wiBh our state of nuclear technology and

nuclear power to be in say 1990 or 2000 AD and work backwards to the

present so that the problems are clearly identifiedo It is only through

the isolat ion of these identified problems and Initiating work en them

right now that we can hope to achieve our goals In the future. This

brings us immediately to the basic philosophy - often propagated In the

country, but rarely acted upon - the advantages or otherwise of leapfrog-

ging into appropriate technologies, in this case for atomic power, rather

than chasing the t a i l of established technologies which (most of) our

atomic power programmes seemingly do* If we have the courage to take

* Member (Science), Planning Commission, Government of India,
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advantages of leapfrogging we cnn establish f ar a toraic power In India

an adequate role in tte future. It also provides a scientific and tech-

nological challenge of earn magnitude. Because the challenge is largely

in tRchnolofty and science contentf the employment potential of high

calibro perMonnol ie also high if we accept these taskso It is fortuna-

tely not nttcef-fi-nily equally high in investments.

2 . There aiv> ratiny ideas and throughts that have been propagated by

many people in the area of atomic power. Some of these are high tempera-

ture reactors, direct conversion of heat to electr ical power, breeding,

fusion e t c . These rnny be summed up an:

(a) Reduction in capital costs thx%ough reduction in construction

costs and methods and materials to give longer life to plants.

(b) Reduction in fuel costs through higher thermal efficiencies,

lower fuel costs and higher burnup (breeding).

(c ) Reduction of power generation costs through deduction of

costs of Pu-239 and U-233 as a result of techr.icul improve-

ments in fuel reprocessing,

3. There haf not been substantial improvement in construction tech-

nology but some lowering trends of cost6 have been noticed through develop-

ment of material whose properties do not deteriorate rapidly with radia-

tion damage. The possibility of breeding nuclear fuels from fertile

material has been established in many countries of the world such as U.K.,

U.S.A.i U.S.S.R. and Prance. This is the area where substantial reduction

of costs and better fuel utilisation seem entirely feasible. Several

nations are working on what are essentially pilot breeding reactors in

which some experiment on the possibility of using them for power is being

carried out. This large effort in several countries on breeding experi«

orente were f i rs t ly to establish the principle , which has been done, and

secondly, to develop the necessary techniques to utilise these principles

for producing power and lowering i ts costs. The approach is based on the

fact that a derived fissile material such as Pu~239 or 1̂ -233 ie necessary

to make it possible to use the much larger resources of ferti le material
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that are available in the world, and incidentally also in oar own

country. The only natural fieaile material 1B the 0.1% of nornal ura-

nium, U-235. The rest of normal uranium is 99.3# U-238 a fertile

material. Thorium Is essentially a fertile material and not a fissile

material. Thorium is about four or five times more plentiful than ura-

nium. This gives LUB a ratio of one unit of fissile material to cover

700 units of fertile material in our natural resources. Low utilisation

of fertile material results in low burraip and higher fuel coatB. Pieeile

materials can be produced from these 700 ciniBB more abundant fertile

material normally to a araall extent, but to more than the equivalent lose

of U-2?i> only if we deliberately choose and make the effort to do so.

Both of the fertile materials uranium and thorium remain to a large ex-

tent unused or unusable unlpps deliberate policies of development and use

of appropriate combinations of fert i le material derived fissile material

and normal fissile material in the use of projected reactor programme?)

are taken up. In normal reactors the normal fissile material 0-235 pro-

duces tone amount of a derived fissile material Pu-*39 from the fertile

VS~^J>8. This varies depending on the design and the neutron economy of

the reactor. In properly designed heavy water reactors the production

of derived fissile material can reach to around 909& of the U-235 lost in

producing po"«r. In most cases i t is much less. \"e are faced with los-

ing the potential of our fertile material if we dG not hpve well con-

ceived programmes of utilising this potential. Since the development of

these techniques encompasses several disciplines and ie somewhat mare

sophisticated i t will take a l i t t l e time and effort before we can develop

acceptable power reactors on this principle. The problem is rather

severe because, on the one hand, there ifi the large ratio of one to seven

hundred or more of fissile to fert i le material that nature has endowed us

with, and, on the other, the conversion of fertile material is less than

unity in efficiency unless one goes to breeder reactors. Even at 0.9

reconversion claimed in some heavy water reactors, the total utilisation

can in principle be increased from 0.792 of the uranium to about 7$ of

the uranium over a long Bpan of time. However, even in breeder reactors

the efficiency although greater than unity, 1B quite small ranging from

1.025 to 1.1 under the beet of design and other elements of construction.

Taking the higher figure, the conversion rate is s t i l l low and does not
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permit more than one new power reactor for every twenty for 50$ fuel
burnout. This results in unviable programmes in the long range as the
fertile material build up cannot be matched by i t s util isation. There
is a second problem in that breeding Involving f iss i le plutonlum 239 has
greater disadvantages in neutron economy than the use of f i s s i le U-235
and U233 because of the slightly smaller number of neutrons per fission.
The trend, therefore, in almost all countries is not towards U-238 or
Th-232 and Pu-239 breeding cycles but a proper mixture of Pu-239,tfr-233
in the breeding cycles so that the fullest use of the naturally occur -
ing fert i le materials is made. Che of the conoepte that interested
Bhabha at one time was to investigate beryllium as a moderator far great-
er neutron economy. We do not know hem far these experiments ware pursued
but at that time they were certainly forward looking ideas* Normally If
one has to depend on natural heavy water reactors far power and for
producing Pu-239 the xatio of utilisation of fertile material to f iss i le
material wil l be ultimately somewhere around 10t 1. In principle this
could be extended to around 40:1 by UBing beryllium* In such a situation
the compulsions of diminishing returns will weigh heavily on future, atoaie
power programmes if we think in terns of Candu type reactors in the long
time perspective.

4. While & viable programme of development of breeder reactors with
Pu-239 should be studied* i t should not preclude study of the long range
economies of fertile and fissile material worked out for a l l combinations
of usable fertile and f i s s i l e materials. If i t appaars that enrichment
giveB more viable reactors in the long range, one should examine possible
breeder programmes with enriched uranium and other consequential progra-
mmes that would be needed. While a programme of breeder reactors involves
a viable and economic process of enrlohment to make the fullest use of
the naturally occuring TJ-235, the enrichment requirements for breeding
fortunately, are not as stringent as for weaponaryand therefore would be
within the current policies of our government.

5. To me there are other challenging possibilities in the horlaon*

Amongst these are high temperature reactors which will give much greater
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efficiency than the current 25% or so . This neceeaHrily would mean going

in the direction of liquid metal coolants, ceramic technologies and direct

conversion of the motion of the liquid metal coolant to electric, power

by magneto-hydro-dynamic methods. These incorporated in the breeder

reactors make a very tempting picture for the future of nuclear power.

A number of challenges that take us nearer to this objective are quite

clearly seen today. There are others which will surely appear as we go

along this direct ion. The solution of the Be will require a very large

amount cf developmental and research effort both in technology and In

science. If we have to borrow these technologies from outside, we will be

faced with two problems s f i r s t of a l l , the solutions to many of these

have not yet been found in any country and, therefore, we ht,ve to wait

t i l l the solutions are found by others; secondly, there will be the In-

evitable time lag between the avai labi l i ty of these technologies for uBe

by us and their exploitation by those who have f i r s t come upon them.

6 . I now cone back to the problem of leapfrogging into a regime of

viable atomic power technologies with which I began my talk. The Atomic

Energy Organisation is very fortunate in having a large number of very

well trained sc ient i s t s and technologists. They have done some good

developmental work. The time has come for them to accept more worthwhile

challenges than tney have done so far . In i t i a l l y , as Dr. Bhabha so right-

l y put i t , the challenges must not be too overwhelming because confidence

has to be built in our sc ient i s ts and technologists in solving problems

on their own, on the other hand, they should not be too easy or simple»

Later these should be increasingly diff icult and challenging. The scien-

t i s t s and technologists of the D.A.E. have succeeded in establishing a

number of useful and worthwhile technologies on their own. I trust that

the i n i t i a l stage of building up se l f confidence i s now over and we have

come to a atage when confidence already established can be tested and

made really firm by accepting the more dif f icult challenges with which we

are now faced. The most d i f f i cu l t challenge that I visualise i s the

attempt to leapfrog into the range of viable atomic power programme within

the nart 20 or 25 years. This would mean taking up right now various

types of work in connection with breeding, liquid metal coolants, ceramic

f u e l s , enrichment, more sophisticated instrumentation including sophistic-
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ated process control instrumentation, e t c . The advantages of such an

attempt to leapfrog in the area of viable atomic power ie that we can

increase our employment of scientists and technologists even today

without substantially increasing investment because one la building

towards a viable atomic power programme which will be highly indigenous

in character. Unlike the current programmes which depend crucially, If

not largely, an foreign imports and know-how, such a programme of deve-

lopment would depend not so much on imported material and equipment as

on Indigenous hard work send hard thinking on our atomic power programme

for the next y*> or ?0 years.

7. The amount of investment that one would make on non-breeder

power reactors in the intervening years will be strongly conditioned by

the development programmes since one would not like to make large invest-

ment a on such conventional programmes which would jeopardise the future

large scale development of more sophisticated atomic power plants. This

would real ly raean a well conceived 20 or 25 year nuclear power and deve-

lopment programme.

8. l e t me reiterate in conclusion my plea for the spelling out of

our objectives for 1090 or 2000 AD and work backward in time to formulate

a developmental programme over the next twenty years or more in this

crucial area which will take us into a truly viable atomic power progra-

mme within a prescribed time. If the challenges eeem to be full of risks

and di f f icul t ies , the rewards ere, may I remfdnd this audience, who need

no reminding from me, equally great.
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(ioldachmidt (France) i- I could perhaps myself answer one of the

questions rained by Dr. Nag Cha.udh.uri In his presentation. It 1B

ahout berylliu.n. I do not know whether people present here remember

that the f i r s t country which collaborated with Prance in the field

of nuclear energy was India and our 1951 agreement was baaed on the

study of beryllium oxide as a moderator for future reactors. Fortu-

nately, we did manage fco make very good pure 'sintered beryllium -

oxide, but the behaviour of this material under irradiation wag not

satisfactory. Now, beryllium has also been considered as canning

material for fuel . Even though the British had told us that we would

not be able to make metallurgically 500d enough beryllium metal, we

seriously considered i t as the canning material for our future gas-

cooled heavy water reactors. We did succeed in making very good,

raetallurgically satisfactory beryllium metal, but the cost was too

high and this in one of the reasons i t has been abandoned, probably

definitely, for the gas-cooled heavy water reactor* in France.

Vikrarn A.Sarabhai(lndia) 1- One of the three criteria for a nuclear

power programme, which Dr. Nag Chaudhuri referred to in his presenta-

tion was the neutron economy.- On this basis the heavy water modera-

ted, heavy water cooled systems would come out topmost. Even i f j?o«i

ask the simple question, what i s the most eff ic ient system for u t i l i -

sing your exist ing resources for production of new f i s s i l e material ?

I think, the answer would be the heavy water reactors. We are talk-

ing of the i n i t i a l production of the f i s s i l e material because you

cannot start the fast breeder realtors with natural uranium, which

require highly enriched f i s s i l e material. Alternatively, you would

have to use separated U-235 as an enrichment for the fast breeder

reactor prograasae. The cost of separation of U-235 i s high If y° u

include with i t the capital cost of power producing units for the

separation plant.
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I do want to make an additional comment about the Molten-

Salt Breeder Neactor concept which i3 being developed in the U.S.

and, at Oak Ridge National Laboratory a smell experimental reactor

has been working. I think in a sense, aorae of us in India are more

excited about that concept than Americans are in the USAEC* There

are some technological problems yet to be solved for this concept.

I am sorry that Dr. Alvin Weinberg could not join us here today*

He is the moat persuasive exponent of this concept* Tfe are watching

this thermal breeder concept as it has very attractive possibilities*

As a matter of fact we have a collaboration with the USAEC to exa-

mine some aspects of this concept. I feel that to satisfy the con-

straints put by Dr. Nag Chaudhuri for maximum utilization of fissile

aid fertile materials, MSBR is a good system.

Coming back to heavy water reactors it would be necessary

to find balancing factors to bring down the capital cost which in a

sense is due to the presence of heavy water* Large amount of heavy

water is used as an inventory and it has its penalty which one has

to pay. In the enriched uranium SGHWR concept of U.K. and the

corresponding natural uranium CANDU - BLW concept of Canada, which

is being built* an effort has been made to bring down the capital

cost by replacing pressurized heavy water ooolant by boiling ordinary

water. The latter has some unresolved technical problems for its

control* If these problems are solved satisfactorily, then in my

view the capital cost of heavy water reactors would come down*

B.D. Nag Chaudhuri (India) >- I would like to confirm fras

Dr. Mummery, what he stated in his. presentation, that the fuel oycle

oost for fast breeder reactors increases by 0.5 nills/KWh if they

are fuelled by enriched U-235. Does this increase reflect the cost

of enriched uranium which in turn depends on the oost of separation?

F.W. Mimmery (United ylnffflwi)>- Perhaps I could • Just correct the

impression that was given by ay reference to the fuel cycle oost

Increment of 0*5 mills per KWh for U-235 fuelled fast roaotoro. There
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1B nothing very subtle about prices of U-235 enriched material

which in fact are based on American published values. The 0-255

requirements for the fast breeder reactors would be larger than the

requirements for plutonium and also the net overall plutonitaa produ-

ction In ttie early years would be low due to the inferior nuclear pro-

perties of U-235. It is the totality of these effects which give

thlB estimate of further dost of 0.5 mills per KWh.

If one is considering, as I believe on® must, the intera-

ction of eoonomids and good fuel utilization as expressed in terras of

overall economics, then one* may consider the possibility of using

enriched uranium as an alternative to natural uranium in thermal re-

actors. This would answer the question which has been very much in

the mind at this conference* viz,, whether one should rely on natural

uranium or enriched uranium in the initial phases of nuclear power

programme*

L.R. Haywood (Canada) t- I think, perhaps it is worth mentioning

one more fuel cycle which haa a considerable significance to us in

Canada in the long run* I hope you know our position on fast bree&ar

reactors, for Canadian economy they are not likely to be necessary|

on the other hand, we do recognise that they are going to be in this

world. We inherently will be producing plutoniun in our thermal

reactors and this leads us to the question whether it is more econo-

mical to sell it to the people building faot breeder reactors, or to

recycle it in our thermal reactors or use iv. for some other purpose?

To this end we have been considering a fuel cycle which would burn

thorium and natural uranium and.it would be self-sufficient for its

fissile material needs except for the fissile material in natural

uranium. The initial fissile material inventory would be supplied

by the plutonium produced in the thermal reactors. For example,

the 5000 MW(e) PiokeriEg and Bruce power statione would produce

enough plutonium to provide inventory for 1500 SJW(e) installation of

this 1grpe each year. This fuel cycle scheme is attractive for the

future* It is expected that with some reduction in the capital cost,

the total energy cost would remain the same as in the case of stapl*

natural uranium cycle* >



TASKS FOR THE INTERNATIONAL ATOMIC ENERGY
AGENCY (IAEA ) DURING THE 1970'a

Sigvard Eklund *

Abstract

This p&per d i scusses the Agency's ro l e during the next few
years with regard to nuclear power, technica l ass i s tance and s c i e n t i f i c
information! and alBO def ines the Agency's ro la according to tha Non-
p r o l i f e r a t i o n Treaty. Agency's purpose i s to accelerate and enlarge
the contribut ion of atomic - energy to peace, health and prosperi ty ,
and to ensure that the a s s i s t a n c e provided by i t or at i t s request or
under itB supervis ion or control i s not used i n such a way as to further
any mi l i tary purposes.

* * #

When the United Nations celebrates i t s 25th Anniversary thia

year, many views will be expressed on the achievements and shortcomings

of the United Nations and i t s agencies. The occasion will also

certainly give rise to a scrutiny of the United Nations' operations

and cr i t ica l voices will be heard about inefficiency, waste of manpower

and resources. And there are reasons for Member States being prudent

regarding new commitments to the United Nations and i t s Agencies, in

view of the exponential growth which the United Nations system i s

undergoing, i f not for any other reasons. The average budget of the

League of Nations between 1920 and 1939 was 5 million dollars a year.

By 1948, the budget of the United Nations amounted to 35 million dollars,

which in 1969 had grown to more than 150 million dollars. If one adds

to this the regular budgets of a l l United Nations agencies outside the

World Bank group, the total r ises to 400 million doUars. In 1969 progra-

mmes of voluntary assistance In the United Ne* £ family amounted to

about 400 million dollars! the World Bank made development loans of the

order of 1,800 million dol lars . In various studies on how effectively

these funds are being put to use in the developing countries (including

* Director General of the IAEA.
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the so-called "Jackson Study" of the oapaolty of the United Nations
Development System) some questions and problems have been raised vhich
must be confronted by the United Nations family In the 1970s.

2. While there are shortcomings in the present system, we nay be
right in saying that i t is nevertheless universally recognised that
If the United Nations did not exist i t would have to be Invented. The
world has simply become too snail to permit national operations in
many fields, for example airline operation, telecommunications, health
service, and so on, not to speak about the Indivisible peace. The
founding fathers of the IAEA realised from the very outset that with
nuclear energy mankind acquired a new tool to be used for good or evil
purposes of such a magnitude that international notion was needed both
to ensure that benefits from the new source became at widespread as
possible and to see to i t that military purposes were not fostered.

3. After 12 years of existence the IAEA has grown Into an organi-
sation which has attained recognised competence in promoting the peace-
ful uses of nuclear energy. At the same time, political developments
outside the Agenoy have led to the entrusting to the Agenoy of very
important oontrol funotlons in the Non-Proliferation Treaty which may
come into force this year. In the following remarks an attempt will be
made to briefly outline the Agency's role during the next few years with
regard to nuclear power, technical assistance, and scientific informa-
tion and also define the Agenoy's role according to the Non-Prolifera-
tion Treaty.

4* fy f a r the greatest contribution of the peaceful atom to eoono-
mio development is the production of eleotrioity. As energy needs grow,
more and more countries are turning toward nuolear power. I t i s expected
that by the end of this deoade, world nuolear capacity will reach
300,000 MW(e), that i s 18 times greater than today's capacity. Equally
striking la the Increase in the per oent of production oapaoity provided
by nuclear reactors, whioh la expeoted to rls9 from the present 2 per oent
to 13 per cent at the end of the 1970s.

5» Unfortunately, the distribution of energy production in the
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world 1B uneven. In the caae of nuclear power, less than 2 per cent

of the total capacity is in the developing oountries. We will discuss

some of the reasons for this later1.

6. The growth in nuclaar power has been accompanied by a trend

towards its commercialization. Nuclear power production Is no longer,

aa it waa in the early experimental stage, the exclusive preserve

of scientiats, engineers and atomic energy authorities. In the 1970's

we can expect to see the development of this technology taken over to

an increasing extent by industrial concerns in many oountries. The

green paper issued a few days ago by the UK Government is an indication

of the organizational changes which may be a consequence of this, and

which will certainly find its expressions in the Agency.

7. Nuclear power ia becoming "conventional" in the sense that it

is accepted by industry as an economic proposition, not ft vague, futu-

ristic ideal. Experts in this field, now including economists and

planners, are turning their attention toward the more practical aspeots

of production and the application of the lessons learned over the past

years.

8. As nuclear power production expands, so does the demand for

enriched uranium. A month ago, the Governments of the Federal Republio

of Germany, the United Kingdom and the Netherlands approved an

agreement for collaboration in the development and exploitation of

the gas centrifuge process for uranium enrichment. The three govern-

ments consider that this process will be the most economical method

of enrichment, in European conditions. The initial programme of colla-

boration will include the construction, commissioning and operation of

two uranium enriohment facilities of a total separative work capacity

of 550 tons per annum. It is expected that tb» separative work capa-

city of each facility will already have reached 50 tons per annum

during 1972.

9. At this stage, it is impossible to realistically assess this

new method. One advantage is that smaller facilities can be relatively

economic. The construction costs do not have such a great effect on
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th* price of the end product as in tbs oast of ttas diffusion method.

10. The IAEA oust attempt to respond to the new trends during 1970.

While we are not in a position to directly introduce nuolear power

by large-scale finanoial aid, we oan provide a number of services which

help our Member States in launching or expanding their nuolear progra-

mrnes •

11* The Agency sends missions to advise on health and safety or

siting problems, and helps in the evaluation of bids or in feasibility

studiee for the introduction of nuolear power* Tha final decision as

to whether, where and how to oonstruet a plant of course rests with

the national authorities, but the Agency is prepared to give or arrange

for expert, objective adviae which has the authority of an international

o**gan.

13. Several countries have taken the Agency's health and safety

standards as the basis for national legislation to ensure the safe

use of nuolear technology. As trade in nuolear materials increases,

internationally-agreed standards, such as the Agency's transport regu-

lations* assume greater importance.

15* The growth of nuolear power depends not only on technical and

economic factors, but also, as we have witnessed recently( especially

in the United States, on what may be teqaed "public acceptability".

The general public has become Increasingly sensitive to al l fozms of

environmental pollution, and nuolear power has been subjeot to fears

and crltioism, which are not warranted by facts. The nuolear industry,

from the very beginning, was put under s tr ict controls to assure that

there would be no environmental contamination from radloaotlve releases.

Far from being a ma,1or contributor, nuclear energy can limit pollution

if used in substitution for other sources of power* Reoogniaing that

public concern about nuclear power often stems from a lack of aoourate

information, the Agency will ba taking steps to evaluate and publish

facts on the environmental effects aa compared to those of conventional

power, ( In August this year a symposium on the Environmental Aspects
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df Nuclear Power Stations will be convened by the IAEA at United

Nations Headquarters in New York.)

14« The near-^erfect safety record of the nuclear industry should

not lead us to complacency, however. The Agency will continue to revise

and up-date i t s various regulations and recommendations, in co-opera-

tion with the World Health Organisation; and to foster research and

developm«nt efforts in waste management techniques.

15. Another requirement for the development of nuclear power is

the assurance of adequate supplies of special fissionable materials.

Member States can obtain, through the intermediary of the Agency, a

long-term supply of fissionable materials for up to 50 years, a supply

of enriched uranium inventory up to 5 years in advance of actual needs,

and toll-enrichment arrangements. The Agency's role as an intermediary

has, until now, been ut i l ized mainly for the supply of small quantities

of materials for research purposes. Following a resolution on this

subject adopted by the Conference of Non-Nuclear Weapon States in 1968,

the major supplying countries have re-affirmed their willingness to make

the required quantities of materials - for power reactors as well -

available to the Agency. Should enough of our Member States decide

to take advantage of this opportunity, the Agency's function in securing

the supply of materials could be greatly expanded in the future.

16. Turning for e, moment from nuclear power, another large-scale

application of nuclear energy which, however, i s s t i l l at an experimental

stage, i s the peaceful use of nuclear explosions. The Agency has

studied the role i t might play in this new technology and will carry

out further studies this year in response to a request by the United

Nations General Assembly. We share the expectation that in the future,

nuclear explosions may be used with advantage in both developed and

developing countries for large-scale engineering projects, such as

excavation of canalB and building of tunnels, or recovery of gas, o i l

and minerals from lc»-grade or otherwise inaccessible deposits. For the

present, our programme concentrates on the exchange of information on

technical, cost and safety aspects of peaceful nuclear explosions. A
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meeting of experts will be convened in Vienna in March.

17. We mentioned earlier the problems faced bj all international

organizations as regards the finanoing of technical assistance to the

developing countries. It is not encouraging to compare the rising

number of requests for technical assistance, which demonstrate a

growing interest in nuclear technology, with the static total of volun-

tary contributions for the regular programme of technical assistance,

the real value of which deoreaa.es yearly due to inflation.

i
18* The problem is particularly acute for the finanoing of large

nuclear projects, including nuolear plants. To Justify the Introduction

of nuolear power, the developing country must have first solved the

problems of organisation, "know-how" and infrastructure. Titos• consi-

derations were studied by a group of experts appointed by the Secretary*

General of the United Nations to prepare a report on all possible contri-

butions of nuolear technology to the economic and scientific advancement

of the developing countries. Phe expert group* which included also the

Director of the Biabha Atomio Research Centre, Dr. Homi Sethna, also

pointed out that " nuclear power plants of the largest sizes currently

being manufactured are interesting to many developing countries only

when their over-all energy demands have considerably increased " .

19. This situation reflects a vicious circle for many countries1 the

lack of industrial development means low energy demands, which precludes

large-size power plants 1 this in turn results in leas power, which brings

them back to the original problem, that la , lack of industrial develop-

ment. Only in exceptional <naea have some developing countries been able

to break the cirole, and the expert group expected that in 1960 not more

than tan additional countries will be in an economio and technical posi-

tion to Install nuclear power plants.

20. Studies are being mado of nuclear agro-industrial complexes aa

poeslbilitieaibr fee more, remote future. Suoh complexes would simulta-

neously produce and consume power and thus oould provide a means, in some

countries, of inttoduoing nuolear power earlier than would otherwise



be feaaible, If the capital funds necessary can be made available.

21. Ones a developing country does decide to construct a nuclear

power plant, It s t i l l faces the problem of securing financial resources.

The A{ ency is now preparing a comprehensive study of the l ikely capital

and foreign exchange requirements for nuclear projects in developing

countries during the next decade, and of ways and meanB to secure

financing for such projects from international and other sources on

favourable trrma, and the role which the Agency could play in this

regard.

22. As we mentioned earl ier , such financing i s beyond the scope of

the Agency. We have made an appeal to the World Bank, however, to bear

in mind not only the immediate benefits from i n i t i a l projects, but

also the long-term contributions that such projects can make to deve-

loping countries.

23. Within the limitations of i t s budget, the Agency has, we

believe, succeeded in playing a catalytic role In introducing nuclear

energy and i t s applications in the developing world. Through fellow-

ships; training courses and seminars, an attempt is being made to assist

in building-up the sc ient i f i c and technological infrastructure mentioned

earlier as a prerequisite for the introduction of nuclear power. Through

advisory services, regional projects and meetings, the Agency encouragea

the fu l l ut i l i zat ion of the 41 research reactors operating in developing

countries, which may represent a f irs t step towards experience with

nuclear power.

24. Applications of nuclear techniques in agriculture, medicine,

hydrology and industry are of more immediate benefit to developing

countries than nuclear power. Over half of the technical assistance

projects which have been approved for 1970 deal with nuclear techniques

in various disc ipl ines . The growing use of these sophisticated tools

to solve or help solve some of the basic problems confronting the

developing countries i s a welcome trend.
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25• Through Its programme of teohnlcal assistance! Its research

oontraots and Its advisory missions, the Agency has had the chance to

appreciate the amount of productive research in nuclear science carried

out in the developing countries* In this connection, we would like

to quote a statement from the recently published report of the Commi-

ssion on International Development, known as the "Pearson Commission".

"The programmes of too many research institutes (in developing coun-

tries) use up resources on imitations of work oarried on more produ-

ctively in industrial oountriea, in fields such as atomic or oancer

research*.

26* The Commission may have felt that too often research oarried

out in developing countries was not of dlreot relevance to the parti-

cular needs of the countries in question* We would take exception

to this generalisation when we think of how activity in the atomic

energy field started in Sweden where for several years, we engaged

ourselves with repeating some of the fundamental experiments performed

by Fermi, Halbay, Kowarski, Joliot and others. Based on this expe-

rience, we were later able to do original research of our own* The

Trombay Establishment, now one of the world's leading centres for deve-

lopment of nuclear energy, started much in the same way. Through

this establishment it has been possible to achieve the infrastructure

necessary for a self-supporting nuolear programme of large dimensions

in India. At the same time, off-springs of the work at Trombay have

had deep influence on many different branches of soienoe and technology.

27* If one considers Just the applications of nuolear technique*

in agrloulture, the direot benefits for the developing world are

obvious. Nuclear techniques may be used fort

a - the better use of water and fertilizers i

b - the breeding of better varieties of plants i and

o - controlling Insect pests.
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28. The Agency will continue to encourage this kind of research

by the developing countries themselvesj In doing so It carries out one

of the recommend at ions of the Pearson report, that Is that " aid

suppliers should devote a significant share of their research and

development resources and facilities to projects specifically related

to problems of developing countries."

29> The results of research In both the advanced and developing

countries must be made known in order to contribute to scientific

advancement. A laboratory or institute working in isolation cannot

accomplish or contribute as much as thosa bound together by an infor-

mation network.

30 Today, however, nuclear scientists are faced with a new aspect

of this problem i the information explosion. The material is publi-

shed and distributed, but in such quantities that it is impossible to

search through it for literature on a given subject without the aid

of a computer. Prom 80 to 90$ of all scientific information available

to a scientist today has been generated during his working lifetime.

This "new" information must be rapidly transmitted to him so that he can

benefit from the results of the work of his contemporaries.

31. Once again, developing countries are placed at a disadvantage*

they have neither the manpower nor the extensive computer facilities

needed to ensure that their scientists are receiving the most recent

and complete information.

32. Collection and dissemination of information has si ways been an

Important part of the Agency's programme. It is required by Statute

to " ... take positive steps to encourage the exohange among its members

of information relating to the nature and peaceful uses of atomic

energy and ... serve as an intermediary among its members for this

purpose1** The Agency has developed the International Nuclear Informa-

tion System (INIS), a co-operative scheme involving the IAEA and Its

Member States, for applying computers to the task of disseminating

information dealing with nuclear science and its peaceful applications.
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33. In applying modern computing techniques, IN13 will depend

upon Member States and international organizations for its input.

States or groups of States will report on all the scientific material

published in their countries within the subject scope. When the input

is received in Vienna, it will be merged* and a comprehensive bank of

bibliographic data will be established and made available for distribu-

tion in whole or in selected parts to participating Member States.

34 The Initial subject scope for INIS inoludes t nuclear materials,

food and agriculture, health and safety, isotopes and radiation sources,

reactor technology, nuclear economioe, nuclear law, nuolear documenta-

tion, safeguards and inspection, mathematics and computers.

33* What does this mean for the individual sdentist in a develop-

ing country ? He will reoeive, more rapidly and at a lower cost,

infonr.ati.on on all articles published throughout the world in his area

of interest. For thoBe countries which do not have the computing

facilities to make use of the bibliographic descriptions on magnetic

tape, the data will be printed in book form as well.

36* INIS was conceived as an extension to the existing information

activities which include the operation of a library, bibliographical

research, the organisation of about 12 major symposia and a large number

of scientific meetings each year, and the establishment of a publica-

tions programme which now produces about 30,000 pages of scientific text

each year.

37* The uses of nuclear data have- diversified greatly in recent

years. More than ever nuclear physicists need to have complete, up-to-

date information on all nuclear levels. For example, high-resolution

semi conductor gamma-ray spectrometers are rapidly finding use in such

diverse fields as chemical analysis, archaeology, mining, medicine, and

nuclear engineering. The effective use of such instruments dapsnds

heavily on the availability of detailed information about the gamma-

ray spectra of many radioisotopes.
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58. In order to promote and co-ordinate the world-wide compila-

tion and exchange of nuclear data, the Agency has established the

International Nuclear Data Committee(lNDC), consisting of sc ient is ts

from the countries most active in this f ield* The Agency's own Nuclear

Data Unit arranges for the exchange of data with those Member States

that are not directly served by the three other major nuclear data

centres, namely those of the Soviet Union, the United States and the

European Nuclear Energy Agency of the OECD, thus completing the

world-wide network.

39* At present the Nuclear Data Section has some 160,000 l ine of

documented experimental neutron data stored in i t s f i l e s , of which

33%» 17%» 40% and 10$ have been disseminated to the developing coun-

tr ie s , (Western Europe, North America and the USSR respectively,

following requests from these four areas). In addition to the expe-

rimental f i l e s the compilation of evaluated neutron data ( which

represents logical and complete sets of "best values" for reactor

calculations) was begun in mid-1969, and to date the entire evaluated

data library, KEDAK, from the Karlsruhe centre has been transmitted

to India, Brazil, Rumania and the Republic of China, following requests

by these s t a t e s . The importance of evaluated data is evidenced by

t'.ie fact that access to such data by many developing countries i s

possible only through the IAEA.

40. One of the most important tasks facing the Agency in the coming

year ia the further expansion of i t s safeguards system. Although we

hesitate to make any predictions on this subject, 1970 wil l probably

witness the coming into force of the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation

of Nuclear Weapons, which has now been signed by 93 countries and

ratif ied by 24. The ratif ications of 43 States, including the three

depositary governments, that i s the USSR, the UK and the United States,

are required for entry into force. The three nuclear-weapon States

hare ra t i f i ed , although the US and the USSR have not as yet deposited

their Instruments of rat i f icat ion.
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41 . The coming into force of the Treaty wi l l , of course, bring

with i t a s ignif icant expansion in the safeguarding a c t i v i t i e s of the

Agency. Moat of you are familiar with Ar t ic le I I I of the Treaty, which

requires the Non-Nuclear Weapon States Pa r t i e s to the Treaty to accept

Agency safeguards on a l l t h e i r peaceful nuolear a c t i v i t i e s .

42. In view of th i s important respons ib i l i ty , the Agency is endea-

vouring to ensure that the safeguards system will be improved as i t

expands. Research and development effor ts will increase, so that the

system wi l l benefit from the most recent developments in safeguards

methods and techniques. The transformation from a control system applied

to individual f a c i l i t i e s into one applied to ent i re nuclear programmes

will require some adaptation of the system. The Secre ta r i a t , lided

by a group of consultants, has prepared a study on thia question. The

present safeguards system covers 72 reactors (109 f a c i l i t i e s ) in 31

countr ies . With or without the entry in to force of NPT, an appreciable

increase in the number of f a c i l i t i e s under safeguards is ant ic ipated.

43« Apart from i t s safeguarding function under Ar t ic le I I I of ti.e

NPT, the Agency will be callecl upon to play a role in the inplementation

' of Art ic les IV and V, which deal with increasing in ternat ional co-ope-

rat ion in the peaceful uses of atomic energy. According to the terms

of Ar t ic le IV, Part ies to the Teaty in a posi t ion to do so sha l l cont r i -

bute alone, together with other Sta tes , or through in te rna t iona l organi-

zations to the further development of the applications of nuclear energy

for peaceful purposes, including tne f u l l e s t possible exchange of equip-

ment, mater ia l s , and s c i e n t i f i c information. Art icle V provides that

potent ial benefits from the peaceful applications of nuclear explosions

will oe made available to Non-Nuclear Weapon S ta tes . I t foresees that

suoh benefits would be obtained, pursuant to a special in ternat ional

agreement or agreements, through an appropriate in te rna t iona l body.

44« While the NPT is to be welcomed as an extension of internat ional

safeguards, i t is only a f i r s t s tep . I t must be followed by other arms

control agreements that wi l l bind the Nuclear Weapon Sta tes as well as

the Non-Nuclear Weapon S t a t e s . In th i s regard, the Agency wil l follow
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With interest the dieevasions in the Geneva Disarmament Committee on

an agreement for the cut-off of the production of fissionable material

for weapons purposes. It has been suggested in Geneva and during the

General Assembly debates that the same safeguards as required under HPT

should be applied to the Nuclear Weapon States under such an agreement.

45* The 1970s have been declared by the United Nations General

Assembly as "The Second Development Decade" and "The Disarmament Decade".

The link between development and disarmament is particularly significant

for the Agenoy• When the Agency contributes to development by aiding

i t s Member States, a step towards arms control is taken by the automatic

application of Agency safeguards to Agency projects. There is also

reason to believe that the link will work in the other direction as

well i that i s , as Agency safeguards are accepted under international

instruments such as KPT, the prospects for increased international

co-operation in nuclear development including the exchange of scientif ic

and technical information wil l be improved. Much is at stake in the

next "development and disarmament" decade; i f the goals set are attained,

the Agency wil l be in a better position than ever before to fulf i l the

double purpose set out in i t s Statute to accelerate and enlarge the

contribution of atomic energy to peace, health and prosperity; and to

ensure that assistance provided by i t or at itB request or under i ts

supervision or control i s not used in such a way as to further any mili-

tary purposes.



Concluding Remarks by Dr. Vikram A. Sarabhai

Thank you very much Dr. Eklund. On behalf of the rightful

Chairman of this Session, Dr. Goldschmidt and myself, I am very

grateful to you, Dr. Eklund, for describing the future work of the

International Atomic Energy Agency. We in India have benefitted

a great deal by our association with the Agency and what i t haa

done to contribute for dissemination of technical information through

panel muetings, seminars, conferences, symposia and various other

means. We shall continue to participate actively in various activi-

ties of the Agency and we are happy to note that the Agency itself

has a Charter to which every country of the World can subscribe,

regardless of i t s differences on some aspoets, such as Non-Prolifera-

tion Treaty. This group must have felt by now that Atomic Energy

is a field which haa a great mix of almost every diverse aspect that

one meets in l i fe , economics, politics, security and technology.

I t is satisfying that the activities of the Agency cover most of

these fields.

I would like to express my particular gratification that

in this Seminar, we have not only the distinguished Members of the

Parliament who constitute the Consultative Committee on Atomic Knergy,

but members of industry, Government bodies, Scientists and Engineers

and distinguished scientific colleagues from abroad. It haa been a

great privilege for us to have them here and I cannot really express

appropriately my deep gratitude that they have come here after

travelling great distances to share their thinking with us. They

are going to be with us tomorrow at the dedication of the Tarapur

Reactor. I do really wish to thank all who have spoken here and

have contributed to this Seminar.

India is embar^in^ on a large scale programme for the

practical application^ of Atomic i-Jnerf?/. It 13 ripe at this

for us to have something like a National Nuclear l-'onm. Such an

association exists in most of the countries nivanced in Atomic

299
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Energy. This Forum should be a non-official body bringing

together individuals in Industries* scientists and engineers and

professional people who oan meet from time to time to discuss

matters related to peaceful uses of Atomic Energy in general and

to nuclear power in particular. This gathering of people from

various professions that we have here today has assembled for the

first time in this country* I wish this meeting will be a fore-

runner of many meetings of this type on a national soale in future.

With these words may I say again how grateful we are to

you. I do not have to thank my own colleagues in the Hiabha Atoraio

Research Centre, Dr. Ramanna, my friend Shri Raatogl who worked as

Scientific Seoretary of this Seminar, members of the staff of the

Department of Atomic En- and all other people who have contributed

to the organisation of this Seminar. I hope this meeting has been

as worthwhile to all of you as it has been for us.
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